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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable defines the SmartC2Net monitoring architecture and the fault management
approach. Based on comprehensive state-of-the-art analysis and requirement identification,
individual designs for respectively network monitoring and grid monitoring are proposed. For
network monitoring a design is proposed aiming to provide interfaces to fault management as well as
to network reconfiguration (WP3). In addition, an interface to the grid controller is proposed,
allowing network information to be actively included in the smart grid control logic. The design
focuses on scalability and highly distributed operation. Furthermore, the approach ensures that
network monitoring can take place in different network domains managed by different actors with
different monitoring data access policies. Yet, an end-to-end monitoring approach is supported
across monitoring domains. For the grid monitoring, a general architecture has also been specified. It
focuses on encompassing the hierarchical structure of the smart grid control architecture specified
for SmartC2Net while allowing scaling to monitor millions of sensor devices in a distribution grid. The
grid monitoring architecture further has a strong focus on advanced monitoring data processing
techniques to improve the value of monitoring data. An example is grid state estimation and other
grid model based data processing approaches.
To ensure identification and utilization of joint benefits of co-operating the network and grid
monitoring system, also, a joint monitoring architecture has been specified. The joint architecture
defines common monitoring layers. For the two monitoring subsystems each layer can operate
strictly separated or utilize common functionality for optimization reasons. Future work will clarify
which optimizations are most meaningful. A total of 4 layers is specified: The API Layer provides a
common interface to controllers (automated or human). It is very basic and provides only
fundamental access to the monitoring functions. A Publishing Layer is defined, enabling access to
(stored as well as real-time streaming) monitoring data, data quality labelling, information enriching
processing, high-level configuration of the monitoring architecture and interaction with other
monitoring domains. A Processing Layer manages the intermediate data pre-processing, filtering and
aggregation as the data moves from observations points towards controllers. Finally, a monitoring
layer is responsible for observations/measurement creation and efficient collection of the raw
monitoring data towards the processing layer. All layers, except the API layer, are expected to
operate in a distributed fashion; intralayer as well as interlayer. This deliverable does not go into
detail with regards to the adaptation techniques applied in the project, but the proposed layered
approach enables to define adaptation techniques within each layer. More details on these aspects
are to be found in D2.2 [D2214].
Closely interlinked to the monitoring architecture is the SmacrtC2Net fault management approach.
Fault management utilizes network (ICT) and grid monitoring to identify malicious as well as
accidental faults that may appear in one or both domains. It continually assesses its monitoring
needs and requests the level of information needed from monitoring. In summary, the fault
management considers: anomaly detectors for ICT, correlation of observations (across grid and
network), fault identification (diagnosis) and localization and final fault reporting to external
functions. Fault reports are provided to recovery and reconfiguration functions in the network
reconfiguration (WP3) as well as towards the controller (WP2).
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SmartC2Net also considers novel use of cellular network data to estimate the population of users.
This information also allows estimating the current and future demand, which can benefit the control
approaches developed in the project. In this deliverable an overview of the approach considered to
provide such demand profiling is provided.
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2 Introduction
A key technology for the SmartC2Net project is its flexible monitoring architecture which targets to:
 Collect network monitoring information for network reconfiguration, system fault
management and enriched control information.
 Collect grid monitoring information for system fault management and control.
 Identify and utilize cross-optimization possibilities between the grid and the network
monitoring domains.
 Adapt and optimize the collection process to varying network conditions and controller
requirements.
 Operate across heterogeneous network architectures and system domain boundaries.
This deliverable provides an overall description of the joint monitoring architecture focusing on
defining functions and layers of the monitoring system. This definition will guide the further
development work of the monitoring architecture and help to identify commonalities between
network and grid monitoring. In addition, an initial approach for how the joint monitoring
architecture can be applied for novel fault diagnosis approaches is described. Finally, a novel
methodology on how to utilize cellular data to create demand profiles is sketched.
The deliverable is structured in the following manner: Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive state-ofthe-art (SotA) analysis of monitoring architectures and functions for respectively network/ICT
monitoring and grid monitoring. The related SotA analysis on network and grid fault management
principles is also included in Chapter 3. The SotA analysis provides a basis for designing the
SmartC2Net monitoring architecture utilizing best practices and know-how from comprehensive
research work and operative ICT monitoring systems. In Chapter 4 an overview of bottom-up
requirements to the monitoring architecture is provided. The requirements have been identified
from other sub-systems (e.g. such as fault management (WP2), network reconfiguration (WP3), and
controllers (WP4)) and complement the overall SmartC2Net use-case requirements from D1.1
[D1113]. The requirements provide a view on what the joint monitoring system must be able to
support. Not all requirements can be considered in detail within SmartC2Net, but will be used as
reference for future development work and documentation. Chapter 4 also provides a
comprehensive listing of the type of monitoring variables in the grid and network domains that are
relevant to capture in the monitoring system. Chapter 5 presents the main SmartC2Net monitoring
architecture. The chapter initially considers network monitoring and grid monitoring separately to
clarify their individual properties and functions. The chapter concludes with a joint monitoring
architecture emphasizing similarities and differences of the two monitoring sub-systems that can be
utilized in the future work to optimize the adaptive monitoring approach. Chapter 6 describes how to
process cellular network monitoring information to provide energy demand prediction. Finally, in
Chapter 7, an initial approach is presented on how fault management in the SmartC2Net system can
be realized utilizing the monitoring system for the two domains: grid and ICT. Conclusion and outlook
are provided in Chapter 8. In addition, a detailed description of the monitoring API can be found in
appendix (Chapter 9).
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3 State-of-the-Art of Monitoring and Fault Management
Architectures and Methods
In the following sections, state-of-the-art approaches for communication network (c.f. Section 3.1)
and power grid monitoring (c.f. Section 3.2) are presented. Afterwards, Section 3.3 addresses grid
and network fault management. As these sections present a quite detailed view on the according
topic, a summary section (c.f. Section 3.4) is provided. For a quick overview, one can skip to this
section, while the details are intended for more interested readers.

3.1

Network Monitoring

3.1.1

Network Monitoring Architectures & Frameworks

The monitoring of large networks consisting of hundreds or even thousands of nodes, e.g.
computation clusters, central control data centres and future distribution grid systems, must satisfy
two fundamental requirements: Scalability and performance.
The scalability issue has been addressed by numerous architectures, which are comprised of the
monitoring tools presented in literature, e.g. [Hus05, Ric06, Dan03, Mas04, Van03, Par06]. These
architectures can basically be divided into two categories: Centralized and decentralized/distributed.
State-of-the-art examples from literature can be found in the following sections. The main
architectural features and their benefits are discussed in relation to the smart grid scenarios.
Performance is mainly achieved by optimizing communication, computation and storage. These
aspects are covered in the information management section in which the fundamental techniques
used for sampling, pre-processing (i.e. aggregation, filtering and integration) and adaptation are
described.
3.1.1.1

Centralized Architectures

Hussain et al. present in [Hus05] a passive and continuous monitoring infrastructure to collect,
archive and analyse network traffic. As can be seen in Figure 1, the architecture consists of three
main components. Data collection is carried out by high-performance dedicated collection hosts
capturing packet traces into the data repository (networked high-performance RAID storage system).
Finally, the Analysis Cluster performs pre-processing (privacy & security) and per-user processing of
traces. The benefits of the approach are continuous monitoring, multi-user support, anonymization
and the support of failure recovery.
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Figure 1 - Passive and continuous monitoring infrastructure [Hus05]

[Ric06] presents a large scale monitoring system (c.f. Figure 2) covering selected links on all logical
interfaces of a 2G/3G network. All frames are captured (complete capture) after removing the
application-layer payload. Anonymization is achieved by hashing all subscriber-related fields with a
non-invertible function. Association between packets, PDP context, IMSI (user ID) can be extracted
on any interface between MS and GGSN (stateful association tracking). Summarized, the approach
performs collection of fine-grained measurements on a large scale. It is completely decoupled from
the production network, can process the recently collected data and delivers reports and alarms
proactively.

Figure 2 - Monitoring and analysis in 3G networks (METAWIN project) [Ric06]
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ANEMOS [Dan03], an Autonomous NEtwork MOnitoring System, is a software monitoring tool for
end-to-end (E2E) path active measurements. The architecture depicted in Figure 3 consists of three
main elements. The Client represents a web applet for adding, reviewing, terminating and visualizing
results of measurement tasks. Workers execute appropriate tools for each measurement task.
Source worker modules communicate with destination worker modules to coordinate the (active)
,
,
results and send them to the
Coordinator. The Coordinator manages the workers, responds to user requests, maintains the
scheduling queue for all active measurement tasks, archives the resulting data, analyzes the
measurements by evaluating user-specific rules and issues corresponding alarms. The main strengths
of the presented approach are the real-time processing, analysis (rules and alarms support) and
visualization of end-to-end measurements.

Figure 3 - ANEMOS architecture [Dan03]

The IBM Tivoli Monitoring suite [Tiv13] allows managing end-node elements (e.g. operating systems,
databases and web servers) in distributed environments, storage and network using a holistic
approach. The approach is based on a centralized monitoring solution providing system operators
with a unified control center interface from which they can oversee the target system, discover
problems and take action for mitigation. Tivoli also provides a set of facilities to automatically
correlate events and automate the fault detection process such as the creation of queries for filtering
and correlating events and the setting of dynamic thresholds to trigger alarms. This allows to
dramatically speeding up the problem determination process.
Figure 4 [Orb13] shows a (simplified) logical architecture of the Tivoli monitoring system. The main
features of the tool are:
 Application Dependency and Discovery manager: In charge of finding new resources, and
their dependencies, to monitor.
 Network manager: Continuously provides an updated snapshot of the network status
allowing determining problems and what needs to be done to resolve them.
 Advanced correlation and Root cause: A set of algorithms providing trend estimation and
correlation supporting detection and problem determination activities.
 Agent and Agentless monitoring: Data collector for observing performance and availability
of most common OSs, DBs and middleware; agentless technology provides lightweight
monitoring targeting key metrics to satisfy simple needs.
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The limitations of the Tivoli monitoring solution are basically related to usability and to scalability.
Usability since the responsibility of configuring and effectively using such a tool is totally delegated to
human operators. The scalability limitation arises since the aforementioned centralized solution only
allows to monitor a restricted number of resources (e.g. about 500 servers).

Figure 4 - The Tivoli infrastructure monitoring system

CoMon [Par06] is a wide-area monitoring system designed to help provide useful monitoring and
debugging information for a unique integrated platform. The key characteristics are (i) the limited
intrusiveness, i.e. it remains largely agnostic about the applications running on the monitored nodes,
and (ii) the possibility to efficiently gather information from infrequently-used data by means of both
active and passive measurements.
The CoMon design is based on two daemons and a central data collector. The node-centric process
runs both active and passive end-host measurements; the slice-centric just presents a simple
aggregated information of resources used by all processes running in the last 1, 5 and 15 minutes,
similar to the top tool. The data collector is a centralized node in charge of collecting, processing and
graphically presenting the time-series data.
3.1.1.2

Decentralized Architectures

Salvador et al. propose in [Sal05] a scalable and easily manageable traffic monitoring system based
on a P2P hierarchical architecture. As can be seen in Figure 5, probes perform the (active or passive)
measurements and store the results. Clients implement the interface between the monitoring
system and the user. Probes within the same network area are associated in groups. A probe can also
operate in Super-Probe mode making it responsible for managing the set of probes connected to it
and for establishing interconnections between other super-probes. A client can connect to any probe
and use this connection to configure measurements and retrieve measured data from any other
probe. Small data files store the monitoring system parameters as well as summary statistics of the
traffic and are broadcasted to all probes. They provide a coarse, but updated and fully available, view
of the network status. Large data files store the results of all scheduled measurements. They include
detailed packet or flow information and statistics over a period of time, obtained through active or
passive monitoring techniques. These files are stored at the probe that created them and are
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possibly replicated on other probes. The benefits of this approach are adaptability to various network
conditions, high tolerance to failures as well as easy access and querying of measured data.

Figure 5 - Network monitoring system with peer-to-peer architecture [Sal05]

The authors of [Sri02] introduce a distributed P2P system, M-Coop, that can be queried for network
performance information between two arbitrary IP addresses. It also returns assessments of the
metric accuracy and trustworthiness. The architecture is based on a logical overlay using Distributed
Hash Tables (DHT) for storing and looking up information about the nodes that compose the
overlays. The Measurement Overlay is based on the AS level graph of the Internet. Each node in Mb
b
“Area Of Responsibility” AOR ,
addresses for which it can answer queries. A node consists of three modules: The Routing module is
responsible for maintaining the overlays, communicating with the peer nodes and routing queries
and responses through the overlays. The Measurement module performs measurements between
itself and its measurement peers, verifies the measurements obtained by other nodes and responds
q
b
AOR.
Trust module maintains the trust database, performs trust
metric calculations and responds to trust queries. Measurements are taken by the endpoints of the
edge in two ways, actively, by sending probe packets to each other and passively by monitoring the
system traffic that traverses this edge of the graph. The benefits of the approach are simple and
rapid deployment on a large scale and an indication of how reliable the information is in terms of
accuracy and trustworthiness.
pMeasure [Liu04] is a tool built on P2P network substrate (Pastry) for end-to-end measurements in
large-scale networks. The system consists of a collection of nodes, each running pMeasure both as a
server and as a client. Servers receive measurement tasks from other nodes and if resources are
available and various conditions are met, they carry out the tasks cooperatively. A client can inject
measurement tasks into the system, which automatically locates necessary and appropriate nodes
for the tasks and monitors the execution of the tasks closely. As depicted in Figure 6, each pMeasure
node has three functional components. The measurement component is responsible for providing
and requesting measurement tasks, the peer-to-peer component maintains the overlay for the whole
system. Finally, the management component ensures the operation of the other two components in
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a secure, reliable and organized manner. The measurement functionalities in the system are
synchronized, which results in synchronized data output. The passive monitoring component enables
a pMeasure node to generate network traffic statistics on the host machine for the purpose of
network monitoring and at the same time, to report the generated statistics to other pMeasure
nodes upon request. A pMeasure node maintains statistics for every 15 minutes. The current 15
minutes statistics are updated in real-time and historical 15 minutes statistics are kept on secondary
storage and can be retrieved when needed. The active measurement component is able to measure
not only the path characteristics between the task initiator and a participating node, but the path
characteristics between two participating nodes as well. The presented approach is self-organizing,
scalable, can potentially connect millions of nodes and provides vast measurement coverage.

Figure 6 - pMeasure architecture [Liu04]

Han et al. propose in [Han02] a flexible as well as scalable monitoring and analysis system called NGMON, which can run on off-the-shelf computers. The monitoring and analysis task in NG-MON is
divided into five phases/functional units in order to distribute processing loads (c.f. Figure 7). The
packet capturing unit is a distributed probe system collecting raw packets passing through the
network links. The Flow generation unit distributes messages from the packet capture phase over
flow generators, where flow data are extracted and stored for processing. The destination of the
exported messages is assigned among the Flow stores in turn by a round robin algorithm. Traffic
analyzers query the flow data stored in the flow store according to the various analysis scopes. The
Presentation server provides analyzed data to corresponding applications. The measurements are
based on passive monitoring methods, which feature lossless packet capture and flow-based analysis
(aggregate packet information into flows for efficient processing). It is a purely software-based
solution with good scalability and lossless capture in multi-gigabit networks. Furthermore, a small,
fixed amount of disk space on each flow store is required.
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Figure 7 - NG-MON architecture [Han02]

PerfSONAR [Han05] is a Performance focused Service Oriented Network Architecture able to perform
multi-domain measurements without being limited to specific kinds of metrics. The service-oriented
architecture (c.f. Figure 8) can be orchestrated to collaborate in order to reach a common goal (web
services are used). Measurement Points are measuring and storing network characteristics as well as
providing basic network information. The Service Layer consists of administrative domains. It allows
for the exchange of measurement data and management information between domains. In each
domain, a set of entities (services) is responsible for the domain control. Each of them is in charge of
a specific functionality, like authentication and authorization, discovery of the other entities
providing specific functionalities, resource management or measurement of network traffic
parameters. The interaction of the entities inside a domain, as well as the access to the
Measurement Point Layer of other domains, may not be visible to the end user. Some of the entities
contain an interface, which can be accessed by the User Interface Layer. This layer consists of
visualization tools (user interfaces), which adapt the presentation of performance data to be
appropriate for the needs of specific user groups. The measurements are based on active or passive
monitoring techniques. The Measurement Point Layer of a domain consists of different monitoring
components or agents deployed within the domain. A monitoring agent provides information on a
specific metric (e.g. one-way delay, jitter, loss, available bandwidth) by accessing the corresponding
Measurement Points. Each network domain can, in principle, deploy Measurement Points of its
choice. PerfSONAR achieves increased flexibility, scalability and robustness in comparison to
traditional software techniques.

Figure 8 - PerfSONAR architecture [Han05]
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The DEcentralized, cooperative, and privacy-preserving MONitoring for trustworthinesS (DEMONS)
project [Rao11] is about a decentralized, cooperative and privacy-preserving monitoring system. The
basic architecture of the DEMONS monitoring system supports operations organized into the
following three distinct layers (c.f. Figure 9). The measurement layer is in charge of performing
measurement and analysis primitives and supporting means to compose them. The measurement
layer revolves around software and hardware accelerated programmable monitoring nodes, capable
of executing high-rate in-network monitoring and data analysis primitives implemented and
deployed in a highly modular fashion (BlockMon). The coordination layer combines a potentially very
large number of programmable nodes into a distributed data processing system that ultimately
provides summarized results, some of which can be exchanged across domains. The coordination
layer performs these actions subject to the constraints imposed by node capabilities, access rights,
authorization permissions, data protection requirements and any other application-specific workflow
needs. Thus guaranteeing that the right type and amount of monitoring information is accessed by
(and delivered to) duly authorized parties. The application layer permits rapid development and
deployment of measurement and mitigation applications and incident response workflows by
leveraging the services offered by the lower layers. It further provides tools and graphical interfaces
for permitting easy management and exploitation of the supported monitoring primitives.
Privacy and business-protection principles permeate all layers, translating into tight access control
and cryptographic protection solutions, in order to allow effective cooperation across administrative
domains and jurisdictional boundaries, as well as improved control of data disclosure within
domains. BlockMon compositions can be deployed, in single or multi-node, in order to perform any
monitoring task. A BlockMon Controller controls and configures the individual nodes in a BlockMon
overlay. Intra- and inter-domain network traffic analysis possible. Summarized, DEMONS provides a
multi-domain, scalable, flexible monitoring framework for easy monitoring application deployment
with privacy-preservation.

Figure 9 - Basic architecture of the DEMONS monitoring system

[Mas04] presents Ganglia, a distributed infrastructure for monitoring clusters and grids resources
(e.g. network throughput, load, CPU, memory and disk usage, response time) at different time-scales.
The architecture of Ganglia is depicted in Figure 10. To meet the scalability requirement, the
infrastructure uses a hierarchical architecture and aggregation of collected data.
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Figure 10 - The Ganglia architecture

Each node in a cluster receives the information status of other nodes in the cluster by means of a
multicast protocol. Hence, each node of a cluster has a global view of the status of that particular
cluster. One node per cluster is designed to be the leaf node to logically represent that particular
cluster to the upper layer. When the leaf node fails there is an automatic failover to another node
that was previously assigned as stand-by leaf. The nodes that are higher up in the tree specify
aggregation points. Aggregation at each point in the tree is done by polling child nodes at periodic
intervals. Monitoring data from both leaf nodes and aggregation points is then exported using a TCP
connection of the node being polled followed by a read of all its monitoring data.
Astrolabe [Van03] monitors large-scale systems and also organizes nodes using a tree hierarchy. It
monitors the dynamically changing state of a collection of distributed resources, reporting
summaries of this information. The main functionalities provided by Astrolabe are: resource
discovery, fault management and reconfiguration.
Resources are organized into a hierarchy of zones and then a set of attributes is associated to each
zone. Zones are not bound to specific servers since these, and their attributes, may be highly
dynamic, and updates propagate quickly. Figure 11 shows an example of a three-level Astrolabe zone
tree. The top-level root zone has three child zones. Each zone, including the leaf zones (the hosts),
has an attribute list. Each host runs an Astrolabe agent.
The Astrolabe approach is intended to limit the rate of information flow at each participating node,
so that even under worst-case conditions, it will be scalable with system size. To this end, each
aggregate is restricted to some scope, within which it is computed on behalf of and visible to all
nodes. Only aggregates with high global value should have global scope. The number of aggregating
queries active within any given scope is assumed to be reasonably small, and independent of system
size. Astrolabe also has a small impact on computational and storage resource.
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Figure 11 - The Astrolabe monitoring architecture

Continuously summaries of the data in the system are computed using on-the-fly aggregation
controlled by SQL queries. As this information changes, Astrolabe automatically and rapidly
computes the associated aggregates and reports the changes to applications that have registered
their interest. Differing from Ganglia [Mas04], instead of using a multicast protocol the
communication is based on a peer-to-peer, gossip-based protocol that is used to share the collected
data. Astrolabe also addresses several security issues by means of certificates and ad-hoc public key
infrastructure.
Another tool designed to be highly scalable and flexible is Nagios, which is recognized by the IT
industry as the most used monitoring infrastructure. The Nagios architecture is basically a modular,
two-layer architecture with a core and several plugins. The core has been designed to be extensible,
flexible and scalable. The plugins check if the monitored entities are working as expected. The main
functionalities of the core are concurrent service check scheduling, check execution, check
processing, event handling and alerting. The core also maintains all state information and takes
action when the transitions require it.
Other core add-ons include the NRPE (Nagios Remote Plugin Executor) and NSCA (Netsaint/Nagios
Service Check Acceptor) tools that enable indirect checks on the host (i.e. services that do not include
network communications such as CPU loads, memory usage and the status of RAID arrays) and
passive monitoring, respectively. NSCA is also used to address scalability issues by distributing
monitoring to other sites within the monitoring environment, i.e. some checks may be delegated to
secondary servers.
In the Nagios jargon the smaller monitored entity is called service. Each service is specified using a
hierarchical, template-based configuration file and belongs to a specific host. Service interrelations
are defined by means of explicit dependences, i.e. failure dependences. When all services on a host
are working correctly, the host is taken to be working correctly as well. After a service on the host
fails, the host status can be checked separately. If the host is considered to have failed as well,
service checks are still processed but the resulting notifications are silenced. Notifications are
enabled when the host resumes operation.
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3.1.2

Network Monitoring Functions

This section introduces the facilities of monitoring systems that need to be considered when
architecting the smart grid monitoring system. In particular, (i) the most relevant observation points
and methods and (ii) the information management techniques are discussed.
3.1.2.1

Observation Points and Methods

The future smart grid will be a seamless integration of heterogeneous wireless/wired networks and
ubiquitous environments. Due to the rapid expansion of core and backbone networks, QoS
parameters such as delay, jitter, bandwidth and packet loss get increasingly dominated by new
access networks (ADSL, Wi-Fi, etc.). Hence, observing performance of the communicating hosts and
their access networks is becoming as important as observing performance in the core network
[Bot08]. In this section we have investigated observation methods that can be used in both backbone
and edge-networks by analyzing what kind of information is collected and how. These methods have
been broadly divided into the two categories router-based and non-router-based. The former refers
to monitoring techniques that are typically hardcoded into the routers and that are based on router
capabilities to work (little flexibility). The latter, i.e. non-router-based, refers to methods that can be
adopted without the need of the routers to actively participate in the measurement process.
3.1.2.1.1 Router-Based
FCAPS (Fault, Configuration, Accounting, Performance, Security) is the ISO Telecommunications
Management Network model and framework for network management [Iso89]. FCAPS identifies five
categories for network management:
 Fault management: The goal of fault management is to recognize, isolate, correct and log
faults that occur in the network. Furthermore, it uses trend analysis to predict errors so that
the network is always available. This can be established by monitoring different
parameters/devices for abnormal behaviour.
 Configuration management: The goals of configuration management include gathering and
storing configurations from network devices, to simplify the configuration of the device, to
track changes that are made to the configuration, to configure ('provision') circuits or paths
through non-switched networks, to plan for future expansion and scaling.
 Accounting management: The goal is to gather usage statistics of users. Accounting
management is concerned with tracking network utilization information, such that individual
users, departments, or business units can be appropriately billed or charged for accounting
purposes.
 Performance management: Performance management is focused on ensuring that network
performance remains at acceptable levels. It enables the manager to prepare the network
for the future, as well as to determine the efficiency of the current network, for example, in
relation to the investments done to set it up. The network performance addresses the
throughput, network response times, packet loss rates, link utilization, percentage utilization,
error rates and so forth.
 Security management: Security management is the process of controlling access to assets in
the network. Security management is not only concerned with ensuring that a network
environment is secure, but also that gathered security-related information is analyzed
regularly.
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Network monitoring mainly concerns three of these five functional areas of network management:
 Performance monitoring
 Fault monitoring
 Account monitoring
Performance monitoring deals with measuring the performance of the network. There are three
important issues in performance monitoring. First, performance monitoring information is usually
used to plan future network expansion and locate current network usage problems. Second, the time
frame of performance monitoring must be long enough to establish a network behaviour model.
Third, choosing what to measure is important. There are too many measureable parameters in a
network. But the list of items to be measured should be meaningful and cost effective. This list of
items to be measured is called network indicators because they indicate attributes of the network.
Fault monitoring deals with measuring the problems in the network. There are two important issues
in fault monitoring. First, fault monitoring deals with various layers of the network. When a problem
occurs, it can be at different layers of the network. Thus it is important to know which layer is having
problems. Second, fault monitoring requires establishing normal characteristics of the network in an
extended period of time. There are always errors in the network, but it does not mean the network is
having persistent problems. Some of these errors are expected to occur. For example, noise on a
network link can cause transmission errors. The network only has a problem when the number of
errors suddenly increases above its normal level. Thus, a record of normal behaviour is important.
Account monitoring deals with how users use the network. The network keeps a record of what
devices of the network are used and how often they are used. This type of information is used for
billing users for network usage, and for predicting future network usage.
Starting from the aforementioned model, the following monitoring standards have been defined:
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [RFC1157] is an "Internet-standard protocol for
managing devices on IP networks". SNMP is based on three conceptual entities, see Figure 12:
 Managed Device
 Agent: Software, which runs on managed device.
 Network Management System (NMS): Software which runs on the manager.
A managed device is a network node that implements an SNMP interface that allows unidirectional
(read-only) or bidirectional access to node-specific information. Managed devices exchange nodespecific information with the NMSs. Sometimes called network elements, the managed devices can
be any type of device, including, but not limited to, routers, access servers, switches, bridges, hubs,
IP telephones, IP video cameras, computer hosts, and printers.
An agent is a network-management software module that resides on a managed device. An agent
has local knowledge of management information and translates that information to or from an SNMP
specific form.
A Network Management System (NMS) executes applications that monitor and control managed
devices. NMSs provide the bulk of the processing and memory resources required for network
management. One or more NMSs may exist on any managed network.
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SNMP itself does not define which information (which variables) a managed system should offer.
Rather, SNMP uses an extensible design, where the available information is defined by Management
Information Bases (MIBs). MIBs describe the structure of the management data of a device
subsystem; they use a hierarchical namespace containing Object IDentifiers (OID). Each OID identifies
a variable that can be read or set via SNMP. Generally, standard MIB modules support common
functionality in a device. Operators often define additional MIB modules for their enterprise or use
the Command Line Interface (CLI) to configure non-standard data in managed devices and their
interfaces.
Following the manager-agent paradigm, an agent can generate notifications and send them as
unsolicited messages to the management application. SNMPv2 [RFC1901] enhances this basic
functionality with an Inform PDU, a bulk transfer capability and other functional extensions like an
administrative model for access control, security extensions, and Manager-to-Manager
communication. SNMPv2 entities can have a dual role as manager and agent. However, neither
SNMPv1 nor SNMPv2 offers sufficient security features. To address the security deficiencies of
SNMPv1/v2, SNMPv3 has been issued [RFC3411] [RFC3418].

Figure 12 - SNMP architecture

SNMP operates on the Application Layer of the Internet Protocol Suite. SNMPv1 specifies five core
Protocol Data Units (PDUs). Two additional PDUs (GetBulkRequest and InformRequest) were added in
SNMPv2 and carried over to SNMPv3.
The seven SNMP protocol data units (PDUs) are as follows:
 GetRequest: A manager-to-agent request to retrieve the value of a variable or list of
variables. Desired variables are specified in variable bindings (values are not used). Retrieval
of the specified variable values is to be done as an atomic operation by the agent. A response
with current values is returned.
 SetRequest: A manager-to-agent request to change the value of a variable or list of variables.
Variable bindings are specified in the body of the request. Changes to all specified variables
are to be made as an atomic operation by the agent. A response with (current) new values
for the variables is returned.
 GetNextRequest: A manager-to-agent request to discover available variables and their
values. Returns a response with variable binding for the lexicographically next variable in the
MIB. The entire MIB of an agent can be walked by iterative application of GetNextRequest
starting at OID 0. Rows of a table can be read by specifying column OIDs in the variable
bindings of the request.
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GetBulkRequest: Optimized version of GetNextRequest. A manager-to-agent request for
multiple iterations of GetNextRequest. Returns a Response with multiple variable bindings
walked from the variable binding or bindings in the request. PDU specific non-repeaters and
max-repetitions fields are used to control response behaviour. GetBulkRequest was
introduced in SNMPv2.
Response: Returns variable bindings and acknowledgement from agent to manager for
GetRequest, SetRequest, GetNextRequest, GetBulkRequest and InformRequest. Error
reporting is provided by error-status and error-index fields. Although it was used as a
response to both gets and sets, this PDU was called GetResponse in SNMPv1.
Trap: Asynchronous notification from agent to manager. Includes current sysUpTime value,
an OID identifying the type of trap and optional variable bindings. Destination addressing for
traps is determined in an application-specific manner typically through trap configuration
variables in the MIB. The format of the trap message was changed in SNMPv2 and the PDU
was renamed SNMPv2-Trap.
InformRequest: Acknowledged asynchronous notification. This PDU was introduced in
SNMPv2 and was originally defined as manager-to-manager communication. Later
implementations have loosened the original definition to allow agent-to-manager
communications. Manager-to-manager notifications were already possible in SNMPv1 (using
a Trap) but, as SNMP commonly uses UDP where delivery is not assured and dropped
packets are not reported, delivery of a Trap was not guaranteed. InformRequest fixes this by
sending back an acknowledgement on receipt.

Remote Network MONitoring (RMON) MIB [RFC2819] is a standard for monitoring which was
developed by the IETF to support monitoring and protocol analysis of LANs. The first version
(referred to as RMON1) focused on OSI Layer 1 and Layer 2 information in Ethernet and Token Ring
networks. It has been extended by RMON2 [RFC4502], which adds support for network- and
application-layer monitoring and by SMON, which adds support for switched networks. It is an
industry standard specification that provides much of the functionality offered by proprietary
network analyzers. RMON agents are built into many high-end switches and routers.
An RMON implementation typically operates in a client/server model. Monitoring devices (commonly
called "probes" in this context) contain RMON software agents that collect information and analyze
packets. These probes act as servers and the Network Management applications that communicate
with them act as clients. While both agent configuration and data collection use SNMP, RMON is
designed to operate differently than other SNMP-based systems:
 Probes have more responsibility for data collection and processing, which reduces SNMP
traffic and the processing load of the clients.
 Information is only transmitted to the management application when required, instead of
continuous polling.
In short, RMON is designed for "flow-based" monitoring, while SNMP is often used for "devicebased" management. RMON is similar to other flow-based monitoring technologies such as NetFlow
and SFlow because the data collected deals mainly with traffic patterns rather than the status of
individual devices. One disadvantage of this system is that remote devices shoulder more of the
management burden, and require more resources to do so. Some devices balance this trade-off by
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implementing only a subset of the RMON MIB groups. A minimal RMON agent implementation could
support only statistics, history, alarm, and event.
The RMON1 MIB consists of ten groups:
1. Statistics:
Real-time LAN statistics (e.g. utilization, collisions, CRC errors).
2. History:
History of selected statistics.
3. Alarm:
Definitions for RMON SNMP traps to be sent when statistics exceed defined
thresholds.
4. Hosts:
Host specific LAN statistics (e.g. bytes sent/received, frames sent/received).
5. Hosts top N: Record of N most active connections over a given time period.
6. Matrix:
The sent-received traffic matrix between systems.
7. Filter:
Defines packet data patterns of interest (e.g. MAC address or TCP port).
8. Capture:
Collect and forward packets matching the Filter.
9. Event:
Send alerts (SNMP traps) for the Alarm group.
10. Token Ring:
Extensions specific to Token Ring.
The RMON2 MIB adds ten more groups:
1. Protocol Directory:
List of protocols the probe can monitor.
2. Protocol Distribution:
Traffic statistics for each protocol.
3. Address Map:
Maps network-layer (IP) to MAC-layer addresses.
4. Network-Layer Host:
Layer 3 traffic statistics, per each host.
5. Network-Layer Matrix:
Layer 3 traffic statistics, per source/destination pairs of hosts.
6. Application-Layer Host:
Traffic statistics by application protocol, per host.
7. Application-Layer Matrix:
Traffic
statistics
by
application
protocol,
per
source/destination pairs of hosts.
8. User History:
Periodic samples of user-specified variables.
9. Probe Configuration:
Remote configure of probes.
10. RMON Conformance:
Requirements for RMON2 MIB conformance.
Furthermore SMON [RFC2613] provides RMON-like functions for the monitoring of switched
networks. Switches differ from standard shared media protocols because:
1. Data is not, in general, broadcast. This MAY be caused by the switch architecture or by the
connection-oriented nature of the data. This means, therefore, that monitoring nonbroadcast traffic needs to be considered.
2. Monitoring the multiple entry and exit points from a switching device requires a vast amount
of resources (i.e. memory and CPU).
3. Switching incorporates logical segmentation such as Virtual LANs (VLANs).
4. Switching incorporates packet prioritization.
5. Data across the switched fabric can be in the form of cells. Like RMON, SMON is only
concerned with the monitoring of packets.
The SMON MIB provides the following functions that help to manage switched networks:
 smonVlanStats: This function provides traffic statistics per Virtual LAN for 802.1q VLANs.
 smonPrioStats: This function provides traffic statistics per priority level for 802.1q VLANS.
 dataSourceCaps: This function identifies all supported data sources on a SMON device.
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portCopyConfig: Many network switches provide the capability to make a copy of traffic seen
on one port and sending it out to another port for management purposes. This occurs in
addition to any copying performed during the normal forwarding behaviour of the switch.

NetFlow is a feature introduced on Cisco routers that gives the ability to collect IP network traffic as
it enters an interface. By analyzing the data that is provided by Netflow a network administrator can
determine things such as the source and destination of the traffic, class of service, and the cause of
congestion. Netflow consists of three components: Flow caching, flow collector and data analyzer.
Routers and switches that support NetFlow can collect IP traffic statistics on all interfaces where
NetFlow is enabled, and later export those statistics as NetFlow records, toward at least one NetFlow
collector - typically a server that does the actual traffic analysis.
The advantage of Netflow over other monitoring methods such as SNMP and RMON is that there are
numerous traffic analysis software packages (data analyzers) to pull data from Netflow packets and
present it in a more user friendly way.
3.1.2.1.2 Non-Router-Based
Although non-router-based techniques are still limited in their monitoring abilities, they offer more
flexibility than the router-based techniques. In particular for fault management, but also for tuning
up the system performance, more detailed information needs to be considered, e.g. from the system
layer (some systems allow instrumentation to get precise information about system components),
host-level (i.e. OS or process-level) or even at the component-level, e.g. when complex software
systems such as application servers and message oriented middlewares are adopted.
Non router-based monitoring techniques can basically be grouped into two categories: Active and
passive monitoring.
Active Monitoring
Active approaches induce a cause-effect relationship between the network and the traffic, triggering
a measurable effect,
.M
“ b ”
transmitted into the network to collect measurements between at least two endpoints in the
network. Active measurement systems deal with metrics such as: Availability, routes, packet delay,
packet reordering, packet loss, packet inter-arrival jitter, bandwidth measurements (capacity,
achievable throughputs). Besides these metrics, from active measurements one can also determine
the network topology, or detect and locate possible link failures. For each network device and host
appropriate probes must be selected and sent. Then, the results need to be analyzed. The task of
choosing probe stations, targets and particular probe messages is commonly called probe planning.
This is often done in an ad-hoc manner, largely based on previous experience and rules-of-thumb.
Thus, it is not necessarily optimized with respect to probing costs (related to the number of probes
and probe stations) and diagnostic capability of a probe set. More recent work [Bro01], [Ris02] on
probing-based diagnosis focused on optimizing the probe set selection and provided simple heuristic
search techniques that yield close-to-optimal solutions.
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However, the active monitoring through existing probing technology still suffers from various
limitations:
 Introducing probe-traffic into the network can interfere with the normal traffic on the
network and hence compromise the correct behaviour of the system. This could be a major
limitation especially in networks that need to transport time critical messages.
 The validity of the information provided by such an approach is questionable since generated
probes may be treated differently than normal traffic.
Moreover, when such monitoring techniques have to support fault management strategies they also
have the following drawbacks:
 Probes are selected off-line (pre-planned probing) and run periodically using a fixed schedule
(typically, every 5 to 15 min). For diagnostic purposes, this approach can be quite inefficient:
it needs to construct and run repeatedly an unnecessarily large set of probes capable of
diagnosing all possible problems, many of which might in fact never occur. Furthermore,
when an anomaly occurs, there may be a considerable delay in obtaining all information
necessary for the diagnosis process. Thus, such an observing measurement method is not
suitable when the detection has strict timeliness requirement; hence, more adaptive
approaches should be considered for supporting fault management tasks.
 Most approaches typically assume a static model of the system (i.e. the system state does
. W
“
”
, “
”
e.g. response time
exceeding certain threshold) may happen more frequently; in a highly dynamic system
“
”
“
”
b
. Instead of
marking such contradictory observations as system changes, this leads to the erroneous
“
” [Kli97]. A more accurate model should account for system dynamics
to provide a more sophisticated diagnosis.
Thus, for these reasons active monitoring is very rarely implemented as a standalone method of
monitoring as a good deal of overhead is introduced. In the following, the most common active
probing tools and methods are detailed.
Ping is a utility used to test the possibility to reach hosts on IP-based networks and to measure the
round-trip time (RTT). Ping operates by sending Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo
request packets to the target host and waiting for an ICMP response. In the process it measures the
RTT and records any packet loss. Ping does not evaluate or compute the time to establish the
connection; it only gives the mean round-trip times of an established connection with an open
session.
Traceroute is a diagnostic tool for displaying the route and measuring transit delays of packets across
an IP network. It only lists layer 3 devices (i.e. switches are transparent). The history of the route is
recorded as the round-trip times of the packets received from each successive remote node on the
route; the sum of the mean times in each hop indicates the total time spent to establish the
connection. Traceroute sends a sequence of three ICMP echo request packets addressed to a
destination host. The time-to-live (TTL) value is used in determining the intermediate routers being
traversed towards the destination. Routers decrement packets' TTL value by 1 when routing and
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discard packets whose TTL value has reached zero, returning the ICMP error message ICMP Time
Exceeded. Traceroute works by sending packets with gradually increasing TTL value, starting with TTL
value = 1.
Iperf is a commonly used network testing tool that can create TCP and UDP data streams and
measure the throughput of a network that is carrying them. Iperf allows the user to set various
parameters that can be used for testing a network, or alternately for optimizing or tuning a network.
Iperf has client and server functionality, and can measure the throughput between the two ends,
either unidirectionally or bi-directionally. When used for testing UDP capacity, Iperf allows the user
to specify the datagram size and provides results for the datagram throughput and the packet loss.
When used for testing TCP capacity, Iperf measures the throughput of the payload. Typical Iperf
output contains a time-stamped report of the amount of data transferred and the throughput
measured. Iperf is significant as it is a cross-platform tool that can be run over any network and
output standardized performance measurements. Thus it can be used for comparison of both wired
and wireless networking equipment and technologies. Since it is also open source, the measurement
methodology can be scrutinized by the user as well.
With roundtrip-based measurements, it is hard to isolate the direction in which congestion is
experienced. One-way measurements solve this problem and make the direction of congestion
immediately apparent. Since traffic can be asymmetric at many sites that are primarily producers or
consumers of data, this allows for more informative measurements. One-way measurements allow
the user to better isolate the effects of specific parts of a network on the treatment of traffic. The
increasing availability of precise time sources allows network hosts to timestamp packets with typical
errors that are substantially smaller than the delays seen on real non-LAN networks. This makes it
possible for one-way measurements to be collected across a broad mesh of network paths.
The OWAMP (One-Way Active Measurement Protocol) also simplifies the analysis of measurement
results. Explicit send and receive timestamps for every measurement packet make analysis more
straightforward because one does not need to assume return path reliability, preservation of interpacket spacing by the round-trip measurement reflector, etc. OWAMP session control uses
traditional client-server communication between a control-client and a server, using the OWAMPControl protocol. Using OWAMP, it is possible to collect active measurement data sufficient to
determine a broad class of singleton characteristics (e.g. loss probability, median delay, jitter, 90th
percentile of delay). Non-singleton characteristics, such as the expected inter-arrival gap of packets
that were sent back-to-back, can be measured as well.
Passive Monitoring
Passive monitoring, unlike active monitoring, does not inject traffic into the network or modify the
traffic that is already on the network. Also unlike active monitoring, passive monitoring collects
information about only one point in the network that is being measured rather than between two
endpoints as active monitoring measures. Passive measurements deal with information such as:
traffic and protocol mixes, accurate bit/packet rates, packet timing and inter-arrival timing. Passive
monitoring can be achieved with the assistance of any packet-sniffing program. Although passive
monitoring does not have the overhead that active monitoring has, it has its own set of downfalls.
Passive monitoring measurements can only be analyzed after the traces are captured, thus
introducing a processing delay. Moreover, there is the need for dealing with processing the huge
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data sets that are being collected. As one can see passive monitoring may be better than active
monitoring in that overhead data is not added into the network, but post-processing time can take a
large amount of time.
Tcpdump (libpcap) [Jac89] was developed in the early 1990s at the Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory. Tcpdump is a UNIX tool (WinDump for windows) used to gather data from a network,
decipher the bits and display them in a semi-coherent fashion. Although output from commercial
tools might differ slightly or be more fashionable than tcpdump, tcpdump is the basis that most
packet sniffing software is based on and hence, can aid in learning other tools, such as Wireshark.
Tcpdump analyzes network behaviour, performance and applications that generate or receive
network traffic. It can also be used for analyzing the network infrastructure itself by determining
whether all necessary routing is occurring properly, allowing the user to further isolate the source of
a problem. It is also possible to use tcpdump for the specific purpose of intercepting and displaying
the communications of another user or computer. A user with the necessary privileges on a system
acting as a router or gateway through which unencrypted traffic such as Telnet or HTTP passes, can
use tcpdump to view login IDs, passwords, the URLs and content of websites being viewed, or any
other unencrypted information. The user may optionally apply a BPF-based filter to limit the number
of packets seen by tcpdump; this renders the output more usable on networks with a high volume of
traffic.
Wireshark (Ethereal) [Com04] is a free and open-source packet analyzer. It is used for network
troubleshooting, analysis, software and communications protocol development, and education.
Originally named Ethereal, in May 2006 the project was renamed Wireshark due to trademark issues.
It allows the user to set network interfaces in promiscuous mode in order to see all traffic visible on
that interface, not just traffic addressed to one of the interfaces' configured addresses and
broadcast/multicast traffic. Wireshark is software that "understands" the structure of different
networking protocols. Thus, it is able to display the encapsulation and the fields along with their
meanings of different packets specified by different networking protocols. Wireshark uses pcap to
capture packets, so it can only capture the packets on the types of networks that pcap supports. Data
can be captured "from the wire" from a live network connection or read from a file that recorded
already-captured packets. Live data can be read from a number of types of network, including
Ethernet, IEEE 802.11, PPP, and loopback. Captured network data can be browsed via a GUI, or via
the terminal (command line) version of the utility, TShark. Captured files can be programmatically
edited or converted via command-line switches to the "editcap" program. Data display can be refined
using a display filter. Plug-ins can be created for dissecting new protocols. VoIP calls in the captured
traffic can be detected. If encoded in a compatible encoding, the media flow can even be played
back. Raw USB traffic can be captured.
CoralReef [Key01] is a comprehensive software suite developed by the Cooperative Association for
Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) to collect and analyze data from passive Internet traffic monitors, in
real-time or from trace files. The package includes support for standard network interfaces and
specialized high performance monitoring devices, programming APIs for C and perl, and applications
for capture, analysis, and web report generation. The current version of CoralReef supports
monitoring of any standard network interface (via libpcap) on Unix-like systems, as well as
specialized high performance ATM, POS, and Ethernet devices at up to OC192 and 10 GigE data-rates
on workstations running FreeBSD or Linux. CoralReef also includes a suite of ready-made software
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solutions for monitoring and analysis of live traffic and recorded traffic traces. The package is
continually evolving to support CAIDA's passive traffic analysis work as well as that of the research
community.
Tstat [Fin10] is a passive analysis tools, developed in the past ten years by the “Politecnico di Torino”
networking research group, and nowadays used by several researchers and network operators
worldwide. After years of development, Tstat is now a scalable application that gives network
researchers and operators the ability to derive an extended set of advanced measurements, focusing
on an IP network. Tstat offers live and scalable traffic monitoring up to several Gbps on off-the-shelf
hardware. It implements traffic classification capabilities, including advanced behavioural classifiers,
whi
z
b
activities.
Tstat is a traffic analyzer tool with a very flexible design: it consists of different modules that produce
a wide set of statistics in different formats. It is highly configurable at runtime, so that many features
can be activated and deactivated on the fly, without interrupting the program. Tstat is an IP network
passive sniffer that processes packet-level traffic to produce both per packet and per flow statistics.
It offers the capability to monitor operational networks in real-time and to analyze packet level
traces offline. In the first case, the software runs on a probe and processes data packets that are
captured in real-time from a network interface. When used to process already captured packet level
traces, Tstat reads from data files that store the packet level trace.
Output statistics are reported in different formats, providing different levels of information:
Connection Logs, Histograms, Round Robin Databases (RRD), and Packet traces.
Combinational Measurement
Combination of active and passive monitoring is usually better than using only one or the other as it
utilizes the best aspects of both
.A x
“W
R
rces
N
” WR N
[Z
4]. WREN uses a combination of active
and passive monitoring techniques by actively monitoring when traffic is low and passively
monitoring during high traffic periods. It monitors traffic at both the source and destination endhost, which allows for more accurate measurements. WREN uses packet traces from existing
application traffic to measure the available bandwidth.
WREN is split into two levels, the kernel level packet trace facility and the user level trace analyzer.
The kernel level packet trace facility is responsible for capturing the information associated with
incoming and outgoing packets. The packet trace facility is able to coordinate measurements
between the different machines. One machine will trigger the other machine by setting a flag in the
header of outgoing packets to start tracing the same range of packets that it is tracing. The other
machine will in turn trace all packets that it sees with the same header flag set. This coordination
ensures that the information about the same packets is stored at each end of the connection
regardless of what happens in between. The user level trace analyzer is the component that begins
any packet traces and collects and processes the data returned from the kernel level trace facility. By
design, the user level components are not required to read the information from the packet trace
facility at all times. It can be analyzed immediately after the trace is completed to make runtime
decisions or be stored for future analysis. When traffic is low, WREN will actively introduce traffic
into the network in order to maintain a continuous flow of measurements. After numerous studies, it
was found that WREN produced the same measurements in congested and uncongested
environments.
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Self-Configuring Network Monitor (SCNM) introduced in [Aga03] is a monitoring tool that uses a
combination of active and passive measurements to collect information at layer 3 ingress and egress
routers and at other significant points within the network being monitored. The SCNM environment
consists of both hardware and software components. The hardware is installed at critical points in
the network. It is responsible for passively collecting the packet headers. The software runs on the
endpoints of the network. As depicted in Figure 13, the software is responsible for creating and
sending the activation packets that are used to start the monitoring of the network. A user will send
an activation packet out into the network containing the details about the packets they want to
monitor and gather. The user does not need to know the location of the SCNM hosts due to the fact
that all hosts listen for packets. Based on the information that is within the activation packet, a filter
is set up within a data collection daemon that is also running on an endpoint. The network and
transport layer headers of packets that correspond to the filter are collected. The filter will
automatically time out after a specified amount of time unless it receives another application packet.
The packet capture daemon, which runs on the SCNM host, uses a tcpdump like packet capture
program in order to receive requests and to record the traffic that corresponds to the requests.
When a problem is detected by the passive monitoring tools, traffic can be generated using the
active tools, allowing one to collect additional data to further study the problem. By having these
monitors deployed at every router along the path, one can study only the section of network that
seems to be having the problem.

Figure 13 - SCNM architecture [Aga03]

3.1.2.2

Information Management and Pre-Processing

In smart grids, a large amount of data and information will be generated from monitoring. Hence, the
monitoring subsystem needs to adopt advanced information management capabilities like
information pre-processing in order to effectively and efficiently exploit the wealth of data. This
chapter covers three of the most important pre-processing functions for the SmartC2Net project:
Filtering, flow aggregation and Integration.
While monitoring high traffic load networks, the most obvious problem is usually encountered when
we need to filter only those packets that are interesting for a given task. Filtering is mandatory to
support the data processing, since the monitoring system of the smart grid will generate large
amounts of data. In particular, filtering is extremely useful to improve the effectiveness of the
information process. The data traffic in the future smart grid is expected to be fairly high as a result
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of the large-scale monitoring, sensing and measurement. However, the collected data may have a
large part that is in fact redundant and useless for some specific monitoring tasks (e.g. intrusion
detection). Therefore, advanced filtering techniques need to be adopted to improve the information
processing effectiveness, i.e. to reduce computation and data storage resources.
Several packet-filtering technologies enable users to specify complex filters but do not usually allow
multiple filters [Der07]. Some solutions use dedicated hardware. For instance, in [Cha02] the authors
have designed a deep packet filtering on a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) to exploit the
potential of parallel processing of independent patterns that is capable of processing over 2,88
gigabits per second of network stream (with no manual optimization). In [Der07] a cost-effective
software-based dynamic packet filtering solution, called ntop, is proposed. It allows users to specify
several IP filters simultaneously with almost no packet loss even on highly-loaded gigabit links. The
advantage is that modern traffic monitoring applications can dynamically set packet filters to
efficiently discard packets into the OS kernel according to traffic, calls and users being monitored.
Another technique to reduce data complexity and to increase efficiency is flow aggregation. Usually,
a flow is defined as a set of packets that share the same IP-five-tuple information (source/destination
IP, source/destination port, protocol) and that are observed within a given time interval at a specific
observation point in the network. Distinguishing flows on the basis of the IP-five-tuple information
results in a large amount of monitoring data, which has to be exported by the monitoring probe and
later received and processed by the analyzer. In order to limit the amount of exported monitoring
data, commercial monitoring probes often export only flow records with high traffic volume. Another
approach is to apply sampling algorithms on the generated flow records that – similar to packet
sampling techniques – select a subset of all generated flow records for export. On the other hand,
the fine IP-five-tuple granularity is not required by many applications processing the monitoring data.
Reducing the amount of monitoring data is also required if the data is to be stored. Flow aggregation
techniques reduce the amount of monitoring data by discarding unneeded flow information and
merging multiple flow records with similar properties. As a result, the aggregated flow information
describes the same traffic observation at a coarser level of granularity and with fewer details. Flow
aggregation techniques are largely deployed at the analyzer [Huy06]. Depending on the needs of the
application, the monitoring data is compressed and unneeded information is discarded. However,
flow aggregation performed at the analyzer does not reduce the amount of monitoring data
generated by the monitoring probe and transmitted to the analyzer. To circumvent this problem,
configurable aggregation schemes [Dre06] are deployed at the monitoring probe before the
monitoring data is exported. [Dre06] describes an aggregation mechanism that performs flow
aggregation in a configurable manner. It allows adapting the amount of exported monitoring data to
the current needs and available resources of the analyzer. Flexibility is obtained by rule-based control
of the aggregation process, thus providing the basic functionality to build a control-loop between
monitoring probe and analyzer. In accordance with [Qui04], the aggregation functionality can be
realized either as an additional process that is installed between the metering process(es) and the
exporting process of a monitoring probe, or within a separate device called a concentrator. Such a
concentrator receives flow records from other monitoring probes, performs the flow aggregation and
exports the aggregated flow information to an analyzer. In order to differentiate between regular
flow records and records containing aggregated information, the term flow aggregate is introduced.
In general, a flow aggregate comprises a set of individual IP-five-tuple flows that share some
common properties, the so-called flow keys. The corresponding flow record contains information
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that identifies and describes the flow aggregate as a whole. Which and how individual flows are
aggregated into flow aggregates is specified by aggregation rules. An aggregation rule specifies which
fields (flow keys and non-flow keys) are kept and which fields are discarded in order not to appear in
the resulting flow record any more. For IP addresses, a mask operation can be applied in order to
limit the distinction between different flow aggregates to network addresses. Sometimes, the
application of an aggregation rule is restricted to flows that match a given criteria. Fields carrying
measurement information are aggregated in a special way in order to get the corresponding values
for the flow aggregate.

Figure 14 - (a) Adaptive network monitoring; (b) Architecture of IPFIX aggregation

As presented in [Huy06], NetFlow is the traffic measurement solution most widely used by ISPs to
determine the composition of the traffic mix in their networks. However, NetFlow has the problem of
overrunning available memory for flow records during abnormal situations. In this work the authors
propose adaptive flow aggregation, which identifies large clusters in real-time and aggregates large
amounts of short flows into a few flows. This mechanism provides relief from DoS attacks and other
security breaches. Additionally, it guarantees the accuracy of legitimate flows. Five fields typically
used to define a flow are chosen and eleven combinations of these five fields to define clusters are
used. To efficiently implement the algorithm in real-time, the authors design a new data structure
called two-dimensional hash table. One objective of the algorithm is to keep as much information as
possible when performing aggregation. They divide different clusters to three levels and maintain
counters to help assess their effect on aggregation. The cluster at the highest level is then chosen to
aggregate minimizing loss of resolution.
Astrolabe [Van03] uses aggregates that summarize the overall state within the network as a whole,
and also within the domains (scopes) of which it is composed. SQL queries are used to continuously
compute summaries of the data in the system. As this information changes, associated aggregates
are recomputed and changes are reported to subscribed applications. Each aggregate is restricted to
some scope, within which it is computed on behalf of and visible to all nodes. Only aggregates with
high global value should have global scope. The number of aggregating queries active within any
given scope is assumed to be reasonably small, and independent of system size. This allows the
approach to scale with system size even under worst-case conditions. Furthermore, Astrolabe also
applies some rules to avoid accidental violation of the aggregation policies. For instance, nodes
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seeking to introduce a new aggregating function must have administrative rights within the scope
where it will be computed.
Integration is a pre-processing technique dealing with merging information coming from different
sources that may have differing representations and meaning. In smart grids a large amount of
information has to be integrated (e.g. the data generated by monitoring new smart grid components
and existing legacy systems). As suggest by IEEE P2030 [Sgi11], data integrity and name services have
to be considered to implement information integration. Data integrity refers to the process of
verification and cross-correlation of information for validation, and to the designation of
authoritative sources responsible for specific personnel owning the data. Name services address the
common issue of finding and using a resource (e.g. services, objects, assets) over a network. A name
service allows associating abstract names with resources and allows the requesters to find those
resources by looking up the corresponding names. In this way they support the decoupling of
resource location and resource invocation. Name services also allow resources to have multiple
names in the same system, the same name across the systems or different names in different
systems. Moreover, as stated in [Ipa07, Ron08], currently most utility companies have limited
installed capability for integration across the applications associated with system planning, power
delivery and customer operations. In most cases, this information in each department is not easily
accessible by applications and users in other dep
z
.
“
”
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grid calls for enterprise level integration of these islands to improve and optimize information
utilization throughout the organization.
3.1.3

Monitoring Capabilities in M2M Platforms

The remarkable advantage guaranteed by the realization of a robust platform of M2M equipment
does not keep within the lines of the combination of hardware, high-speed connectivity and
application software with the intent that it minimizes downtime, improve service quality and reduce
costs and redundant components. It is also about providing the capability of remotely monitoring
and maintaining assets.
Customers of a Communication Service Provider (CSP) should be able to manage their SIM card
settings and check the quality of their connections at any time on the op
M M
platform. On the other side, the operator
“
” monitoring of performance and
operational data, meaning that notifications are sent – often via a simple text message – as soon as
there is a status change.
CSP make available its M2M structure to aggregate and manage a large amount of user accounts,
through their proper SIMs, each of them located inside a particular machine, such as an automotive
navigation system. The geo-location system provider, in this example, can handle this crowd of
accounts according custom requirements of a CSP specific software application or its appropriate
management platform.
Considering a M2M platform to be a (very) mission critical system, it is easy to understand how
relevant the maintenance and the reliability of the network structure is. M2M platforms are usually
dedicated to energy metering or healthcare systems, so it is necessary that signals and information
travel as fast as possible.
Considering the possible connection between a distributed supply (i.e. a DER) and a CSP service
manager in a LV/MV sub-grid: They exchange data both taken by SIM cards inside the smart meters
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and by primary substation data handlers. The CSP service manager aggregates therefore the
information useful for customers.
The user management aspect is comprised mainly of data logging devices that are located along the
main load meter that utilities use to determine overall building consumption. The data is gathered
together securely through
wireless M2M network to an online portal. This easy to use
online dashboard enables managers to monitor consumption and make decisions based on rich
intelligence.
The purpose is to reduce wasted energy and improving the quality of consumption estimates. It is
about changing the user management process in order to develop higher awareness on energy load
balancing, in relation to environmental issues.
As underlined above, keeping a fast and trusty connectivity represents by itself a relevant issue in
building a M2M platform.
From an architectural point of view, it is necessary but not sufficient to identify connection limits, in
terms of latency, bandwidth and packet loss. The latter variable indicates a considerable criticality:
Having a low-latency connection it is not enough if the network presents some bottlenecks causing
requests of retransmission of packets lost on the way. It is also opportune to know which kind of
connection is adopted: If constantly dedicated, it entails an always busy transmission channel, so it
means a potential waste of network resources. On the other side, to open and close the access to the
channel requires additional time, which sums to the latency.
Concerning the monitoring activity, another element to be strongly evaluated is the network
topology. A road trip is faster if it takes few stops. The same applies to a network architecture where
it is preferable if there are not many hops to pass through: The lesser their number is, the lower will
be the latency to consider. It is about a dynamic structure, subject to changes (e.g. the installation or
removal of a new DER application server or a new CSP data manager), so the challenge for the
monitoring system is in the capability to adapt itself rapidly and keep working despite sub-system
topology modifications.
The M2M activity is about the transmission of often critical data. The main concept behind the
creation of M2M platforms is based on the need to act with as little human intervention as possible.
In this context, the capability to always send/receive data (speaking about critical information such
as power or healthcare alarms), at home and outside, and control them assumes crucial substance.
We can distinguish two possible ways of communication: Mobile originated, in which the
conversation is initiated by the mobile device and, vice-versa, mobile terminated. The monitoring
system shall be able to detect if a communication is out of sequence or schedule and warn
accordingly, and to manage the acknowledgement and execution of single and broadcast
signals/messages to mobile applications from a M2M device. These transactions can occur scheduled
by a certain triggering event or immediately at their turn. In the case of multiple, simultaneously
dispatched messages, the implementation of a prioritization system is fundamental, so the most
significant information, for example a danger alarm, is sent first.
One of the biggest issues in a M2M monitoring activity is the fault management. The more complex
the system is, the higher is the probability of having a more or less troublesome issue. We can easily
gather that a smart grid architecture can be affected by several issues, on many levels, from physical
to logical. By default, the common requirements for a quite robust fault management system are
about recovery and survivability, therefore it has to be capable to fast solve the damage of a M2M
device and keep working (even partially) despite the compromised grid structure. At a more
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advanced level, there is the conceiving and realization of forecast mechanisms to handle potential
issues and faults.
The core of a M2M monitoring platform is in the distribution of the control activities across the
whole network, in which every node shall be able to manage its own consumption according the
needs. The ICT implementations of advanced data processing and optimization techniques will be
responsible for the growth of global acknowledge in energy demand and production as well as the
increase of network hardware capabilities in terms of performance and reliability in order to give
more developed and harmless services.

3.2
3.2.1

Grid Monitoring
Standardization in Electric Power Systems

Many standards have been ratified in the smart grid management context. Particular focus has been
put on the interaction between smart grid equipment elements. Anyway, no specific standard has
been ratified for the network monitoring in the smart grid context. An interesting survey on
management standards in smart grid can be found in [Wan11].
T&D grid segments play their own role within the smart grid, this one being in fact the combination
of all centralized and distributed power assets, contributing to the public supply of electric power
and other related services.
Until the mid,
transmission and MV distribution grids. At this stage, outage management was already under
concern and fully covered by available solutions, although there was a lack of full observability of the
overall electric power process.
The paradigm of smart grids, comprising the need of handling Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)
assets, the expected EV penetration, and a more active role of end users (demand response,
prosumers) imposed new approaches for bringing together grid levels that were never considered as
pertinent for monitoring, namely the LV distribution grid. The democratization of automation
towards the LV side, even going further towards the householder, contributed to the emerging of
new standards, coping with the aforementioned need of observability.
Figure 15 presents different alternatives for bridging control centers (SCADA/DMS/EMS), substation
automation systems at substations and their own IEDs, as part of the whole substation automation
system, or acting independently as remote IEDs from the control center perspective.
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Figure 15 - A typical system architecture

The following sections briefly describe the current standards and architectural practices that, to a
certain extent, are summarized in [Sch12].
3.2.1.1

IEEE Standards for Transmission and Distribution Grids

3.2.1.1.1 Grid Management and Remote Control
A widely used open protocol suitable for remote control and network management, key issues for
the smart grid, is the Distributed Network Protocol 3.0 (DNP3), originally developed by Harris. DNP3 is
an open protocol aiming at providing standard interoperability targeted on substation automation, as
well as on distribution network remote control and management. DNP3 is based on the standards of
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) Technical Committee 57, Working Group 03, as a
result of the work performed on an OSI 3 layer "Enhanced Performance Architecture" (EPA) protocol
standard for tele-control applications. The IEEE adopted DNP3 as an interoperable protocol suitable
for substation computers, RTUs (Remote Terminal Units), IEDs (Intelligent Electronic Devices) and
master stations for the electric utility industry. The DNP3 (IEEE 1815-2010) standard prescribes the
protocols used for substation automation through local or wide area networks. It is used to
implement the SCADA control system in a substation for the exchange of the status and control
information of electric devices using the Internet Protocol.
The IEEE standard C37.1 describes the functional requirements on SCADA and automation systems.
This standard provides the basis for the definition, specification, performance analysis and
application of SCADA and automation systems in electric substations.
The IEEE document 1379 recommends implementation guidelines and practices for communications
and interoperations of IEDs and RTUs in an electric substation.
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The IEEE standard 1547 defines and specifies the electric power system that interconnects
distributed resources. It consists of three parts: the electric power system, the information exchange
and the compliance test. In the power system part, the standard specifies the requirements on
different power conversion technologies and the requirements on their interconnection to provide
quality electricity services. The information exchange part specifies the requirements on power
system monitoring and control through data networks. Protocol and security issues are also
considered in the standard. The conformance test part provides the procedures to verify the
compliance of an interconnection system to the standard.
The IEEE standard 1646 specifies the requirements on communication delivery times within and
external to an electric substation.
3.2.1.1.2 Wide Area Monitoring Systems
Dynamic monitoring of critical nodes in power systems is achieved by using Phasor Measurement
Units (PMUs) [Sat06] for Wide Area Monitoring (WAM). This corresponds to data acquisition
technology of phasor measurement. WAM systems (or WAMS) acquire current, voltage and
frequency phasor measurements via PMUs at a rate of 10Hz, all this information being stored in data
concentrators. All measured values are synchronized via GPS with an accuracy of one microsecond,
offering a wide synchronized image of the most relevant (critical) nodes of interconnected
transmission and sub-transmission networks, highlighting their steady and dynamic state behaviour.
Standard C37.118-2005 by IEEE, addresses all items outlined in the previous paragraph, as well as the
data communication protocol, including the messaging formats for communicating all relevant data
in real-time.
3.2.1.2

IEC Standards for T&D grids

3.2.1.2.1 Grid Management and Remote Control
The standard IEC 60870 defines the communication systems used for power system control. Through
the standard, electric equipment can interoperate to achieve automated management. The standard
IEC 60870 contains six parts, which specify the general requirements on the power system
interoperability and performance.
The standards IEC 60870-5-101 and IEC 60870-5-104 are commonly used for bridging master stations
(dispatch control centers) with RTU for the purpose of implementing remote control and monitoring
of electric power systems, as well as for distribution grid management (SCADA/DMS) and
transmission grid management (SCADA/EMS). These protocols provide standard interoperability
targeted on distribution and transmission network remote control and management.
As both IEC 60870-5-101 and IEC 60870-5-104 cope with the previous mentioned purpose, they
respectively are targeted on serial port and for IP based communications.
As different network operators need to share pertinent data among themselves, IEC also copes with
the need of high-level peer-to-peer protocol standardisation. In this way the IEC 60870-6 standard,
also known as TASE.2 (Tele-control Application Service Element 2) or ICCP (Inter Control Center
Protocol), assures that different SCADA level systems may exchange monitoring real-time data
(cyclically, on exception or on request), controls and general purpose messaging.
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3.2.1.2.2 Substation Automation
IEC 60850-5-103 is specifically for protection relays related data exchange. This protocol is used
within substations, bridging protection relays with the substation master.
To a certain extent, IEC 60870-5-104, already described, may also be used [Lou11] as an attempt to
bring standardization to the substation level, but presently specific standards within IEC became
indispensable.
The standard IEC 61850 focuses on the substation automation control. It defines comprehensive
system management functions and communication requirements to facilitate substation
management. The management perspectives include the system availability, reliability,
maintainability, security, integrity and general environmental conditions.
Data modelling is also covered by the standard, where all substation intelligent stakeholders are
covered, down to the lower IED level. Configuration description language for communication in
electrical substations related to IEDs is described under IEC 61850-6.
The IEC 61850 standard brought an enhancement regarding IEDs peer-to-peer real-time
communication, providing GOOSE (Generic Object Oriented Substation Events) messaging for
measured sampled values sharing (also known as process bus), among others. Within the substation,
IEDs dialogue with the master server via MMS (Manufacturing Message Specification) messaging. All
these issues are fully covered by the IEC 61850-8 (station bus) and IEC 61850-9 (process bus) [Sch12].
IEC 61850 Edition 2 extends its role for utility automation [Bra12], covering DERs. This edition
supports interoperable applications to be developed for distributed generation as an integrated part
of a smart grid [Jan11].
Figure 16 [Ric13] describes and shows a typical architecture of a substation automation system based
on IEC 61850, featuring station bus at bay level and process bus at primary equipment level, also
comprising the interface with the control center.
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Figure 16 - Substation automation system architecture

3.2.1.2.3 Common Information Model
The standards IEC 61968 and IEC 61970 provide the Common Information Model (CIM) for data
exchange between devices and networks in the power distribution domain and the power
transmission domain respectively.
Cyber security of the IEC protocols is addressed in the standard 62351, which specifies the
requirements to achieve different security objectives including data authentication, data
confidentiality, access control and intrusion detection.
3.2.1.3

NIST Standards for Smart Grids

NIST, the National Institute of Standards and Technology is an agency of the U.S. Department of
Commerce. The NIST Special Publication1108 describes a roadmap for the standards on smart grid
interoperability. It states the importance and vision of the smart grid, defines the conceptual
reference model, identifies the implementation standards, suggests the priority action plans, and
specifies the security assessment procedures. In particular, it presents the expected functions and
services in the smart grid as well as the application and requirement of communication networks in
the implementation of a smart grid. The NIST report7628 particularly focuses on the information
security issues of the smart grid. It explains the critical security challenges in the smart grid, presents
the security architectures and specifies the security requirements. Security objectives and strategies
are discussed, including cryptography, key management, privacy and vulnerability analysis. The
report 7628 aims to ensure trustable and reliable communications for the automated energy
management in the smart grid.
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3.2.1.4

Standards Bridging Conventional IT Systems with emerging solutions, such as
Smart Metering, Demand Response, Electric Vehicles and Storage

Different market players offer distributed solutions, all bridging control center level IT systems with
lower end systems, such as those targeted on Electric Vehicle (EV) charging infrastructure
management, Demand Response (DR), Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) and storage.
Figure 17 presents a data flow diagram highlighting the complexity of interfacing different IT systems,
especially when combining DR, AMI, EV and Storage systems [Dng11].

Figure 17 - Data flow diagram

3.2.1.4.1 Peer-to-peer protocols
Peer-to-peer protocols are those targeted on
corporate IT infrastructure.
At this level, there are mainly two important standards:
 IEC 61968-9 (previously described), featuring web services over IP version 4.
 Multispeak, featuring web services over IP version 4.
Multispeak is an initiative of the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association (NRECA). It started in
2000 as a collaborative effort between NRECA and a small group of vendors supplying software to
U.S. electric cooperatives.
MultiSpeak is suited to supporting strategic, SOA-based (Service Oriented Architecture) integration
architectures. It can also be understood in point-to-point schemes with simple transport layer
security. Bus architectures facilitate a single application uniformly to support services for a number
of other software packages within a utility.
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3.2.1.4.2 Vertical protocols
Vertical protocols are those targeted on interfacing different systems within the utilit W
A
Network (WAN) infrastructure, namely those at the corporate IT level (SCADA/DMS, OMS, GIS, etc.,
already mentioned in the previous sections) with those at the lower level, such as AMI, DR, EV and
Storage.
At this level, there are several important standards:
 Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP), a de facto standard by former LOGICA, targeted on
H
I
V
,
I
Protocol (IP) over GPRS.
 IEC 62056 (DLMS/COSEM), targeted on interfacing with Smart Meters, using IP over GPRS
o When using data concentrators between the end meters and the HE, DLMS/COSEM
may also be driven by Power Line Communication (PLC) technologies.
 ANSI C12.19, targeted on interfacing Smart Meters, using IP over GPRS.
 OpenADR, is a communications data model designed to facilitate sending and receiving of DR
signals from a utility or independent system operator to electric customers.
The OpenNode project [Sor11] addresses several issues of interoperability, comprising conventional
network IT and remote control systems with new tools to monitor and operate the power
distribution grid, maintaining or increasing the reliability and the quality of service, under the
challenges brought by DER and demand side management requirements. Specifically, the CIM model,
IEC 60870 and IEC 61850 protocols have been mentioned as part of the interfacing options within the
project, besides DLMS/COSEM. Security issues will be based on IPSec standards and IEC-62351
recommendations.
In Romania [Ape11], the AMI roadmap of ELECTRICA considers using DLMS/COSEM and ANSI C12.19
standards, for smart metering.
O
ADR
A
DR A -DR)
programs in its 1.0 version [Gha11], becoming an international standard after the release of
OpenADR 2.0, being recommended by NIST.
Figure 18 presents an overview of the OpenADR communication architecture, suitable for bridging
Demand Response and DER utility / ISO set points for dynamic or aggregated loads [Gha11].
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Figure 18 - OpenADR communications architecture

3.2.1.5

Cyber-Security Standards

Prevention of cyber-attacks
I
b
mportant issue, as
economic/social development and security completely rely on electric power supply service.
[Nor13] presents the concept of segmenting the smart grid into security zones, mentioning the role
of IEC 62351, as an extra layer of security for protocols such as IEC 60870-5-104, IEC 60870-6 (ICCP)
and the IEC 61850 protocol suite (MMS, GOOSE and sampled measurement values), through
encryption, certificates, authentication, roles and digitally signed messages.
[Sor11] mentions both the IEC 62351 recommendations and the IPSec (Internet Protocol Security
architecture) standards to be applied for security purposes within the OPENNODE project.
Complex intrusion experiments were carried out in a laboratory test bed [Ddn11].
[Fri10] describes several use cases within the scope of integrating IT solutions for grid automation
with solutions for demand response, as well as for home automation and energy awareness, for PV
dispersed generation, for dynamic tariffs for EV charging, and also for asset management. In this
description, IEC 61850 was introduced as the candidate protocol and model to interconnect all those
parties interconnected, improved by the IEC 62351 standard for security and integrity issues. Some
limitations of this standard are highlighted, and as a consequence, an extension of IEC 62351 was
proposed to overcome the identified weaknesses by introducing security sessions for MMS
connections. According to the authors, the extension enables application layer end-to-end security
for new use cases in different smart grid scenarios.
[Ras12] describes the implementation of a substation Local Area Network (LAN) and system
management demonstration. The demonstration characterized a physical intrusion and violation of
an electrical substation followed by a LAN violation, where a genuine IED (for a transformer bay) is
replaced by a rogue device with the same IP address but different MAC ID. Figure 19 presents the
substation LAN and components, the rogue device introduced after the intrusion and the subsequent
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alarm and notification as a result of the role of IEC 62351-7 over the Network Management System
(NMS). Device status was acquired from IEC 61850 and SNMP protocol adapters, respectively from
the IED and switch devices. The report also presented recommendations, namely for testing other
use cases and scenarios, aiming at reviewing the IEC 62351-7 standard, specifically for functional and
non-functional technology agnostic objects.

Figure 19 - Detection of rogue device by IEC 62351-7 over the network management system

3.3

Grid and Network Fault Management

Smart grids are fostering a paradigm shift in the realm of power distribution systems that requires a
unified and holistic fault management approach that takes into consideration the interplay of
communication reliability, energy backup, distribution automation topology, energy storage and, in
particular, intelligent features that automate the process of failure detection/prediction, isolation
and restoration. This automation brings novel challenges to engineers of the future smart grid. In this
section we deeply examine the issues arising from the heterogeneity of the networks and from the
detection of anomalies due to natural, accidental and malicious faults and approaches and
techniques proposed in the literature for anomaly detection and fault management.
Figure 20 [Mek11] shows a conceptual power grid and communications network architecture,
comprising substation feeder bays and MV grid segments with their power equipment and IEDs. Grid
components and IED heterogeneity can be observed, and some of the most common communication
networks and protocols used for implementing Fault Detection, Isolation and Restoration (FDIR) are
highlighted.
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Figure 20 - Conceptual power grid and communications network architecture [Mek11]

Figure 21, in contrast, shows an example of more general interactions between the grid components
and the communication infrastructure, which can exploit several heterogeneous technologies.

Figure 21 - Smart grid and heterogeneous networks interactions [Fan11]
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3.3.1

Smart Grid Network Characteristics and Requirements

The communication infrastructure plays an important role to satisfy the new requirements imposed
by the smart grid. Issues related to network delay, jitter, ordered and reliable packet delivery must
be taken into account in most of the networks involved in the smart grid realm. Hence, the behaviour
of important smart grid network components (e.g. routers, gateways, processing nodes such as
aggregators) and the overall network Quality-of-Service (QoS) must be constantly monitored and
anomalies must be timely detected to activate the most proper countermeasure. Moreover, smart
grid monitoring and fault management services should also consider predicting component failures
and QoS degradation in order to avoid any possible grid disruption.
The overall smart grid communication networks can be generally divided into four areas: Enterprise
network, Wide Area Network (WAN), Field Area Network (FAN) and Home Area Network (HAN)
[Fan11]. These classes of networks have different requirements in terms of bandwidth, delay, jitter,
scalability and reliability. We briefly recall the characteristics of these networks and their QoS
requirements in order to identify, which are the features that the anomaly detection approaches
shall take into account.
Enterprise networks usually connect Distribution Management Systems (DMS) with external services
such as markets, aggregators and generators. These are typically high-speed dedicated networks that
are managed by external service providers.
WAN connects geographically distant sites such as the central DMS with the High/Medium Voltage
grid subsystems (HMVG) and the HMVG with the Low Voltage Grid subsystem (LVG). The information
from/to the grid, such as the current and voltage sent by PMU or the SCADA status sent by IED,
needs to be delivered to the DMS by specific deadlines. For instance, according to IEC 61850, the
most time urgent messages related to system protection functions require a RTT smaller than 3
msec. Today, technologies used for WAN (especially, telephone cable or microwave links) cannot
guarantee the QoS required for critical SG operations. For these reasons, smart grid anomaly
detection mechanisms shall support big data management, especially at the DMS level where data
coming from several monitoring elements spread across the systems (e.g. sensors, PMUs and IEDs)
will provide finer grained information about the grid status and also the novel ICT infrastructure than
actual probes do.
FAN connects devices, such as IEDs controlling circuit breakers and transformers, to higher layers of
management by forming the communication facilities for electricity distribution system. These
networks may transport messages coming from both field and customer applications. The former are
highly reliable and time sensitive applications related to transmission lines, sensors, voltage
regulators and include outage management systems, SCADA, DER monitoring and control. The latter
are related to AMI, demand/response, metering data and load management; they are not time
sensitive but have high scalability requirements. Due to the different requirements, FANs can be
implemented using separate dedicated networks for field and customer application or using single
shared communication networks. Choosing the second option implies to adopt accurate mechanisms
to monitor network congestions and other anomalies that may hamper the capability of serving high
priority class applications.
HAN refers to the interconnections of components in the customer domain. The smart grid
components deployed at the customer side, e.g. the CEMS and SM, implement the new
functionalities such as AMI and load management. These components may operate in a very hostile
environment since they can be connected by means of already deployed networks (e.g. the home
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Wi-Fi, office LAN). The use of an IP network is extremely appealing since the cost for cabling and
network interfaces is rapidly decreasing [Lec08]. However, IP-based networks, when not well
secured, are subject to cyber-attacks. Hence, intrusion detection mechanisms need to be carefully
implemented at the smart grid customer side to avoid that the exploitation of vulnerabilities may
hamper the correct behaviour of the smart grid.
With respect to the reference architecture discussed in the deliverable D1.1 [D1113] (see Figure 22),
the classes of networks described above can be mapped as shown in Table 1.

Figure 22- SmartC2Net reference architecture
Central
Control (CC)
level
Central Control (CC) level
MV Distribution level
(primary substation)
LV distribution level
(secondary substation)

MV Distribution
level (primary
substation)

LV distribution
level (secondary
substation)

Customer
Premises

External System
(es Aggregator)
Enterprise

WAN
WAN

WAN
Enterprise

FAN

AN

Customer Premises

AN

HAN

EV level

AN

DER/Flexible load level

EV level

DER/Flexible
load level

WAN

WAN

Table 1 - Type of networks in the SmartC2Net project
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3.3.2

Challenges of Smart Grid Network Fault Management Architectures

According to Calderaro et al. [Cal11], fault management approaches in power grids have not
considered the significant influence of ICT, and so only few integrated approaches consider both
faults in grid and ICT. This situation is exacerbated since the presence of distributed generation is
typically not taken into account when anomalous situations arise.
An important shift in ICT characteristics that the smart grid fault management approach needs to
consider is that with rapidly expanding core and backbone networks, performance parameters such
as delay, jitter, bandwidth, and loss get increasingly dominated by new access networks (ADSL, Wi-Fi,
etc.). Hence, observing performance of the communicating hosts and their access networks is
becoming as important as observing performance in the network core [Botta08]. For these reasons,
deep knowledge of quality of service parameters and a complete and robust performance
assessment are necessary for developing anomaly detection algorithms that accurately reveal
attacks, mis-configurations or measurement errors so that network management and
reconfiguration are correctly performed. This is no less true in the smart grid domain than anywhere
else since heterogeneous networks, both wired and wireless, will be seamlessly integrated to satisfy
the challenging requirements coming from the novel envisioned smart grid scenarios.
The principal challenge in automatically detecting and classifying ICT anomalies is that anomalies can
originate from a vast range of causes: malicious activities (e.g. DOS attacks, scans, worms), network
element failures (e.g. router outages), unusual customer behaviour (e.g. sudden changes in demand,
flash crowds, high volume flows), and new, previously unknown events. Indeed, network anomalies
are a moving target. It is difficult to precisely and permanently define the set of network anomalies,
especially in the case of malicious anomalies. New network anomalies will continue to arise over
time; so an anomaly detection system should avoid being restricted to any predefined set of
anomalies.
Another issue in detecting network anomalies originates from the inaccuracy of collected data.
Indeed, the standard method for taking link-traffic measurements in IP networks - the Simple
Network Management Protocol or SNMP - is subject to missing data and measurement errors.
Hence, fault management approaches shall take into account the uncertainty of received
information.
On-line detection may also require that any indications of anomalies are provided with short
latencies. This usually implies to keep such analysis simple and efficient. Smaller amounts of data
need therefore to be used but at the same time, the data cannot be too limited that meaningful
conclusions cannot be drawn. Data smoothing techniques can be employed to overcome such
difficulties.
An ideal anomaly detection and diagnosis system should be able to timely detect and identify a range
of anomalies with diverse structures, distinguish between different types of anomalies, group similar
anomalies and be easily extensible to allow the detection new behaviours by bringing to light
“
”.
b
b
.
A first important challenge in pursuing such goal is to determine how best to extract understanding
about the characteristic of the network from the potentially overwhelming wealth of data. Then,
anomaly detection is the important process needed to respond to unexpected problems and to
assure high performance and security in all kind of networks. Indeed, to fix a problem we first need
to discover it. In the following we discuss some approaches and techniques used in the domain of
network anomaly detection.
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3.3.3

Network Anomaly Detection Approaches and Techniques

The network anomaly detection problem can be formulated as the understanding that one or more
network elements (e.g. links, routers, switch, or even end-hosts) are not working as expected. The
root cause of network anomalies can be natural faults (e.g. a thunder storm disturbing wireless
communication), accidental faults (e.g. a buggy code line in the router OS) and malicious faults (e.g.
denial of service, worms, virus).
In the networking domain, vendors typically equip alarms into network devices to provide easy, fast,
accurate detection and diagnosis of anomalies. However, in practice, there are many problems for
which explicit alarms are either absent (for new or uncommon problems), or intrinsically hard to
produce. Hence, it is mandatory to reveal anomalies from other data sources. The most common
source for inferring the status of the network is the traffic data. Anomaly detection approaches at
the traffic-level aggregate information extracted from the headers of the packets received from
ingress nodes and sent to egress nodes and reveal anomalies regarding the volume of the traffic
[Bar02, Bru00] or the distribution of the traffic feature [Bot08].
However, to detect anomalies related to malicious activities intrusion detection methods usually rely
on detailed data (e.g. packet payload). These methods difficultly scale to network-wide traffic, where
payload data is rare, and only sampled packet header measurements are practical to collect [Lak05].
Hence, we also discuss approaches at the edge-network, where it is easier to collect and analyze
packet payload data, such as host-level anomaly detection methods.
3.3.3.1

Traffic-level approaches

Among traffic-level anomaly detection approaches, statistical learning techniques have received a
lot of attention as means to improve network design and security [Lak05]. These techniques solve
the anomaly detection problem by building a traffic model for normal behaviour from training data
and consider deviations from that model as anomalies.
The seminal work using statistical machine learning techniques to discover traffic-level anomalies has
been proposed in [Lak05]. In this work, a distribution-based anomaly detection approach looking at
the network-wide view of the traffic data enables the detection of different kinds of anomalies due
to malicious activities (e.g. DoS, port scan, worm), to accidental failures (net element outage) and
other events (flash crowd, alpha flow) in the network that may fly under the radar in individual link
traffic. The detector is built by using (i) Principal Component Analysis (PCA) to continuously track the
projection of the data onto a residual subspace and (ii) entropy to summarize traffic distribution
characterization (i.e. features related source/destination and address/port).
The use of entropy synthesizes the dispersion/concentration characteristics of the traffic feature
distribution that are captured by means of router embedded software such as netflow. The use of
entropy is not new since the entropy metric was also used in [Lee01] for intrusion detection purpose
and in [Fei03] to detect DoS attacks. In [Xu05] authors use entropy to summarize traffic feature
distributions, with the goal to classify and profile traffic on a single backbone link. As for traffic
distributions, they are also used in [Koh02] and [Est03]. In particular, the former uses IP address
distributions to reveal worm outbreaks, while the latter use traffic features to automatically find
clusters in single-link.
In the work by Lakhina et al. [Lak05] network-wide anomalies are revealed using a multi-way
subspace method while the anomaly classification is performed using an unsupervised learning
algorithm. It is worth to note that this approach enables to distinguish network-wide anomalies
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caused by multiple traffic features variations and by multiple origin-destination flows. Hence, the
detection method is able to extract anomalous behaviours across an ensemble of origin-destination
flows and isolate the anomalous flows. To identify and classify anomalies a cluster method based on
both hierarchical and partitioning clustering is used. Other different diagnosis methods are proposed
in [Tho03, Kim04]. [Tho03] diagnoses anomalies by exploiting correlation patterns between different
SNMP MIB variables. [Kim04] proposes rule-based heuristics to distinguish specific types of
anomalies in sampled flow traffic volumes. However, no evaluation using real data is provided.
An important limitation of distribution-based detection approaches is due to the period used to
compute the distribution of features. For instance, in [Lak05] authors use a period of five minutes.
This can be an issue when the detection must guarantee stringent timeliness requirements. Another
limitation of such methods is that, albeit they work well in highly aggregated networks, i.e. those
with a limited number of large nodes and at coarse time scales, it suffers from scalability problems in
large enterprise networks. Huang et al. [Hua06] propose to overcome the scalability limitations of
the PCA-based method proposed in [Lak05] by means of adaptive local data filters that send to a
coordinator just enough data to enable accurate global detection. Such a method is based on a
stochastic matrix perturbation analysis that characterizes the trade-off between the accuracy of
anomaly detection and the amount of data communicated over the network.
The aforementioned distribution-based detection schemes contrast with volume-based anomaly
detection. The volume-based detection approaches isolate large traffic changes (such as bandwidth
flooding attacks) in which anomalies are detected as deviations in the overall traffic volume e.g.
number of bytes or packets. In [Lak04, Lak04b] the authors also use the subspace method to detect
changes in traffic volume. In particular, [Lak04b] analyzes link traffic byte-counts while, in [Lak04]
origin-destination flows are examined. [Zha04] proposes sketch-based methods to detect single-link
traffic volume changes and hierarchical heavy-hitters. [Kim04b] use address correlation properties in
packet headers to detect anomalies related to compromised hosts in network traffic at edge egress
routers. In particular, they are interested in bandwidth attacks that increase the traffic volume in the
usage of network.
Authors in [Lak05] argue that a large class of anomalies does not cause detectable disruptions in
traffic volume. In contrast, considered anomalies alter the distribution of traffic features. Moreover,
volume-based metrics do not provide sufficient information to distinguish the structure of anomalies
and so to diagnose the occurring anomaly by systematically distinguishing distinct categories.
Observing performance of the communicating hosts and their access networks is as important as
observing performance in the network core [Botta08]. Indeed, performance parameters such as
delay, jitter, bandwidth, and loss get increasingly dominated by new access networks (ADSL, Wi-Fi,
etc.).
In [Zha05] Zhang et al. they present a general framework that exploits end-to-end measurements
and different methods based on ARIMA modelling, Fourier transform, Wavelets, and Principal
Component Analysis, for network anomography, i.e. the problem of inferring network-level
anomalies from widely available data aggregates. The work combines both network tomography and
anomaly detection techniques and also includes the PCA-based detection algorithm presented in
[Lak05]. Network tomography is the study of inference methods for extracting network's internal
characteristics using information derived from end-points, i.e. where data is originated and
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requested from. The framework can be applied to the analysis of both (i) link traffic data and (ii) to
the dual problem of inferring performance anomalies from end-to-end performance measurements.
Zhang et al. also introduce a new algorithm for dynamic anomography, which identifies networklevel traffic anomalies and works in the presence of routing changes and missed link measurement
data. Routing changes normally occur as part of self-healing behaviour of IP networks. These need to
be carefully considered in smart grids since known changes in the routing matrices do not need to be
accounted for anomalies. The robustness to missing measurements is another important feature
since it is known that the most used method for collecting link-traffic measurements in IP networks,
i.e. SNMP, is flawed [Rou10], and so it is likely that SNMP measurements have missing or incorrect
data.
Another anomaly detection approach based on end-to-end measurement approach is proposed in
[Botta08]. They exploit an active end-to-end measurement strategy to obtain both concise and
detailed statistics exploited for QoS anomaly detection. As active measurement tool they use
Distributed Internet Traffic Generator (DITG) [Itg13]. To summarize the QoS performance they use
both concise and detailed statistics. First order statistics, min/max, inter-quantile distance and
median as concise statistics and probability density function, auto-correlation function, entropy,
complementary cumulative distribution function, and bivariate probability density function for
detailed statistics.
QoS anomaly detection is performed by means of performance signatures that is: first anomalies are
injected and then the signatures are obtained in terms of statistical characteristics (i.e. concise and
detailed statistics) of the monitored QoS parameters. These signatures are then compared to the
nominal fault-free statistics to reveal anomalies due to attacks or mis-configurations. They also
evaluate different algorithms (e.g. based on static/dynamic thresholds, holt-winters, wavelet
spectrum, and principal component analysis) to revel anomalies due to measurement errors.
Other end-to-end approaches were proposed in [Katabi01, Katti04, Dow99] to reveal network
anomalies. For example in [Kat01] it is proposed a passive approach aiming to detect bottlenecks
located in network paths. In [Kat04, Dow99] two different approaches aiming to estimate the
capacity of network links via end-to-end measurements are presented, and they could be used to
reveal variations in network capacity. In [Rub00] the authors detect shared congestion of traffic flows
using results of end-to-end measurements. In [Pad03] a probing server is used to take measures and
to estimate network link loss rates by means of measures collected at a probing server.
Unfortunately, when dealing with malicious attacks detection methods that use statistical learning
techniques, such as PCA, build a model for normal behaviour from training data and detect attacks as
deviations from that model. This process clearly invites adversaries to manipulate the observations
so that the learned model fails to detect subsequent attacks. To combat these poisoning activities, in
[Rub09] the authors propose an antidote based on techniques from robust statistics and present a
robust PCA-based detector. Poisoning has little effect on the robust model, whereas it significantly
distorts the model produced by the original PCA method. Such a technique substantially reduces the
effectiveness of poisoning for a variety of scenarios and indeed maintains a significantly better
balance between false positives and false negatives than the original method when under attack.
3.3.3.2

End Host-level approaches

Many detection frameworks for networked systems are based on probing technology. Direct external
(with respect to the host) probes are predefined tests whose outcomes depend on the health of the
monitored components. For instance, in the context of networked systems, probes can be
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implemented as programs executed on a particular machine (which is usually called the probe
station) that sends requests to servers or to network elements and evaluates their responses.
The ping and traceroute utilities are probably the most popular external probing mechanism to
detect network availability. At application-level probing tools, such as IBM's EPP framework [Fre99],
provide more sophisticated tests with respect to network-level probes but the application logic
needs to be known.
Figure 23 [Ris05] illustrates the core ideas of probing technology. The bottom left of the picture
represents an external network (e.g. the Internet), while the greyed box in the bottom middle and
right represents an edge-network e.g. an intranet with a web site hosting system containing a
firewall, routers, web server, application server running on a couple of load balanced boxes, and
database server. Each node can be subdivided in various components at different levels. Probing can
take place at multiple levels of granularity; the appropriate choice of granularity depends on the
problem probing is used for. For example, to test a Service Level Agreement (SLA) stating response
time, we can also set one probe at the point of contact of the external internet and the intranet. To
identify more detailed anomalies we should probe all network segments as well as the web server,
the application server and the database server - all the elements of the intranet in the network layer.

Figure 23 - Examples of probes at multiple levels [Ris05]

In [Kha06] the global behaviour of networked systems running legacy code is inferred using indirect
monitoring. In particular, anomalies at protocol level due to faulty host(s) are detected using a
hierarchical, application neutral framework. The framework is based on indirect monitoring, i.e. a
packet-sniffing tool that observes exchanged messages between the protocol participants. The
messages are used to reconstruct a runtime state transition diagram of the participants. Anomalies
are detected by means of temporal and combinatorial rules that are created by means of expert
knowledge about the protocol.[Kha07] extends the aforementioned framework to also accomplish
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diagnosis tasks by means of a set of test procedures chosen starting from the inferred state of the
participants. Packet traces are also exploited in [Hua01] along with wavelet analysis to reveal
network performance anomalies. In [Zha00] packet size and timing are used to detect malicious
stepping stones, i.e. non-authorized opened connections among machines.
3.3.4

Grid Anomaly Detection, Isolation and Restoration Approaches and Techniques

Electric Power Grids (EPG) are critical infrastructures that provide essential services for our society;
assessing their dependability is thus necessary. These systems are sensibility changing towards smart
grids because of novel functionalities required by market demands, e.g. the use of electrical vehicles,
and the massive exploitation of ICT technologies for satisfying the new challenging needs. In this
section, we first walk through the historical evolution of approaches and techniques for grid Fault
Detection, Isolation and Restoration (FDIR). Then, since the automatic FDIR is the fundamental
enabler for self-healing, the main goals, constraints and approaches towards smart grid self-healing
systems are discussed. Finally the most recent research efforts in this field are presented.
3.3.4.1

Historical evolution of FDIR approaches

I
‘
‘9 ,
ADA
b
.I
fact this is also true today for pure SCADA deployment, where new features appear mainly on the
human to machine and protocol communication interfaces level.
‘
ADA M
M
M
,
on transmission grids) came to effective deployment where, on top of data driven processing and
rule based techniques, knowledge about transmission grid behaviour could be obtained from that
data, as it relied on a grid data model. This data model was a real-time picture of the grid topology
with dynamic connectivity assessment, together with calculated or estimated data, arising from
power applications (special software programs that used the field RTU data with the topology
information). SCADA/EMS systems were able to estimate transmission grid state (state estimation)
on segments normally not observed, on top of common real-time remotely obtained data.
Furthermore, those systems were able to anticipate grid collapse and could cope with conventional
generation, e.g. thermal power plants, extremely polluting, with heavy start-up latencies and using
expensive unsustainable fuels.
U
‘9 ,
,
,
and were mainly prone to communications errors or infrastructure damage resulting from natural
causes, unpredicted events, or, in some cases, due to human activity (accidents, sabotage). By that
time, the state of the private communication systems was data driven, as it was depicted at the
SCADA level, within the EPG main computers. Communications redundancy was already
implemented, coping, at least at that time, with the main availability requirements.
I
‘9
,
b
operators became a reality. SCADA/EMS systems for transmission grids were in place and due to the
development of software and hardware with impact on computers and on communications (ICT),
together with the effort of standardisation committees and of technical workgroups, a similar
approach started for the distribution grid, which led to the SCADA/DMS systems (DMS standing for
Distribution Management Systems).
Substation Automation Systems (SAS), including protection features, started to be fully digital in the
mid-90s, emerging as a standardized method during the 2000s. Standards like IEC 61850 and others
brought together the automation and the protection worlds, although residing within a same
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substation, but indeed, this was a paradigm shift, only possible due to improvement and evolution of
ICT, computerised solutions and embedded systems.
Distribution feeder Automation (DA) became a reality with plenty of deployments during the 2000s.
Basically, it corresponds to tele-control and/or automation mechanisms, dealing with MV substation
downstream feeders, overhead switches, ring main units, reclosers, etc., normally operated in radial
schemes, suitable for reconfiguration and backup from other feeders. The main feature that is
covered by DA, besides SCADA monitoring and tele-control, is Fault Detection, Isolation and service
Restoration (FDIR). These entire grid self-healing schemes depend on reliable communication
networks, with high levels of accuracy and performance.
Concluding, during the 2000s the smart grid concept came up, bridging EPG and ICT, as a combined
challenge, as both kind of systems rely on each other. The smart grid, as we discuss it today, briefly
corresponds to the overall EPG, from generation to transmission (HV grid) and distribution (MV grid),
down to the LV level. New incumbent players are now part of the deal, namely prosumers, proactive
consumers under demand response schemes and EV charging. Dispersed generation especially of RES
type and storage also participate, spread along HV, MV and LV grid levels.
Smart metering plays an important role within these players, as it contributes to share relevant data
for all system wide management and automation, an important asset within the business driving. The
advent of LV grid automation, of virtual power plants (VPP) and of home automation, especially
targeted on demand response and energy consumption awareness, is indeed an expression of how
challenging the smart grid is in terms of its own power equipment and control, as well as of the
supporting ICT infrastructure, presently supported by digital IP based solutions, cabled or wireless.
3.3.4.2

Grid self-healing goals, constraints and approaches

Many primary distribution systems are designed and constructed as meshed grids, but are operated
as radial feeder systems with normally-open tie switches. These tie switches can help transferring
unfaulted, but out-of-service, load to neighbouring feeders to reduce the total load that has to be cut
off over a prolonged period after a fault.
Whenever there is a fault in an electrical distribution system, in order to ensure minimal reduction of
system reliability, the unfaulted de-energized areas should be supplied with power as soon as
possible. Although repairing the fault may take a while, it is possible to quickly restore power to
areas cut off by the fault or the consequent protections tripping if they can be temporarily connected
to neighbouring feeders carrying the extra load.
Automatic feeder sectionalizing and restoration is a core application for DA. In their most basic form,
these systems detect a fault, determine its location, and open the nearest available switches or fault
interrupters during a tripped state of the fault-clearing recloser or breaker, isolating the faulted
segment from the rest of the feeder.
Automatic Fault Detection, Isolation and Restoration (FDIR) algorithms carry out complex grid selfhealing. This is especially true if the feeder segments have to deal with Renewable Energy Sources
(RES) based generation, such as PV stations or wind farms, shaping the pat
“
”
down flow of energy.
Being bidirectional in terms of power flows, the distribution grid becomes more prone to faults, their
negative impact being clearly more aggressive and unpredicted.
The main goals of self-healing systems for MV smart grids are the following:
• Supply maximum load affected by the fault.
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•
•
•

Take the shortest time period to restore the load.
Minimize the number of switching operations.
Keep the grid capacity within its operating limits.

These systems, in order to proper operate in future smart grids have to face with the following
constraints and issues:
• Cables/lines loading and transformer capacity.
• Voltage constraints.
• Time-of“
”
b
x
.
• Loads classification (priorities).
• Load shedding.
• Number of switching operations.
• Minimizing losses.
• Sequence of switching operations.
• Fault current sensitivity in the event of a subsequent fault to the extended feeder.
There are different ways of implementing self-healing of electric power distribution grids [Ber11]:
•

•

•

Centralized solutions, at the control center (complete model) – The SCADA/DMS system
concentrates all the modelling, maintenance and intelligence. The solution relies on telemetry
and remote control for automatic grid operation (FDIR also provides manual switching when
applicable), besides power applications. It runs a complete overall grid model and control
options able to analyze multiple faults and solution scenarios across a wide area, suitable for a
smart grid.
Distributed solutions (static model) – Consists on a script-based approach using feeder
distributed Remote Terminal Units (RTU). It is a cost effective solution when only few switching
devices are employed on a restricted area, using a dedicated communication infrastructure
allowing fast response actuation with predefined automation schemes. However, it is not ready
to operate under non-standard grid topology and is unable to deal with multiple faults. It also
lacks flexibility for handling RES distributed generation, storage or electric vehicles penetration,
thus, being not completely suitable for a smart grid.
Substation-centric DA solutions (dynamic model) – Based on a model driven intelligence sited at
the primary substation, coordinating feeders and neighbouring substations, the decision process
being made at substation or control center level (pending approval). It grants interoperability
supporting different switches, reclosers and RTU vendors, assuring adaptability to any real-time
grid configuration, including any protection or automation plans. Though the operation area is
restricted to the neighbouring of the substation where the substation-centric solution performs,
covering a specific Distribution Grid Area (DGA), it is able to dynamically derive complex
restoration solutions involving multiple feeders, using where necessary, automatic load transfer
schemes to achieve optimal restoration, besides offering flexibility for handling RES distributed
generation, storage and electric vehicles penetration.

As a concrete example implementing the State-of-the-Art FDIR approaches in real power grid
scenario we also present the approach undertaken into EDP Distribution Automation (DA) pilot
project.
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[Mel13] presents a DA pilot-project promoted by EDP Distribuição (EDP Group) in Portugal.
This project aims at implementing a combined ICT and DA solution based on RF Mesh digital
communications, to be applied in a DGA comprising 3 HV/MV substations, serving a particular
distribution area, comprising both MV and LV segments.
The solution is based on substation-centric solutions provided by a Smart Substation Controller,
which owns a dynamic model of the DGA, implementing micro-DMS features. The main goal is to
implement State-of-the-Art self-healing techniques over the mentioned DGA. Besides, the project
“
”
nality by Smart Meters, so that outages at LV level could
be easily detected and located. Improving SAIDI and SAIFI key indicators is also one of the main
targets.
A special concern regarding the mutual management of the communications network and the power
grid, from a smart grid perspective, is devoted to the project.
3.3.4.3

Grid fault detection and diagnosis techniques

The research community has devoted a lot of effort to EPG fault detection and diagnosis and several
models, procedures and algorithms have been proposed so far. The literature analysis is conducted
by analyzing the suitability of the approach in face of EPG and ICT interdependences. Approaches to
perform detection and diagnosis have been broadly categorized in (c.f. Figure 24):






Model-based: A model of the system is carefully built and exploited to perform such tasks.
Data-driven: Data collected during experiment and/or field data are the basis of the
knowledge for performing detection and diagnosis.
Heuristic: Simple mechanisms suggested by intuitive reasoning and then validated by
experiments are used.
Rule-based: Expert knowledge about system behaviour is formally codified in a set of rules
(e.g. temporal, casual, functional) that are then exploited by an automatic reasoning.
Probabilistic: Probabilistic theory is the basis for taking decision about system state.

Figure 24 - Fault detection and diagnosis approaches

Most of the existing models do not provide explicit modelling of the main interdependency between
the EPG and ICT subsystems. Therefore, the evaluation of the impact on dependability and
performance is an intricate task. Only the interactions between EPG anomalies and the human
operator control actions have been considered [San10].
Calderaro et al. [Cal11] propose one of the first works that addresses interdependences. In particular,
they propose a model-based fault detection and identification approach exploiting redundant Petri
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Nets (i.e. with more places and transitions). The work assumes that faults can occur both in the
distribution grid (e.g. a transformer trip) and in the ICT communication network (e.g. the corruption
of energy-related messages during the transmission from RTU to SCADA). The approach performs the
detection of the faulty component by means of algebraic operations on the collected syndrome, i.e. a
vector coming from the redundant Petri Nets containing the information of the status of the system.
[Yann02] presents a Decision Support System (DSS) using circuit breaker information for online fault
section estimation in power systems. The DSS automatically creates rules for knowledge
representation and develops a diagnosis procedure. After the fault section is estimated, the logical
reasoning approach uses the relay information to further validate the candidate fault section and
circuit breaker status.
In [Chi02], a Bayesian network for fault diagnosis on the distribution feeder was built on the basis of
expert knowledge and historical data.
[Par97] proposes an expert system for fault diagnosis of a power system using an inference method.
Expertise is represented by logical implications and converted into a boolean function. Unlike
conventional rule-based expert systems, the expertise is converted into Prime Implicants (PIs). Offline inference is possible by off-line identification of PIs, which reduces the on-line inference time
considerably and makes it possible to utilize the proposed expert system in real-time environments.
[Par97] also presents alarm verification and correction method for relay and circuit breaker (CB)
using pre-identified PIs.
Fuzzy logic approaches have been applied to power system fault diagnosis. These techniques offer
the possibility to model inexactness and uncertainties created by protection device operations and
incorrect data.
Min [Min04] proposes a method for the fault section estimation that considers the network topology
under the influence of a circuit breaker tripped by the previous fault. The proposed method uses a
three-dimensional (3D) matrix to represent the network topology and the protection systems. The
network matrix describes the sections that are protected by particular protection devices that can be
changed according to the network topology. To deal with the uncertainties imposed on the
protection systems, the fuzzy set theory was applied to the network matrix in order to examine the
relationships between the operated protection devices and the fault section candidates. A systematic
method for the fuzzy membership function for each relation is also proposed. In this method, the
operated time sequences of the protection devices were employed because either the network
matrix or the network topology varied whenever the operations of the circuit breakers occur.
In [Chi03] the author proposes a fast diagnosis system for estimating the fault section of power
systems by using a hybrid cause-effect network and fuzzy logic. This proposed system builds the
cause-effect networks, which represent the fuzzy relations of protective relays and circuit breakers
(CBs) for selection of faulty sections in blackout areas. In order to deal with the uncertain information
in the process of diagnosis, a fuzzy-logic method is derived.

3.4

Summary

The following three sections summarize the presented detailed sections for network monitoring (c.f.
3.1), grid monitoring (c.f. 3.2) and grid and network fault management (c.f. 3.3).
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3.4.1

Network Monitoring

As monitoring systems of future smart grids will potentially span over thousands to millions of nodes,
their architectures have to specifically address the scalability issue. When analyzing the relevant
research literature, decentralized architectures handle size and complexity usually better than their
centralized counterparts. Not only scalability benefits from decentralized architectures, but
performance in general as bottlenecks can be avoided. In the following paragraph, the most
interesting approaches in relation to SmartC2Net are summarized. In addition, it is explained how the
SmartC2Net architecture integrates and extends the basic ideas presented there.
A scalable and easily manageable traffic monitoring system based on a P2P hierarchical architecture
can be found in [Sal05]. Probes perform active or passive measurements and store the results. In
case these probes are located within the same network area, they are associated in groups. A probe
can also operate in Super-Probe mode making it responsible for managing the set of probes
connected to it and for establishing interconnections between other super-probes. Clients can
connect to any probe and use this connection to configure measurements and retrieve measured
data from any other probe. This is similar to the basic SmartC2Net monitoring architecture principle
(c.f. Chapter 5) of using decentralized agents called Monitors, which operate in different monitoring
domains.
The authors of [Sri02] introduce a distributed P2P system, M-Coop, that can be queried for network
performance information between two arbitrary IP addresses. It also returns assessments of the
metric accuracy and trustworthiness. The benefits of the approach are simple and rapid deployment
on a large scale and an indication of how reliable the information is in terms of accuracy and
trustworthiness. The concept of adding meta-information on how reliable and accurate the according
measurement/observation is will also be used by the SmartC2Net monitoring system. This will lead
to one of the main novelties of SmartC2Net as it enables the design of control algorithms, which are
aware of the communication network status and adapt the control strategy accordingly.
Nodes implementing the approach presented [Liu04] receive measurement tasks from other nodes.
If sufficient resources are available and various conditions are met, they carry out the tasks
cooperatively. This is interesting for SmartC2Net task management and coordination, as the
presented self-organizing principles enable scalable solutions, potentially connecting millions of
nodes and provides vast measurement coverage.
Han et al. propose in [Han02] a flexible as well as scalable monitoring and analysis system called NGMON. The monitoring and analysis task in NG-MON is divided into five phases/functional units in
order to distribute processing loads. This concept of dividing monitoring tasks into several, smaller,
independent sub-tasks will also be used in the SmartC2Net architecture by the introduction of four
main functional components, namely Monitors, Processors, Publishers and APIs. Also the approach
introduced in [Mas04] meets the scalability requirement by using a hierarchical architecture and
aggregation of collected data to break down the complexity to smaller entities.
The DEcentralized, cooperative, and privacy-preserving MONitoring for trustworthinesS (DEMONS)
project [Rao11] is about a decentralized, cooperative and privacy-preserving monitoring system.
Privacy and business-protection principles permeate all layers, translating into tight access control
and cryptographic protection solutions, in order to allow effective cooperation across administrative
domains and jurisdictional boundaries, as well as improved control of data disclosure within
domains. Privacy-preserving techniques will also be of special interest within SmartC2Net, as various
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different operators and actors (mobile operator, distribution service operator, premises, etc.) are
connected and operate conjointly to achieve a common goal.
Apart from the general (decentralized) architecture, used observation points and methods are of
special importance in every monitoring system. Basically, monitoring methods can be grouped into
two main classes: Router-based and non-router-based. Router-based methods depend on specific
routers supporting standardized monitoring protocols/concepts like SNMP (Simple Network
Management Protocol) or RMON (Remote Network Monitoring). By contrast, non-router-based
approaches are based on standard and widely used tools (e.g. ping, traceroute, iperf, tcpdump,
wireshark, etc.), which can be active (e.g. sending a ping packet) or passive (e.g. use of packet sniffing
tools). Combinations of active and passive monitoring are usually better than using only one or the
z
b
b
.A x
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[Zan04]. WREN uses a combination
of active and passive monitoring techniques by actively monitoring when traffic is low and passively
monitoring during high traffic periods. Such ideas will also be implemented within SmartC2Net.
Monitoring nodes will be able to autonomously decide, which measurement method to use in order
to best fulfill a monitoring requirement.
Finally information management with emphasis on pre-processing (e.g. packet filtering, flow
aggregation, sampling, etc.) is addressed. In smart grids, a large amount of data and information will
be generated from monitoring. Hence, the monitoring subsystem needs to adopt advanced
information management capabilities like information pre-processing in order to effectively and
efficiently exploit the wealth of data. (Pre-)processing will also be of special importance for dynamic
monitoring adaptation. This will be necessary in case of a change of communication performance.
Filtering, sampling, aggregation techniques and points, accuracies, frequencies can adaptively be
controlled to be aligned with the current available communication performance. This will lead to a
system not failing in case of sudden quality-of-service issues or malicious attacks but altering the
monitoring strategy to keep up an appropriate service.
3.4.2

Grid Monitoring

Grid monitoring is a major feature of a smart grid, which strongly relies on telecommunication
infrastructures. A quick overview of the major topics depicted in the detailed grid monitoring section
is highlighted as follows.
Standardization in electric power systems is, and probably will remain as an open issue, as industry
vendors, utilities and international standardization organizations have been participating in mutual
collaboration committees, all over the world, in different aspects, such as data modelling,
communication protocols, and cyber-security, among others.
These efforts cover all the smart grid layered architecture, from electric power generation to the end
consumer (and/or micro-producer), embracing the transmission and distribution levels.
Legacy assets have been part of the deal, and more recently, also dispersed micro-generation,
electric vehicles, smart metering and storage, not limited to these. The role of the electric power end
user is presently an open issue, as demand side management and demand response features have
been under discussion.
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All these players and trends, when brought together within a smart grid monitoring perspective,
besides dealing with the constraint of having to jointly play together, strongly rely on the
telecommunication infrastructure, as mentioned before.
Therefore, and from a state-of-the-art perspective, a deeper look on smart grid standards from
reputable entities like IEEE, IEC or NIST was carried out. It comprised top-down and peer-to-peer
protocols, spanning from transmission to distribution, e.g. at network or substation level (for
instance IEC 60870-5-104, DNP 3.0, IEC 61850). That look also covered data modelling (for instance
IEC 61968, IEC 61970, IEC 61850). All these issues strongly impact on the smart grid, which is meant
to welcome interoperable systems and devices.
Furthermore, a close look was carried out also on emerging standards (for instance Multispeak,
DLMS/COSEM, OpenADR) and current trends (for instance GPRS, existing power line carrier
communications), bringing together conventional electric power management systems with
emerging solutions, such as smart metering, demand response, electric vehicles and storage.
Cyber-security was also addressed, as it copes with a major requirement for the smart grid: security,
integrity and resilience to faults and malicious attacks. Related standards were highlighted (for
instance IEC 62351, IPSec).
All these issues are brought together under the scope of the smart grid, which is strongly reliant on a
trustworthy telecommunication infrastructure, itself also dealing with faults and malicious attacks.
The way each party (the electric power smart grid and the telecommunication infrastructure)
impacts on each other is an outcome that the SmartC2Net project will be able to demonstrate. This
project will also provide mutual solutions, capable of mitigating the negative effect of abnormal
events (faults, malicious attacks) that may occur at electric power level or telecommunication
infrastructure level. Resilience to those events is an expected outcome, as well as fault/attack
detection, impact isolation/prevention and overall system restoration.
3.4.3

Grid and Network Fault Management

The smart grid concept bridges Electrical Power Grid (EPG) and ICT, as a combined challenge, as both
kinds of systems relies on each other. As we discuss it today, it briefly corresponds to the overall EPG,
from generation to transmission (HV grid) and distribution (MV grid), down to the LV level.
Furthermore, other players are also part of the deal, namely prosumers, proactive consumers under
demand response schemes and EV charging. Dispersed generation especially of Renewable Energy
Sources (RES) type and storage also participate, spread along HV, MV and LV grid levels. Finally,
smart metering contributes to share relevant data for all system wide management and automation,
an important asset within the business driving.
This paradigm shift requires a unified and holistic fault management approach that takes into
consideration the interplay of communication reliability, energy backup, distribution automation
topology, energy storage and, in particular, intelligent features that automate the process of failure
detection/prediction, isolation and restoration. This automation brings novel challenges to engineers
of the future smart grid.
Most of the existing models do not provide explicit modelling of the main interdependency between
the EPG and ICT subsystems. Therefore, the evaluation of the impact on dependability and
performance is an intricate task. According to Calderaro et al. [Cal11], actual fault management
approaches in power grids have not considered the significant influence of ICT, and so only few
integrated approaches consider both faults in grid and ICT. This situation is exacerbated since the
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presence of distributed generation is typically not taken into account when anomalous situations
arise.
Detecting and classifying ICT anomalies is challenging mostly because anomalies can originate from a
vast range of causes: malicious activities (e.g. DOS attacks, scans, worms), network element failures
(e.g. router outages), unusual customer behaviour (e.g. sudden changes in demand, flash crowds,
high volume flows), and new, previously unknown events. Indeed, network anomalies are a moving
target. It is difficult to precisely and permanently define the set of network anomalies, especially in
the case of malicious anomalies. New network anomalies will continue to arise over time; so an
anomaly detection system should avoid being restricted to any predefined set of anomalies.
The communication infrastructure plays an important role to satisfy these new requirements. For
instance, Distribution feeder Automation (DA) covers, besides SCADA monitoring and tele-control
and/or automation mechanisms (dealing with MV substation downstream feeders, overhead
switches, ring main units, reclosers), Fault Detection, Isolation and service Restoration (FDIR). These
entire grid self-healing schemes greatly depend on reliable communication networks, with high
accuracy and performance.
The overall smart grid communication networks can be generally divided into four areas: Enterprise
network, Wide Area Network (WAN), Field Area Network (FAN) and Home Area Network (HAN)
[Fan11]. Issues related to network delay, jitter, ordered and reliable packet delivery must be
addressed in every network involved in the smart grid realm. These areas have different
characteristics and requirements in terms of bandwidth, delay, jitter, scalability and reliability, which
the SmartC2Net fault management system (SFM) needs to take into account and, in particular,
anomaly detection techniques. Furthermore, with rapidly expanding core and backbone networks,
performance parameters such as delay, jitter and bandwidth get increasingly dominated by new
access network technologies. Hence, observing performance of the communicating hosts and their
access networks is becoming as important as observing performance in the network core [Botta08].
Another issue originates from the inaccuracy of collected data. Indeed, the standard method for
taking link-traffic measurements in IP networks—the Simple Network Management Protocol or
SNMP—is subject to missing data and measurement errors. Furthermore, since on-line detection
may require short latencies the analysis shall be kept simple and efficient. Smaller amounts of data
need therefore to be used but at the same time, the data cannot be too limited so that meaningful
conclusions cannot be drawn. Data smoothing techniques can be employed to overcome all such
difficulties.
Regarding specific power distribution grid there are different ways of implementing fault detection
and isolation approaches that are usually part of comprehensive self-healing systems [Ber11]:
Centralized solutions, at the Control Center (CC) (complete model) in which the SCADA/DMS system
concentrates all the modelling, maintenance and intelligence; Distributed solutions (static model),
which consists on a script-based approach using feeder distributed Remote Terminal Units (RTU);
Substation-centric DA solutions (dynamic model) that is based on a model driven intelligence sited at
the primary substation, coordinating feeders and neighbouring substations, with the decision process
being made at substation or CC level.
Summarizing, the SFM has to constantly monitor the behaviour of important smart grid network
components (e.g. routers, gateways, processing nodes) and the overall network Quality-of-Service
(QoS) to activate the most proper countermeasure. Furthermore, the SFM shall timely detected
anomalies and identify a range of anomalies with diverse structures, distinguish between different
types of anomalies, group similar anomalies and be easily extensible to allow the detection of new
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SFM shall also predict component failures and QoS degradation in order to avoid any possible grid
disruption. This is obviously a very ambitious goal.
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4 Requirements for the Monitoring Architecture
This chapter presents an overview of the general requirements for the SmartC2Net monitoring
system. The requirements have been derived from a bottom-up analysis primarily seen from the
perspective of the grid control, the network management, the fault management and finally the
M2M subsystem. The following requirements will provide a reference for the specification and
development of the monitoring system architecture in Chapter 5, as well as for the detailed
development of functions for the monitoring architecture.
The requirements are split in categories. General requirements - refers to requirements for both the
grid and network monitoring architectures. Network Monitoring Requirements – refers to
requirements, which are dedicated to the network monitoring system. Grid Monitoring Requirements
– refers to requirements which are dedicated to the grid monitoring system.
Each requirement is provided with a requirement ID, a priority, a title and a description. In terms of
priority the following naming is used: N refers to now, that the requirement is targeted. W refers to
wish, that the requirement is recognized but will now not be in focus to target within SmartC2Net.

4.1

General Requirements

The following table contains requirements, which are relevant for both the grid monitoring as well as
the network monitoring systems.
ID

Priority Title

Description
Functional Requirements

REQ_A_001

N

Time Stamps

All observations shall be provided with a
timestamp according to a shared global
time with sufficient precision and
uncertainty awareness in order to allow
the fault management system to establish
casual relationships between events
occurring in the system.

REQ_A_002

N

Quality information

Quality attributes must be associated to
monitoring data allowing the monitoring
users to assess the usefulness of data.

REQ_A_003

N

Monitoring frequency

The monitoring system must be able to
provide observations at different
frequencies as specified by a monitoring
subscription.

REQ_A_004

N

Monitoring granularity

The monitoring system must be able to
provide observations at different
granularity levels as specified by a
monitoring subscription.
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ID

Priority Title

Description

REQ_A_005

N

Time guarantee

For certain monitoring variables the user
should be able to define a guarantee on
the delay from measurement to its
availability. If this delay cannot be
guaranteed, it should be notified to the
user.

REQ_A_006

N

Data access interfaces

It must be possible to pull out data on
different levels of the monitoring
architecture depending on where data is
to be used and with which properties.

REQ_A_007

N

Adaptation to changing network
conditions

The monitoring system shall adapt to the
different network operation conditions
(e.g. network configuration, topology and
QoS).

REQ_A_008

N

Monitoring system adaptation with
Fault Management System

The monitoring system shall adapt the
processing elements (e.g. filtering and
aggregation) during operation according
to the Fault Management System (FMS)
feedback & requirements.

REQ_A_009

N

Monitoring and extracting relevant
data

The monitoring system shall extract
relevant features which need to be
processed by the FMS.

REQ_A_010

W

Raise events in case of anomalies

The monitoring system shall be able to
signal to the FMS sudden anomalies in the
processed data in order to timely activate
proper actions.

REQ_A_011

N

Monitoring system configurability

The monitoring system shall be
configurable according to the detection
and the diagnosis requirements of the
operation environment in which it has to
be deployed.

REQ_A_012

N

Real-time operation

The monitoring must provide real-time
monitoring capabilities as required by
controllers (WP4) and network
management (WP3).

REQ_A_013

N

Priority

The monitoring system should be able to
deal with priorities of monitoring
variables given from the monitor user.
Priority should be usable internally in the
monitoring system to determine most
important monitoring streams to
maintain in case of reduced resources.

REQ_A_014

N

Monitor reliability

If requested by the user, the monitoring
system shall be able to reliably transmit
monitoring information and inform the
user if this is not possible.
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ID

Priority Title

Description

REQ_A_015

N

Adapt to grid control strategies

The monitoring system shall adapt the
sensing and processing elements
according to the different grid control
strategies.

REQ_A_016

N

Adapt to actual grid operating
environment

The monitoring system shall adapt the
sensing and processing elements
according to actual grid operating
environment.

Security
REQ_B_001

W

Integrity checks

It must be possible to provide integrity
checks of monitoring data exchanges
between peers. Requirements to security
must be flexible and even optional.

REQ_B_002

W

Authentication

Nodes of the monitoring system should
be able to authenticate each other.

REQ_B_003

W

Data Availability

It must be specifiable by the data owner
where and to whom data should be
available.

REQ_B_004

W

Confidentiality

It must be possible to encrypt transmitted
rd
monitoring information to avoid 3 party
information access.

REQ_C_001

N

Scalability

The monitoring architecture must allow
scaling to cover devices and
heterogeneous networks throughout a
single distribution network.

REQ_C_002

N

Reconfigurability and adaptability

The monitoring architecture should be
able to reconfigure itself to maintain
functionality in case of network
reconfiguration (WP3) or failures.

REQ_C_003

W

Coverage

The monitoring architecture must cover
distribution system levels of central
management, MV and LV grids and
components as well as supporting
communication infrastructure.

REQ_C_004

W

Connection type

It must be possible to define the
connection type between sub-systems in
the monitoring architecture. E.g.
persistently available or created by need.

Architecture
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ID

Priority Title

Description
Interface Requirements

REQ_D_001

W

Flexible monitoring users

External monitoring users of the
monitoring architecture must be able to
subscribe to a given monitoring service
providing information on requirements
on the monitoring. This will lead to a
Service Level Agreement (SLA) if the
monitoring system can accept the
request.

REQ_D_002

W

Monitoring Service Level Information

The monitoring system must be able to
provide information about the overall
quality of the monitoring performance
enabling external subscribers to judge if
the SLA is maintained.

REQ_D_003

N

Monitoring system interfaces with
Fault Management System

The monitoring system shall interface
with the Fault Management System
(FMS).

REQ_D_004

N

Monitoring system interfaces with
Network Reconfiguration System

The monitoring system shall interface
with the Network Reconfiguration System
(WP3).

REQ_D_005

N

Monitoring system interfaces with Grid
Controllers

The monitoring system shall interface
with the Grid Controllers.

REQ_D_006

N

Monitoring data access methods

The user application of monitoring data
should be able to receive monitoring data
based on events, periodically or based on
requests.

REQ_D_007

W

Monitoring interface with operators

The monitoring system shall interface
with the operators by means of HMIs
which show information coming both
from grid and network.

REQ_D_008

W

Access to monitored data in different
formats

The monitoring system must provide
external access to raw data as well as
statistics (e.g. CDF, PDF, mean, and
sample standard deviation) and
reformatted data.

Environment
REQ_E_001

N

Network heterogeneity

The monitoring system shall operate in
heterogeneous network environments.

REQ_E_002

N

Communication technology
independence

The monitoring system must be able to
operate on top of different
communication technologies utilizing
adaptor functions.

Table 2 - General requirements
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4.2

Network Monitoring Requirements

The following table contains requirements, which are relevant for just the network monitoring
system.
ID

Priority

Title

Description

REQ_F_001

N

Network Observations Supported

The monitoring system must support the
collection of QoS measurements from
network links and end-to-end
connections.

REQ_F_002

N

Network measurements with varying
perturbation

Different measurement methods (e.g.
active vs. passive delay measurement)
should be considered allowing different
trade-offs between network perturbation
and measurement quality.

Functional Requirements

Table 3 - Network monitoring requirements

4.3

Grid Monitoring Requirements

The following table contains requirements, which are relevant for just the grid monitoring system.
ID

Priority Title

Description
Functional Requirements

REQ_G_001

N

Grid Observations Supported

The monitoring system must support the
collection of measurements from grid
equipment to provide necessary
observations as specified in the
monitoring variable list (Section 4.4).

REQ_G_002

N

Data Types

The monitoring system must support to
convey simple measurements (e.g.
voltage) as well as rich data formats (e.g.
load profile).

REQ_G_003

W

Efficient actuation dissemination

The monitoring system must provide
efficient means to transmit actuation
signals to actuators.

Interface Requirements
REQ_H_001

W

External Interfaces and system
interactions

The monitoring system must provide
access to external information interfaces
such as weather data.

Table 4 - Grid monitoring requirements

4.4

Monitoring Variable Specification

The monitoring system is designed to collect different observations throughout the monitoring
architecture. To provide an overview of a set of variables considered, this section presents these
from the perspectives of the grid monitoring and the network monitoring. In the following tables, the
variables are defined as follows. Monitoring Variable Name – The reference name of a monitoring
variable. Unit – The base unit for an observation. Provider – System component or sub-system
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capable of, or expected to, provide the observations. Consumer – System component or sub-system
that may be utilizing the observation. Description – Description of the monitoring variable.
4.4.1

Grid Monitoring Variables

This table defines grid monitoring variables that are relevant for the distribution grid controllers and
management. Not all variables will be considered in the project, but have been included here for
completeness.
Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

LV grid Bus Voltage

Volt

Voltage sensor (local
measurement), Smart
Meter

- LV grid power
quality control
- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Voltage on a given bus in
the low voltage grid which
can be measured or
estimated.

LV Line Current

Ampere

Current sensor (local
measurement), Smart
Meter

- DR functionality
- DMS
- EV control

Line Current measured in
the LV grid.

LV Active Power
(value and direction)

kW

Active Power (P) (local
value), Smart Meter

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Active Power at a given LV
grid bus which is calculated
from the measurements of I
and V.

LV Reactive Power (4
quadrants)

kVAr

Reactive Power (R)
(local value), Smart
Meter

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Reactive Power at a given
LV grid bus which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

LV Power (S)

kVA

Apparent Power (S)
(local value), Smart
Meter

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Apparent Power at a given
LV grid bus which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

Power Factor

-

Power Factor
Ɵ
Smart Meter

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Power Factor derivated at a
given LV grid bus .

,

Active Energy

kWh

Smart Meter

Active Energy
consumption/production at
a given bus.

Reactive Energy

kVArh

Smart Meter

Reactive Energy
consumption/production at
a given bus.
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Monitoring Variable
Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

Voltage
interruptions
(number and
duration)

#

Smart Meter

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of voltage
interruptions under and
over 3 minutes.

Voltage Sags
(number and
duration)

#

Smart Meter

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of voltage sags and
their duration at a given LV
grid bus.

Overvoltages
(number and
duration)

#

Smart Meter

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of overvoltages at
a given LV grid bus and their
duration.

LV grid 3phase Bus
Voltage

Volt

LVGC local voltage
sensor (per phase)

- LV grid power
quality control
- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Voltage on the secondary of
the transformer at the
MV/LV substation which is
measured in real-time.

LV 3phase Line
Current

Ampere

LVGC local current
sensor (per phase)

- DR functionality
- DMS
- EV control

Line Current measured on
the secondary of the
transformer at the MV/LV
substation.

LV 3phase Active
Power (value and
direction)

kW

Active Power (P) (local
value per phase), LVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Active Power on the
secondary of the
transformer at the MV/LV
substation which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

LV 3phase Reactive
Power (4 quadrants)

kVAr

Reactive Power (R)
(local value per phase),
LVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Reactive Power on the
secondary of the
transformer at the MV/LV
substation which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

LV 3phase Power (S)

kVA

Apparent Power (S)
(local value), LVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Apparent Power at the
MV/LV substation which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

Power Factor

-

Power Factor
Ɵ
LVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Power Factor derivated at
the secondary of the
transformer at the MV/LV
substation.

,
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

Voltage
interruptions
(number and
duration)

#

LVGC

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of voltage
interruptions under and
over 3 minutes.

Voltage Sags
(number and
duration)

#

LVGC

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of voltage sags and
their duration at the
distribution substation.

Overvoltages
(number and
duration)

#

LVGC

- LV grid power
quality control

Number of overvoltages at
the distribution substation
and their duration.

THD (harmonic
distortion)

Ratio

LVGC

- LV grid power
quality control

Value of the harmonic
distortion recorded at the
secondary of the
distribution substation.

Voltage Unbalance

-

LVGC

- LV grid power
quality control

Alarm for unbalanced phase
load (preconfigured limit).

Frequency

Hz

Frequency (local
value), LVGC

Frequency value registered
at the secondary substation.

Active Energy

kWh

LVGC

Active Energy
consumption/production at
the MV/LV transformer.

Reactive Energy

kVArh

LVGC

Reactive Energy
consumption/production at
the MV/LV transformer

MV grid 3phase Bus
Voltage

Volt

MVGC local voltage
sensor (per phase)

- MV grid power
quality control
- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Voltage on the secondary of
the transformer at the
HV/MV substation
measured in real-time.

MV 3phase Line
Current

Ampere

MVGC local current
sensor (per phase)

- DR functionality
- DMS
- EV control

Line Current measured on
the secondary of the
transformer at the HV/MV
substation.

MV 3phase Active
Power (value and
direction)

MW

Active Power (P) (local
value per phase),
MVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Active Power on the
secondary of the
transformer at the HV/MV
substation which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

MV 3phase Reactive
Power (4 quadrants)

MVAr

Reactive Power (R)
(local value per phase),
MVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Reactive Power on the
secondary of the
transformer at the HV/MV
substation which is
calculated from the
measurements of I and V.

MV 3phase Power
(S)

MVA

Apparent Power (S)
(local value), MVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Apparent Power calculated
from the measurements of I
and V.

Frequency

Hz

Frequency (local
value), MVGC

MV feeder 3phase
Line Current

Ampere

MVGC local current
sensor for each MV
feeder (per phase)

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Line Current measured at
each MV feeder at the
HV/MV substation.

MV feeder 3phase
Active Power (value
and direction)

MW

Active Power (P) (local
value per phase),
MVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Active Power on each MV
feeder at the HV/MV
substation.

MV feeder 3phase
Reactive Power (4
quadrants)

MVAr

Reactive Power (R)
(local value per phase),
MVGC

- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Reactive Power on each MV
feeder at the HV/MV
substation.

Active Energy

kWh

MVGC

Active Energy
consumption/production at
the HV/MV transformer.

Reactive Energy

kVArh

MVGC

Reactive Energy
consumption/production at
the HV/MV transformer.

- Phase Over-voltage
Protection
- Zero Sequence
Over-voltage
Protection
- Phase Undervoltage Protection
- Over and Underfrequency Protection

Signal

MVGC

Frequency value registered
at the secondary substation.

- MV grid power
quality control

Detection of Over and
Under-voltage, and Over
and Under-frequency.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

HV grid 3phase Bus
Voltage

Volt

MVGC local voltage
sensor (per phase)

- MV grid power
quality control
- Voltage Control
functionality
- DMS
- EV control
- DR functionality

Voltage on the primary of
the transformer at the
HV/MV substation
measured in real-time.

HV 3phase Line
Current

Ampere

MVGC local current
sensor (per phase)

- DR functionality
- DMS
- EV control

Line Current measured on
the primary of the
transformer at the HV/MV
substation.

Table 5 - Grid monitoring variables
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4.4.2

Network Monitoring Variables

This table defines network monitoring variables that are relevant for the distribution grid controller,
fault management and the network reconfiguration (WP3). Different categories of variables have
been specified such as general variables related to communication properties as well as technology
specific variables. Technology specific variables may be used to improve the fault management as
well as the network reconfiguration. Note, not all variables will be considered in the project, but have
been included here to provide completeness.
Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

Data Center Oriented Variables
Traffic Volume
within DC

MB

Router, Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management

The amount of bytes
exchanged between servers
in the DC in a given timeslot.

Traffic Volume
Entering-Leaving DC

MB

Router, Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management

The amount of bytes going
in and out of the DC in a
given time-slot.

Flow size

Byte

Router, Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management

The size of the data flow
exchanged between two
nodes of the DC.

Total Flow size

Flow Size
* #Byte

Router, Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management

Flow size weighted by its
number of bytes. This gives
for a random byte, the
distribution of the flow size
it belongs to.

Concurrent Flows

#Flows

Host

- Network fault
management

The number of concurrent
flows going in and out of a
server.

Availability of Network Devices
Device Availability
Status

Binary

The polling device

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller

The device (e.g. gateway,
router, switch, host) status.
E.g. it is up and performing
its service.

Device Status change

-

Trap in the monitored
device

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller

A change occurred in the
device status.

General Network Performance
RTT

ms

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller
- Network
reconfiguration

Round trip time between
two devices on the
network, i.e. the time
interval a packet takes to be
sent plus the time interval it
takes for the
acknowledgment.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

OWD (One Way
Delay)

ms

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller
- Network
reconfiguration

The time that a packet
spends in travelling across
the network from two
synchronized nodes.

Jitter

ms

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller
- Network
reconfiguration

The variability of the
network delay (e.g.
standard deviation).

Packet loss rate

#

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller
- Network
reconfiguration

Percentage of packets
failing to reach the
destination over the
network.

Throughput

bps

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The data amount
successfully delivered over
the network per unit of
time.

Goodput

bps

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Grid controller
- Network
reconfiguration

Useful bits delivered per sec
to the application layer per
unit of time.

BER (Bit-Error-Ratio)

#ErrorBit
s / #BitTx

Active monitoring of
the device
sending/receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The number of bit errors
over the total number of
transferred bits during the
considered time interval.

Traffic Volume

Mbyte

Link-based or networkwide

- Network fault
management

Number of byte in a given
time interval.

Traffic S/D
(source/destination)
Address

#

Router

- Network fault
management

Number of packets having
the same S/D pair address.

Congestion Related Variables (at router level and in TCP/IP based networks )
Router Queue length

#Packet

Router

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The number of packets in
the ingress queue of the
router.

Inter-packets
interval time

ms

The device receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The time interval between
the reception of two
packets with consecutive
sequence numbers from
the same node. This could
be useful when the
sampling rate of a node is
known and constant.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

Accepted
Connections

#Connect
ions

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The total number of
connections for which an
accept has been
successfully issued by
removing the connection
from the backlog.

Backlog Connections

#Connect
ions

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The current number of
connections that are in the
backlog, i.e. a queue of
embryonic connections that
have been allocated only
partial resources (including
connections in
ESTABLISHED or SYNRECEIVED state).

SYN Received

#Packet

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The number of SYNs which
have been received. The
total number of failed
connections for all reasons
can be estimated to be
SynRcvd (Accepted +
CurBacklog).

Congestion window

Octets

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The current congestion
window, in octets.

Smoothed RTT

ms

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The smoothed round trip
time used in calculation of
the Retransmission Timeout
(RTO).

Congestion signals

#Signals

The host receiving
packets

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The number of congestion
signals (e.g. fast retransmit,
explicit congestion
notification and timeouts).
This summarizes all events
that invoke the congestion
window adjustment
(multiplicative decrease
portion of Additive Increase
Multiplicative Decrease
(AIMD) congestion control),
and as such is the best
indicator of how a
congestion window is being
affected by congestion.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

M2M Oriented Variables
M2M connection
latency

ms

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration
- Grid controller

Round trip between two or
more M2M devices.

M2M connection
packet loss

#

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration
- Grid controller

Number of packets lost over
connections between two
or more M2M devices.

M2M connection
bandwidth

bps

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Speed of data exchange
between two or more M2M
devices.

M2M device
frequency data
transmission

Bit per
second

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Frequency of data
dispatched by a M2M
device.

M2M device capacity
data transmission

Byte

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Dimension of data
dispatched by a M2M
device.

M2M connection
access time

ms

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

If connection type is not
continuous, we need to
know how long the access
to the communication
channel lasts.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

M2M short term
transactionality

ms

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Time or turn to process
single or few instructions.

M2M long term
transactionality

ms

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Scheduled event/trigger to
process all piled
instructions.

M2M transaction
time

ms

M2M device API

- Network quality
on the M2M
platform
- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Scheduled time for data
dispatch

Wireless Sensor Network Oriented Variables
RSSI (Received Signal
Strength Indication)

dB or
qualitativ
e index

Wireless device
receiving the packet,
Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

RSSI measures the signal
power for received packets.

LQI (Link Quality
Indicator)

Percenta
ge

Wireless device
receiving the packet,
Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Current quality of the
received signal; low value
indicates a better link than
a high value. E.g. in Direct
Sequence Spread Spectrum
encoding scheme LQI is
related to the chip error
rate ove
symbols.

CRC Control Passed

0/1

Wireless device
receiving the packet,
Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

This field indicates whether
the packet passed the CRC
check.

Packet size

Byte

Wireless device
receiving the packet,
Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Size of the radio packet.
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Monitoring
Variable Name

Unit

Provider

Consumer

Description

Battery Energy

Joule

Wireless device
receiving the packet,
Packet Sniffer

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The residual energy in the
battery of the sensor node.

Fiber Network Oriented Variables (Passive Optical Network, WDM/TDM)
Link Power Loss

dB/km

Specific monitor

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The amount of power loss
(power out/power in) that
occurs per unit of distance
(km) in optical fiber.

Fiber Connection
Power Loss

dB

Specific monitor

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The amount of power loss
that occurs entering and
exiting fiber connections
(e.g. splice, connectors,
couplers).

Frequency drifts

Hz

Specific monitor

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Relative offset between the
center frequencies of the
laser and any in-line filter.
The frequency drift and the
resulting misalignment of
lasers and filters in the
network cause significant
optical power loss and
cross-talk between
channels.

Amplifier noise

dB

Specific monitor

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The noise introduced by an
optical amplifier due to the
random incoherent
spontaneous emission
events of excited carriers.

PLC (power line communication)
RTS/CTS
(Request/Clear to
send)

-

PLC end-device

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

Current value of RTS/CTS of
the PLC network.

AGC (Automatic Gain
Control) indicator

dB

PLC end-device

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The adjusted gain for a
range of input signal levels.

Ack/Nack/Fail
Received

-

PLC end-device

- Network fault
management
- Network
reconfiguration

The number of ack/nack/fail
messages received in a
given temporal interval.

Table 6 - Network monitoring variables
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In the following section, the requirements and diversity of monitoring variables will be considered for
the overall specification of the grid and network monitoring architecture.
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5 SmartC2Net Grid and Network Monitoring Architecture
This chapter is dedicated to the description of the SmartC2Net monitoring system architecture. The
monitoring system in general will be used to measure parameters coming from two different worlds.
Parameters related to the power distribution grid (e.g. voltage, current, power, etc.) are measured as
well as communication system parameters like transmission delays or packet loss rates. This is one of
the main novelties developed within the SmartC2Net project. Smart grid controllers will be aware of
the communication system status and will be able to adapt their control strategies in case of failures
and/or malicious attacks.
As a consequence, the overall monitoring system consists of the communication network monitoring
system and of the power grid monitoring system. In order to develop a joint monitoring architecture,
first possible independent architectures for both, network monitoring and grid monitoring, were
developed and described in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2, respectively. Afterwards, after analyzing
similarities and differences, the joint SmartC2Net monitoring architecture was developed, which is
presented in Section 5.3. This joint architecture will improve measurement quality (e.g. adding metadata concerning accuracy), efficiency and costs compared to independent implementations of
network and grid monitoring.

5.1

Network Monitoring Framework

The subsequent sections are all describing the communication network monitoring approach. For
simplicity, the term network monitoring is used to refer to communication network monitoring.
5.1.1

Network Monitoring Requirements

The SmartC2Net network monitoring system has to satisfy various requirements. Scalability is of
special importance as SmartC2Net applications can be distributed over thousands to millions of
nodes. In order to manage this size and complexity, a distributed architecture has to be developed
trying to avoid bottlenecks limiting the performance. In addition, the network monitoring system has
to provide Interoperability to support heterogeneous communication network topologies/scenarios.
A SmartC2Net application is most probably executed using a lot of different network technologies
like Fiber, Cellular, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, PLC, ZigBee, xDSL and many others. Furthermore, the network
monitoring has to be Extensible and Flexible to adapt to different operating conditions and system
needs. It needs a Legacy Monitoring System Interface to also support the integration of existing
black box monitoring systems. Finally, it has to be Minimally Intrusive in order to reduce the impact
on the function of the system.
5.1.2

Network Monitoring Domains

The SmartC2Net network monitoring system will operate across multiple Network Monitoring
Domains. A network monitoring domain is defined to be a subset of physical links of the whole
heterogeneous communication network topology. Different subsets are usually installed and/or
operated by different actors/operators. These are most probably highly interested to be under
control
 which measurements are performed,
 which processing is done (e.g. anonymization, fusion, etc.),
 if, how and where data is going to be stored and
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which data will be accessible internally and from external monitoring domains.

Examples for network monitoring domains are:
 A wireless home network domain (e.g. ZigBee mesh) connecting the households Automated
Meter Reading (AMR) and Customer Energy Management System (CEMS) to its devices
(fridge, washing machine, electric vehicle charging station, photovoltaic system, etc.).
 A Machine-to-Machine (M2M) platform domain built and controlled by a mobile operator.
Cellular technologies are likely to connect households and premises to the public Internet
domain and subsequently to the Distribution Service Operator (DSO).
 A data center domain in which not only link parameters (delay, bandwidth, loss rate, etc.) are
of interest, but also traffic parameters like data amount, number of connections, etc.
 A DSO network domain, connecting the distributed components of the Medium Voltage (MV)
and Low Voltage (LV) grid.
A SmartC2Net use case example including the mentioned network monitoring domains can be found
later in Figure 26.
5.1.3

Layered Architecture Model

As depicted in Figure 25, the SmartC2Net network monitoring architecture can be described with a
layered model with eight sub-layers. In addition, various support functions are distributed over
multiple layers (configuration and task management, time functions, security, addressing and
naming).

Figure 25 - Layered network monitoring architecture

The Observation layer is responsible for measuring network parameters (monitoring variables) using
specific measurement methods. As these measurements are applied to real physical network links
and devices, the observation layer is technology specific. It is up to the observation layer to decide,
which measurement method to use to get an appropriate network parameter observation. For
example, assuming that there is traffic on the according link, passive packet sniffing can be used for
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link delay measurements instead of an active ping, which would add additional load to the
communication link. This decision functionality is implemented by the task management support
function of the observation layer. Finally, observations are time stamped by using the time support
functions and passed on to the collection layer.
The Collection layer is collecting one or multiple observations, reformatting results for further
processing/storage and forwards (FWD) it to higher layers of the stack. This can be a processing layer
or the data is forwarded directly to the Monitoring Data Access (MDA) layer if no additional (pre-)
processing, filtering or aggregation is necessary. Data forwarding includes traffic class management
(e.g. setting priorities before transmission) and topology management functions (e.g. definition of
routes/links/communication devices to be used).
The Pre-Processing layer is defined to do changes on the observation data collected at the lowest
layer. Feature extraction is an important example of computing meaningful data out of a larger set of
data (e.g. the number of connections are calculated based on a log of all passing packets). Preprocessing can also be used to fulfill privacy requirements by removing source addresses before data
is forwarded.
The Information Data Filtering layer only decides, whether data coming from lower layers will be
passed on to higher layers or not. No changes are done on the data itself. There are different reasons
why data should be discarded:
 The filtering can assure monitoring data quality, which was requested and defined (rule) by
the application using the network monitoring system. All observations not fulfilling these
requirements (e.g. outliers) are discarded.
 Thresholds can be defined, if data is only of relevance for higher layers if a specific threshold
is exceeded.
 The rate of continuous monitoring can be reduced temporarily because of transient
communication issues (e.g. letting only every second measurement pass through because of
a communication bandwidth drop). In many cases, this could be better than getting no
results.
 Filtering might also be needed, if the observation and collection layers cannot be configured
to deliver only the information needed (e.g. legacy systems may provide more data than
necessary).
The Aggregation layer has the capability to adaptively control monitoring data before passing it to
higher layers. This is needed in order to react to sudden changes of the communication network
Quality-of-Service (QoS). To be able to perform all described functions, the aggregation layer has
access to a local cache for temporary storage. Some aggregation examples are:
 The possibility to create batches of monitoring data can improve efficiency for non-timecritical data. Batches are sent after reaching a sufficient size or if there is known to be
enough communication bandwidth. As a consequence, data is not lost in case of transmission
issues, as data remains in the temporary cache and will be transmitted after communication
is stable again.
 Data Compression is another possible function of the aggregation layer. Lossless
compression techniques can be applied to reduce data amounts. If it is still too big for the
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current available communication bandwidth and if loss of accuracy is better than losing the
whole measurements, reducing accuracy can further reduce data size (e.g. using 4 byte float
representation instead of 8 byte float).
Aggregation can also be used to reduce communication overhead, by reducing the amount of
headers (IP, TCP, proprietary, etc.) necessary for transmission.

The Monitoring Data Access (MDA) layer is the main abstraction and control layer of the network
monitoring architecture. It is acting as the main sink and source of monitoring data. As all data has to
pass this layer, the MDA layer is the ideal place to implement data access control (e.g. access rights
of applications). In addition, the MDA layer provides a unified interface to the upper layers,
regardless of where monitoring data is coming from. Possible sources are:
 A processing layer (e.g. aggregation layer).
 A monitoring/collection layer if no processing is done.
 The local persistent storage database (e.g. if a past measurement is known to be still valid or
if it fulfils all accuracy/time requirements, no dedicated measurement has to be triggered).
 A remote MDA layer accessed through the Cross-Domain Interface (CDI). This will be the
case, if data monitored in a remote network monitoring domain is requested.
 Output of a model and/or advanced processing/computation.
Summarizing, the MDA layer can be anything from simple data forwarding of lower layer data up to
providing output of advanced modelling and computation (network state estimation, etc.). It only
guarantees a consistent, unified and secure way of network monitoring data access.
The Quality Estimation and Data Labelling is an optional layer potentially used to create statistical
meta-data like variances, confidence bounds, Cumulative Distribution Functions (CDF) for monitoring
variables before they are forwarded to the application layer.
Finally, the Network Monitoring (NM) Application Programming Interface (API) Layer is used by
SmartC2Net grid control, fault management or network reconfiguration systems to get a well-defined
and documented interface to the network monitoring system. For a more detailed description of the
NM API, refer to Section 5.1.5.
As partially already mentioned, in addition to the eight sub-layers, support functions are spread over
multiple sub-layers. An Addressing and Naming service is required and provided across all sub-layers.
Among others, it is used to physically address functional components (monitors, processors,
publishers, etc.), to define sources and sinks of data and to enable monitoring variable registration
and membership. Security is not implemented and managed at a single layer, but spans the whole
network monitoring architecture. This starts from encryption at the lowest observation layer to
application authentication and access restriction at the MDA and the CDI. Time Functions are also
basic requirements of all layers, in order to establish a common knowledge of time to enable data
time stamping important for subsequent data analysis and usage. The Configuration and Task
Management support function is the “b
” of the monitoring system. It has an understanding of
what data was requested and what is needed by an application using the system.
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5.1.4

Functional Components

The eight sub-layers of the network monitoring layered architecture described in the previous
section can be grouped into four main functional layers. These four main layers can be seen as
SmartC2Net software components, which can be independently installed on physical nodes. Which
components are installed on which physical nodes depends on the specific scenario and the needed
functionalities.
5.1.4.1

Network Monitoring API

An application willing to use the SmartC2Net network monitoring system has to install/integrate at
least the Network Monitoring (NM) API. The NM API component enables the configuration/control
of the monitoring system and the access of monitored data through a publisher component. The NM
API is not able to directly connect to a monitor or to a processor even if it is installed on the same
physical node.
5.1.4.2

Publisher

At least one publisher component is needed in every SmartC2Net network monitoring domain
(except for public domains like the Internet). It is acting as the source of monitoring data requested
by an application via the NM API and observed in the local domain. In case monitoring data needs to
be accessible also from remote monitoring domains, a publisher has to implement the Cross-Domain
Interface (CDI). Like the NM API, also the publisher functional component can be installed/integrated
on various physical nodes. Nevertheless, these locations are of special importance as they determine,
where monitoring data is persistently stored and access to it is controlled.
5.1.4.3

Processor

As already mentioned and also depicted in the layered monitoring architecture (bypass), processors
are optional components that can be introduced between monitoring and publishing in case
processing is necessary after parameter observation and collection. Processors are capable of
performing data pre-processing, information data filtering and aggregation. A processor can be
integrated at the same physical node as a monitor or a publisher component. Nevertheless, it may
also be installed separately on a dedicated physical node (e.g. in case of low processing power or
energy resources of a monitor node).
5.1.4.4

Monitor

A monitor is the most basic component for distributed, agent-based data acquisition and forwarding
to higher-level functional components.
5.1.4.5

Example Use Case and Monitoring Domains

Figure 26 depicts an example SmartC2Net use case showing an example integration of the
introduced functional components. NM APIs are installed on all physical nodes requiring observation
results of monitoring variables. This is obvious for the DSO center and for the MV/LV grid controllers.
Nevertheless,
“
”
AMR& M or DSO assets, e.g. Distributed Energy Resources
(DER) or flexible loads, might benefit from network monitoring data. For example, they can operate
in a different mode if the connection to the controlling entity is lost. In this specific scenario, one
Publisher component including a cross-domain interface (CDI) is integrated in every monitoring
domain. In the DSO domain, two “
”
DER, flex. load) integrate additional publishers
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without a CDI. Otherwise, the NM API component on the same node would not be able to directly
get monitoring data observed on the same physical node by the monitor. Finally, at the lowest level,
Monitors are installed on all physical nodes performing measurements of monitoring variables
registered by SmartC2Net applications using the NM API.

Figure 26 - Example integration of functional components including network monitoring domains

In addition, Figure 26 depicts example network monitoring domains. In this example, a household or
a building operates the home network domain. Very accurate measurements are performed, which
may have to be processed before they are stored in the publisher component. Apart from data
storage, the publisher also manages external data access via the Cross-Domain Interface (CDI) as it is
very likely that data access has to be controlled in order to fulfill privacy requirements. The mobile
operator domain is spanning across the cellular M2M network. The cellular links between the M2M
platform and the private households are monitored. Again, a mobile operator might not be willing to
provide all the data without proper control and management. Nevertheless, there also exist
monitoring domains like the public (Internet) domain, which are monitored from a remote domain
(e.g. ping of an internet server) but the data goes directly to a different domain. In the example
figure, the monitoring of the xDSL line between the datacenter and the M2M platform may be
performed by the DSO center, which is also the sink of the data. The datacenter domain could be
defined by not monitoring communication links but logical connections, data amounts,
computational loads, etc. Finally, the DSO grid domain could be a heterogeneous communication
network connecting the DSO grid across the MV and the LV levels.
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5.1.5

Network Monitoring APIs

The network monitoring is configured and accessed mainly through three APIs (c.f. Figure 27). The
Grid Control (GC) API for WP4, the Fault Management (FM) API for WP2 and the Network
Reconfiguration (NR) API for WP3.

Figure 27 - SmartC2Net network monitoring APIs

Every API provides basic functionalities for registration and authentication of a component using the
network monitoring system. This can be the grid control, the fault management or the network
reconfiguration. After registration, these components define requirements for monitoring variable
observation and delivery. As a consequence, the network monitoring system will manage and
perform measurements and deliver the results (data or faults) back to the requesting component.
In addition to these core functionalities, the fault management system will provide detailed
diagnostic information to the network monitoring. The network reconfiguration will indicate
connectivity faults, if a requested connectivity requirement (e.g. guaranteed bandwidth) cannot be
provided any more.
More detailed descriptions of afore mentioned APIs can be found in appendix (c.f. Chapter 9).

5.2

Grid Monitoring Framework

The subsequent sections are all describing the power grid monitoring approach. For simplicity, the
term grid monitoring is used to refer to power grid monitoring.
5.2.1

Grid Monitoring Layers

The grid monitoring architecture defined for the SmartC2Net project is constituted by several
hierarchical control and aggregation layers. The goal is to mimic accurately the future smart grid
architectures adequate to manage the information flows between the LV and MV grid, connecting
the potentially millions of customers with energy management systems in their households with the
(thousands of) grid distribution control systems in MV/LV and HV/MV substations and the (tens of)
central grid management centers. The ICT architecture approach covers the whole distribution
system. It is envisioned that individual control layers are introduced to correspond to the main
voltage levels from the HV grid down to the LV consumers. This provides the potential for
decentralized fast-reacting control solutions, autonomous control domains as well as minimization of
communication needs. The result is a hierarchical reference architecture for control, management
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and monitoring (c.f. Figure 22). This approach covers the whole distribution system and the control
layers correspond to the main voltage levels from the HV grid down to the LV customers that define
the hierarchy of control and management. The functional architecture assumes coordination
between the several hierarchical levels must be assured at all times. Each control layer is able to
collect and process data related to the operation of the grid as well as the communication network.
At the top layer, central management systems provide overall interactions with DSO management
systems and operational procedures (energy market, operation policies, supervision, billing systems,
business intelligence). The central management systems cover Supervisory Control and Data
Acquisition (SCADA) / Distribution Management System (DMS) and flexible demand control. The MV
grid will be managed by the MVGC housed at the HV/MV distribution substation level that will
include local intelligence and several operational functionalities as well as monitoring responsibilities.
Regarding the LV grid, it will be controlled by the LVGC located at the MV/LV substation level that will
be responsible for managing the DER at the LV level. At the LV level, the smart meters associated to
customers will be used as interfaces not only to monitor but to control the flexible loads, controllable
assets and generators within the client premises.
5.2.2

Data Aggregation Points

The advanced local distribution grid monitoring will be deployed in a distributed fashion among the
several layers of the architecture. The local information concerning the electrical grid monitoring will
be aggregated and pre-processed locally and then reported to the upper levels.
In summary, the architecture adopted in this project consists of 4 different levels with an integrated
monitoring, management and control strategy:
- Central Management SCADA/DMS functionalities
- MV/MV Primary Substation (MVGC)
- MV/LV Secondary Substation (LVGC)
- Smart Meters and Customer energy management systems (e.g. home gateways)
5.2.2.1 MVGC
At this level, a Medium Voltage Grid Controller (MVGC) manages the MV grid through a set of
monitoring and control functionalities, including several DER that are directly connected at the MV
level. The MVGC further includes functionalities to manage MV level demand flexibility (provided
through MV level connected consumers and LV grids) in conjunction with an overall grid demand
control strategy. At the HV/MV substation, the MVGC collects as input information gathered from
lower levels of the architecture. Hence, equipment deployed at this level must not only have a great
deal of processing capability but also be able to collect data from local sensors. Several data
acquisition points are required so that enough local sensors can be interfaced with. Advanced
coordinated voltage control exploiting controllable generation, flexible loads, storage devices and
conventional On-Load Tap Changers (OLTC) and capacitors is another objective which requires a local
interface to the Substation Automation System. Acting in coordination with central systems
(SCADA/DMS), the controller at the primary substation level will be responsible to calculate and send
set-points to controllable devices such as DG units, flexible loads and/or storage devices depending
on the local monitoring of voltage profiles. Also, depending on data collected at each individual
feeder (from remote sensors and concentrators at MV/LV substations) and also data from the LV
network such as voltage alarms from smart meters, control will be sent to lower architecture levels.
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Therefore, the monitoring of operational parameters with local sensors in real-time is crucial. The
data collected can be enumerated:
- MV grid 3-phase Bus Voltage
- MV 3-phase Line Current
- MV 3-phase Active Power (value and direction)
- MV 3-phase Reactive Power (4 quadrants)
- MV 3-phase Power (S)
- Frequency
- MV feeder 3-phase Line Current
- MV feeder 3-phase Active Power (value and direction)
- MV feeder 3-phase Reactive Power (4 quadrants)
- Active Energy
- Reactive Energy
- Phase Over-voltage Protection
- Zero Sequence Over-voltage Protection
- Phase Under-voltage Protection
- Over and Under-frequency Protection
- HV grid 3phase Bus Voltage
- HV 3phase Line Current
5.2.2.2

LVGC

The control and monitoring layer located at the MV/LV Secondary Substation level is where the Low
Voltage Grid Controller (LVGC) will be deployed. The LVGC is in charge of the management of the LV
grid. It manages a set of LV grid consumers and producers via local actuators, sensors and customer
energy management systems (e.g. home gateways). Besides supervising and controlling the LV power
quality, the LVGC is also responsible for executing local demand flexibility control of e.g. EVs and
households in conjunction with a given MV grid level demand control strategy.
The monitoring variables registered and recorded locally are:
- LV grid 3-phase Bus Voltage
- LV 3-phase Line Current
- LV 3-phase Active Power (value and direction)
- LV 3-phase Reactive Power (4 quadrants)
- LV 3-phase Power (S)
- Power Factor
- Voltage interruptions (number and duration)
- Voltage Sags (number and duration)
- Overvoltages (number and duration)
- THD (harmonic distortion)
- Voltage Unbalance
- Frequency
- Active Energy
- Reactive Energy
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5.2.2.3

Smart Meters and Customers Energy Management System

H
, smart meters enable the accurate recording of load/generation
profiles in real-time, detecting fraud, providing energy balance opportunities and allowing the
customer to actively manage his energy behaviour and controlling micro-generation, allowing also
for third-party related services implementation. This is done using interfaces between the smart
meter and the Customers Energy Management System (CEMS) which, in turn, is responsible for the
interface with the flexible and non-flexible loads, micro-generation inverters and EV charging
equipment.
It is through the smart meter and the CEMS that the DSO is able to collect detailed information
regarding energy consumption and production as well as power quality events. Also, direct load
management set-points and/or dynamic tariffs schemes can be sent to the final client from the DSO.
Furthermore, these control options can also be implemented by a third party aggregator directly to
the CEMS via the Internet.
The local monitoring variables registered at the customer level are:
- LV grid Bus Voltage
- LV Line Current
- LV Active Power (value and direction)
- LV Reactive Power (4 quadrants)
- LV Power (S)
- Power Factor
- Active Energy
- Reactive Energy
- Voltage interruptions (number and duration)
- Voltage Sags (number and duration)
- Overvoltages (number and duration)
5.2.3

Functions of the Monitoring Architecture

The adoption of a multi-level hierarchical architecture enables the information pre-processing locally.
Moreover, the monitored variables can be passed onto the upper layers for data correlation, which is
an added value for the control functionalities. This principle is used on the 4 use cases (c.f. Figure 28)
and for all the functionalities entailed. A good example of the usefulness of having local information
spread over a hierarchical architecture is the Voltage Control UC. This functionality is deployed at the
DMS level (centrally or distributed) and is based on information collected along the distribution grid.
The main objective of the medium voltage control function is to monitor the active distribution grid
status from field measurements and to compute optimized set points for DERs, flexible loads and
power equipment deployed in HV/MV substations. The voltage profile optimization is reached by
controlling reactive and active power injection by distributed generators, flexible loads and energy
storages, and setting On-Load Tap Changers (OLTC), voltage regulators and switched capacitor banks.
Costs of control actions and load/generation forecasts in the area have to be taken into account to
select the appropriate control strategy. Defining an MV grid area, the LVGC will provide monitoring
capabilities over a specific feeder being able to register and report the voltage profile over a selected
period of time. If a voltage problem occurs (measured locally), an alarm can be sent to the MVGC and
the appropriate voltage control strategy can be executed. For this, a set of variables from the LVGC,
local sensors at the MV grid and information collected at the primary substation and aggregated at
the MVGC will be of critical importance.
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Legend:
DSO: Distribution System Operator
WAN: Wide Area Network
MVG: Medium Voltage Grid
DER: Distributed Energy Resource
AN: Access Network
LVG: Low Voltage Grid
UC: Use Case
MVC: Medium Voltage Control
CEMS: Customer Energy Management
System
AMR: Automated Meter Reading
EVC: Electrical Vechicle Charging
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Figure 28 - Mapping of use cases on the technical reference architecture

The same applies to the other UC where local measurements are communicated through the
reference architecture so that decisions can be made supported by the real state of the grid. Also,
after the execution of control strategies, the local monitoring variables allow the confirmation of the
success of their implementation.
The high level objectives of the project, which are transversal to the use-cases defined in D1.1
[D1113] can be described as:
 Control through non-ideal communication media: In this project, there are several control
systems connected to the same communication channel and the decision of priority of
controlling is to be incorporated into the control action. On the other hand, the
communication channels are non-ideal, i.e. some of the information from the sensors and to
the actuators might be lost or faked. Hence, the control systems shall be robust towards
interruptions, delays, message losses and spurious messages.
 System information reduction: The amount of data received from sensors is likely to be large
even for small-sized grids. Assuming knowledge of grid topology and system behaviour is
available, it remains a challenge to extract only the relevant amount of information for the
subsequent control calculations.
 Power flow optimization: The objectives of the control systems built on top of the
communication system developed above are concerned with power balancing, energy
balancing, energy supply security, avoiding violation of constraints and the ability to adapt to
changes in system topology and/or model parameters. The system must be robust to
disturbances, uncertainty and data loss, as well as be able to handle physical constraints and
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5.2.4

a large degree of complexity. Also, the network model must be updated dynamically in order
to be able to automatically acknowledge the changes on the network when sudden events
occur.
Power flow control: Whenever the control algorithms yield outputs in the form of command
signals to consumers, producers and grid devices (substations, switches and similar), the
signals must be communicated quickly, efficiently, and reliably to the actuating systems and
their final status must be confirmed in real-time.
Functional Components

As can be seen in Figure 29, the SmartC2Net grid monitoring framework is based on a vertical
alignment of 4 main layers and 9 sub-layers. In addition, various support functions are distributed
over multiple layers (time functions, security, addressing and naming). The main layers represent
independent functional components of each layer of the reference architecture:
The Monitoring Layer is technology specific and responsible for performing local measurements to
observe power grid parameters. It is the most basic component for distributed, agent-based data
acquisition and forwarding to higher-level functional components. Observations can be performed by
different types of sensors with several measurement methods. The registered observations can be
time stamped using time support functions and collected. This layer is constituted by the
measurement sub-layer as well as the collection.
The pre-processing, information filtering and aggregation sub-layers form the Processing Layers. The
main role of these functional layers is the aggregation of information after being pre-processed and a
quality assessment has been executed. The data collected at the previous layer is filtered and verified
for non-complex errors following user-configured limits for values recorded. In case a certain
accuracy is necessary, this will be verified and assured before transmitting the data to upper layers.
Also, if a given data latency needs to be assured, it will also be processed and checked for the
specified requirements following the time functions. Processing can also be used to fulfill privacy
requirements before data is stored and hence accessible at upper layers. After processing, data can
be forwarded (FWD) to dedicated interface layers. Also, a local database is kept.
The Information Model Layer holds the responsibility of mapping the grid data on the correspondent
entities at the level of the grid model (GM). It is here where these entities are placed along the grid
topology creating the electrical system and the corresponding values measured and collected are
placed. This layer is specific for certain components and requires enough processing capability to be
able to execute functions such as topology processing, grid connectivity, load flows and electrical
fault management. Also, a more complete database is also kept locally and updated in order to be
synchronized with information exchanged with the upper layer or the same layer from other similar
components. Moreover, an information quality assessment is performed at this level. Depending on
the requirements, the data that is forwarded to the upper layer is verified for consistency and quality
statistics and evaluations are also included. This allows the labelling of information with quality
metrics.
The Interface Layers are used by SmartC2Net Grid management and control systems to get a welldefined and documented interface to the grid monitoring system. This layer aggregates the
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integration protocols and the API to the corporative systems, allowing access to and from the grid
monitoring framework. The integration protocols to be used have already been reported on section
3.2 when the state-of-the-art was addressed. These can be a set of several protocols (CIM,
multispeak, etc.) specific for certain types of information and/or functionalities. The API can also be
specific for external systems or it can be a common information bus where other corporate systems
interface with.

Figure 29 - SmartC2Net grid monitoring framework

Regarding the transversal functions, their main role is described in a very similar way as for the
network monitoring architecture. An Addressing and Naming service is required and provided across
all layers. Among others, it is used to address physical components, where specific layers are
integrated and executed and to define sources and sinks of data. Security is not managed at a single
layer, but spans the whole monitoring architecture. This starts from encryption at the lowest
observation levels to application authentication and access restrictions. Time Functions are also basic
requirements on all layers, in order to establish a common knowledge of time to enable data time
stamping important for subsequent data analysis and usage.
To best understand how to map the grid monitoring functional components on each physical
component of the reference architecture, the layers at each level were signalled in Figure 30.
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Figure 30 - SmartC2Net grid monitoring framework mapping on the reference architecture

The low level sensors whose functionality is the collection and registration of the values of grid
monitoring variables only have the monitoring layer functionalities. These are usually connected to
another component that has the processing capability to complement the monitoring ones and have
the interface layer to be able to send and receive data with other systems. Moreover, specifically the
MVGC and the DSO center also integrate the information model layer and its functionalities, since
their inherent functionalities and degree of autonomy require a real-time updated resident grid
model.

5.3

Joint Monitoring Architecture & Components

After presenting possible independent architectures for communication network monitoring and for
power grid monitoring, a joint monitoring architecture will be derived in this section. The
combination of these two monitoring systems leads to a significant improvement of grid monitoring
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and consequently of grid control, because the variability of the communication system quality-ofservice is taken into account. This is one of the main contributions of the SmartC2Net project.
5.3.1

Joint Monitoring Architecture

Figure 31 depicts the layered model of the joint monitoring architecture. Similar to the already
introduced model for the network monitoring architecture (c.f. Section 5.1.3), the overall layered
model consists out of four main functional components (monitor, processor, publisher, API). In order
to fulfill the requirements of the grid monitoring system, the publishing layers and the API layer were
modified:
 A publisher installed on powerful computation platforms can integrate grid models used for
advanced grid monitoring (e.g. load flow, grid state estimation). This will usually be the case
for MVGCs and for DSO centers.
 Parts of the Grid Control (GC) API layer is implemented to be conform to several standard
protocols of the smart grid and energy domain.

Figure 31 - Layered model of joint monitoring architecture

5.3.2

Protocols in the Architecture

A lot of different protocols will be used in the SmartC2Net monitoring system. They can be grouped
into two main categories: vertical and horizontal protocols. Horizontal protocols are used to
communicate between two identical layers or functional components of the joint monitoring
architecture. For example, an aggregation layer can span over multiple physical nodes. Vertical
protocols are used to pass information between different layers.
The SmartC2Net monitoring system will, to a large extent, be based on standardized protocols
starting at the lowest layers with IP/TCP, etc. and ending at the API layer with energy related
standards like CIM or Multispeak. Especially for the grid control API layer, a major outcome of the
SmartC2Net project is to identify functionalities, which are missing in state-of-the-art standards and
which need to be integrated to be ready for the future.
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5.3.3

Similarities and Differences between Network and Grid Monitoring

When analyzing the two monitoring systems, some fundamental similarities and differences can be
. M
b . A
“
”
functions are needed for both systems (addressing & naming service, authentication, encryption,
time synchronization, time stamping, generic pre-processing functions, etc.). The major difference is
the concept of the publisher as central source and sink of monitoring data. In addition, the publisher
will integrate a lot of intelligence not present in state-of-the-art monitoring systems (dynamic task
management, monitoring adaptation, calculation of quality meta-data, etc.). Nevertheless, the
publisher concept will also be beneficiary for grid monitoring and hence was integrated also for the
joint monitoring architecture.
5.3.4

Advantages of a Joint Monitoring Architecture

Using a joint monitoring architecture for grid and network monitoring results in various
improvements/advantages:
 Joint databases for network and grid data at the publisher component can be used. This
leads to faster and easier setup, configuration and access, simplified back-up procedures, etc.
 A joint data monitoring data access layer (including cross-domain interface) is implemented
ensuring a unified interface for higher layers and a central point of control (e.g. access
rights).
 Data traffic optimization can be achieved by co-transmitting grid and network monitoring
data (e.g. network/grid data can be aggregated/compressed/etc. before it is conjointly
transmitted). This saves bandwidth and reduces congestions (e.g. in wireless networks)
especially in presence of lots of packets with small payloads.
 A joint monitoring architecture enables a fast and easy correlation of network and grid
monitoring data. This can be used to identify faults – especially malicious faults.
 Common methodology and code base for the monitoring systems can be used (e.g. for data
processing filters such as mean estimators, FFT, etc.) to ease development and maintenance.
 Support functions required for both monitoring systems can be shared/reused (e.g.
addressing, encryption, synchronization, etc.).
 A joint architecture improves data consistency compared to a solution in which one system is
just interfacing to the other.
5.3.5

Integration of Legacy Monitoring Systems

The core concept of the overall monitoring architecture is to divide the monitoring into several
independent functional components (monitor, processor, publisher, API). Their usage depends on
the specific monitoring scenario and on the type of the used monitoring systems/sensors
(SmartC2Net-conform vs. legacy). Adaptation layers are needed in case legacy monitoring systems
(e.g. smart meters) have to be integrated.
The SmartC2Net monitoring architecture supports three main monitoring categories:
1. A SmartC2Net-conform monitor (c.f. Figure 32-1) is an imaginary device, developed
especially for its use in a SmartC2Net-based smart grid scenario. It implements all needed
interfaces to the processing layer and the publishing layer. Hence, SmartC2Net-conform
monitors can be used immediately without any adaptation effort.
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2. Legacy (stand-alone) monitors are already available sensors, without dedicated processing,
concentration/aggregation and storage functionalities. In order to be able to use the sensor,
a Monitor Adapter Layer is needed in between the legacy monitoring layer and the
processing layer (c.f. Figure 32-2).
3. Legacy monitoring systems include functions for data processing, concentration/aggregation
and storage. Many smart meters are of this type, as they integrate not only the basic
monitoring layers, but also have aggregation and persistent data storage functionalities. In
order to integrate these legacy systems within the SmartC2Net layered monitoring
architecture, a special publisher implementing a Monitoring Data Access Adapter (MDAA)
(c.f. Figure 32-3) is needed. The MDAA has to be capable of:
a. extracting data using the legacy monitoring system interface,
b. optionally reformatting and storing monitoring data in the local publisher database
and
c. processing and forwarding data to upper layers.

Figure 32 - Layered architecture for SmartC2Net-conform and legacy monitoring sensors/systems

Especially the SmartC2Net grid monitoring will depend to a large extent on already existing legacy
monitoring sensors/systems.
5.3.6

External Interfaces of the Monitoring Architecture

As depicted in Figure 33, the SmartC2Net joint monitoring architecture is based on two subsystems:




The Grid Monitoring system will be used by grid control algorithms to get information about
the actual grid status. Simple (e.g. power line voltage measurement) and complex (e.g. load
flow calculated in a grid model) monitoring requirements can be registered and will be
delivered by the grid monitoring system.
The Network Monitoring system can be used to explicitly monitor the communication
network used by the grid control to control the power grid. As variable communication
quality-of-service influences control loops of future smart grids, the consideration of realtime network monitoring is important to adapt the control strategy according to the
communication network status. Furthermore, results of the network monitoring system will
be used to create meta-data for grid monitoring data (e.g. latency of grid parameter
observation). Apart from the grid control, the network monitoring system will be used by the
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Network Reconfiguration (NR) and the Fault Management (FM) systems by using dedicated
APIs (NR API and FM API).

Figure 33 - External interfaces of the overall SmartC2Net monitoring architecture

Both monitoring systems are specializations of a Generic Monitoring Framework implementing core
functions utilized by both systems. Generic core functions are:
 Addressing & naming
 Security functions (authentication, encryption, etc.)
 Time functions (time synchronization, time stamping)
 (Generic) Pre-processing (averaging, sampling, filtering, thresholds, etc.)
As already mentioned, the Grid Monitoring system is a specialization of the monitoring framework
implementing the following additional specialized functions:
 Grid monitoring task management
 Grid specific monitoring variable processing (e.g. load-profiles)
 Grid specific modelling and data/state estimation
Finally, like the grid monitoring system, also the Network Monitoring system is a specialization of the
monitoring framework and implements the following specialized functions:
 Network monitoring task management
 Network specific variable processing (e.g. CDF functions)
 Network specific modelling and data/state estimation
The grid monitoring and the network monitoring systems provide three main interfaces. They are
implemented by the grid monitoring system (grid control API) and the network monitoring system
(network reconfiguration API, fault management API). There is also a planned API between the
network reconfiguration and the fault management (not described here in D2.1) in order to report
network faults directly to the network reconfiguration taking appropriate countermeasures.
5.3.7

Example Use Case from Grid Control Perspective

Figure 34 depicts, from a grid perspective, an example integration of the functional components of
the joint monitoring architecture. In this example, it is assumed, that novel SmartC2Net-conform
monitors are used for the LV and premises domains. By contrast, existing legacy monitoring systems
are used for the MV domain, which requires the integration of adaptation layers. These adaptation
layers are depicted on top of the white legacy monitoring (MON) blocks.
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Figure 34 - Monitoring domains and example use case of joint architecture

All nodes (asset, sensor, device, etc.) providing grid observations for the grid control have to install at
least a monitor component. Pre-processing components can be used optionally to do filtering,
information quality control, aggregation/concentration, etc. before data is (optionally stored and)
accessed at publisher components. API components reside on physical nodes used as computation
platforms for the grid control algorithms. This is one of the main differences between the network
monitoring and the grid monitoring. While network monitoring can be beneficial for almost all smart
grid elements (e.g. a flexible load might want to know whether it is connected to its controller or
not), grid monitoring is mainly reasonable at nodes integrating grid control functionality. As a
consequence, it is likely that grid monitoring API function components are installed in CEMS, LVGCs,
MVGCs and at DSO centers. All other grid components (DER, flex. load, etc.) are receiving set-points
from the controller they are assigned to. They are not requesting grid parameters by themselves and
hence do not require a monitoring API component.
5.3.8

Grid Monitoring Domain Definition

Like for the network monitoring, gird monitoring can be divided into several domains. As can be seen
in Figure 34, the different domains mainly correlate to the different voltage levels and every domain
has its own monitoring, management and control strategy. Data aggregation is done at:
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Publisher functional components accessed by higher-level control entities (e.g. a LVGC
publisher generates a load profile, which is requested and used by a MVGC API component).
Legacy monitoring/metering systems.

Per definition, every grid monitoring domain needs at least one publisher. Monitoring domains can
possibly be overlapping. For example, if a household smart meter is directly accessed from the DSO
center using PLC, the DSO domain would span over all intermediate nodes (MVGC, LVGC, etc.) down
to the AMR. Nevertheless, monitor components have always a 1:1 relationship to a specific
monitoring domain.
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6 Grid Demand Inference from Cellular Network Monitoring
Some background information regarding Section 6 can be found in [Zim12]. Furthermore, [Gpp13]
and [Acc13] were the basis for Section 6.3 and [Car13] for the rest of this chapter.

6.1

Introduction

Traditionally demand for an energy network is derived by models based on historical data collected
through the years describing the energy demand and parameters such as hours/day of the years,
seasons, weather conditions and pricing. Demand forecast is also used by utilities in economic
models to optimize energy pricing.
The increased importance of distributed and discontinuous power generation such as renewable
resources, new conditions for reliability, faults and stability of distributed energy resources, the need
for an efficient energy pricing, new types of demand where the locations are not a fixed variable but
a parameter to forecast, impose to have more precise and more reactive methods for forecasting
grid demand. As example new typology of grid demand, such as EVs, can generate significant
variation of the grid demand in terms of location and timing that can only partially be represented by
charging stations demand statistics, once available. The dynamic distribution of the end users in the
field, i.e. where and when end users are located, is a parameter affecting both the economics and
the generation scheme of a smart grid. Most of the current developments of demand-side
management focus on the interactions between a utility company and its customers, taking
advantage of a two-way digital communication infrastructure which is one of the characteristics in
the future smart grids. In this case raw data flows from metering infrastructure, at the user
premises, to the control centers, where advanced techniques, such as data mining, will be applied to
extract potential demand forecasts. Potential demand forecasting and coupling it with, for example,
local back-up capabilities, will enable a more effective and accurate demand forecast and
subsequently demand management.
Here we describe the contribution that a mobile network operator can provide not in terms of its
communication services, between the users and the utility or within the grid, but in terms of data
derived from its network traffic used as a parameter to forecast the dynamic distribution on the field
of the customers of the utility/grid. The distribution is then considered as one of the indicators of the
potential grid demand. The model describes how it is possible to derive the dynamic distribution of
the people in the field in terms of where and when people are located.
The solution is based on mobile network data collected through network probes. The data
corresponds to network events and have attached location information able to specify where the
events occurred. The location data, their cardinality at given period can be used to determine how
people moved or the location where they remained stationary and for how long.
The solution description is divided into the following subsections:
 The overall architecture responsible to collect the mobile network data.
 The data collected.
 The processing of the data to derive the dynamic distribution, to derive the dynamic
distribution of SIM cards.
 Correlation between the SIM cards distribution and demand model.
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6.2

Data Collection Architecture

One of the approaches applicable to capture mobility user data in a cellular communication network
is based on the use of dedicated probes able to monitor and collect all network events exchanged
between the mobile devices and the cells of the network covered by an antenna. The probe collects
q
b
-side and
network-side, without impacting on network performance or privacy of the individual handset user.
As for the Vodafone Network, 2000 cells cover the metropolitan area of Milan. These cells generate
every minute thousands of events and data that must be stored in a server, elaborated, filtered and
loaded permanently in a dedicated DB. Data can then be elaborated to predict, among other
purposes, mobility patterns meaning b
b
b
that are the
target data to use as input parameter for the grid demand inference model.
As shown in Figure 35, the probe sniffs in real-time the events generated by the A Interface and IU-CS
Interface of the 2G (GSM) and 3G (UMTS) cellular network of Vodafone on-top of the Base
Transceiver Station (BTS) and Node B station, which communicates with the mobile handset and
relays the information (voice, data, SMS, etc.) to the Base Station Controller (BSC) and the Radio
Network Controller (RNC). Cellular conversations (voice, data and SMS) are managed and distributed
b
M b
M
s network. A
dedicated server, named TAMS (Troubleshooting and Monitoring System) collects the data coming
from the Probe and assembles it in the correct format for transmitting it to the Infrastructure Traffic
Sensors, where data are elaborated to derive the dynamic distribution of the SIM cards in the area
monitored by the probes.

Figure 35 - Vodafone cellular network infrastructure: global view

6.3

Data Collected

The events that the probe is able to monitor are the following (in parentheses, the id associated to
each event as specified by 3GPP). They are parameters generated from the network and described in
the production of technical specifications for a 3rd generation mobile system based on the evolved
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GSM core networks. 3GPP is a collaboration between groups of telecommunications associations,
known as the Organizational Partners.


Unknown (0): The detected event does not fall into any of the admitted events.



CM Service Request (1): The message originated by the mobile station to the network to
request the assignment of a service (such as a mobile originating call or a packet mode
connection establishment).



Common ID (2): The procedure to inform the RNC about the permanent Mobile Equipment
Identity (i.e. IMSI) of a user.



Paging Response (3): The Paging procedure is used to locate a mobile station to which a
connection shall be established. Upon receipt of a Paging Request message the addressed
mobile station initiates the immediate assignment procedure and responds to the network
by sending a Paging Response.



Location Updating Accept (4): The Location Updating procedure happens during the
movement of the Mobile Equipment in order to enable the network to keep track of the
subscriber. The procedure starts with a Location Updating Request originated by the Mobile
Equipment asking the network to update its current location area. When the procedure
completed, a Location Updating Accept is sent from the network to the ME.



TMSI Reallocation Complete (5): The TMSI Reallocation procedure starts to provide identity
confidentiality at least at each change of a location area. When the procedure is complete, a
TMSI Reallocation Complete message is sent by the network to the ME.



HO Request (6): The Handover procedure starts when the ME is moving away from the area
covered by one cell and entering the area covered by another cell in order to avoid call
termination. In this case, the network is able to transferring an on-going call or data session
from one channel connected to the core network to another. The procedure starts with a HO
Request, Relocation commands, a HO Complete and ends with a HO Performed message.



HO Complete (7): See HO Request.



Relocation Command (8): See HO Request.



Location Updating Request (9): See Location Updating Accept.



HO Performed (10): See HO Request.



Location Report (11): The Location procedure is used to update the UMTS Cell ID from which
the ME is consuming radio resources.
The probe logs also the following information, which is then elaborated by the TAMS Server:


IMSI: The International Mobile Subscriber Identity is a unique identification associated with
all cellular networks.



TMSI: The Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity is an identity randomly assigned by the
network to every mobile in the area, at the moment it is switched on.



Timestamp: The information representing the time a certain network event occurred.



Channel Descriptor: The network indicator to disambiguate between events coming from the
2G network and events coming from the 3G network. The value 1 means UMTS networks,
while value 2 means GSM networks.



SAC/CI: The Service Area Code and the Cell Identity are unique numbers used to identify each
radio cell in a Location Area.



LAC: The Location Area Code is the unique number used to identify a location area of the
cellular radio network.
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All these events and information are then processed and filtered by the TAMS server in order to
provide files to the Infrastructure Traffic Sensors where data are elaborated to estimate the SIM card
distribution. Each file contains one entry for each event monitored by the probe. Figure 36 shows an
excerpt of a file in output from the TAMS Server. The first element of each entry is the timestamp
associated to the event, followed by the event types, the LAC, the SAC/CI and the O-IMSI, obfuscated
IMSI derived by the IMSI through a cyphering algorithm in order to maintain the privacy of the
customer related to the collected network event collected. The O-IMSI can be kept alive for a period
configurable in order to be able to follow the movement of the SIM cards for the same period. The
files are pushed to the Infrastructure Traffic Sensors via a secure channel (SFTP).

Figure 36 - Output of the TAMS server

6.4

Deriving the Dynamic Distribution of SIM Cards

Once the Traffic Sensors Infrastructure receives the geo-located mobile network events from
probes/TAMS, it stores these data on a DB to be elaborated to derive the dynamic distribution of SIM
cards. Assuming a reception, for a given O-IMSI the sequence of (cell-id, timestamp) describing the
movement the corresponding SIM cards perform, the couple is obtained sampling the data every x
seconds, with x configurable and small enough to monitor the SIM cards movements with a proper
timing resolution in order to not lose any SIM card movements.
Assuming two consecutive events, such as:
Events i: O-IMSI, cell-id O, Timestamp A
Events i+1: O-IMSI, cell-id D, Timestamp A+x
These two events indicate a movement from cell-id O to cell-id-D.
Sampling for the same O-IMSI and for a given ∆T period the consecutive events will provide the
pattern of the location updated of the given O-IMSI for the observation period ∆T. This process has
to be performed for O-IMSI collected from the mobile network. The resulting patterns are cumulated
in a table, named Origin Destination Table - OD table - where every element represents the number
of O-IMSI that moved from a given origin cell-id to a destination cell-id.
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The OD Table (c.f. Figure 37) will be structured in two other dimensions:
 The time, specifying when the locations update happened, expressed in hour, day, month,
year for statistical reasons.
 The duration of the movement, specifying that the OD movement happened in a specific
duration ∆T, this enables us to specify how long a SIM card remains in the same location to
be considered stationary.

D
OD

O

OD , j,

b

,j

IM

:

,∆

•
•
•

from cell i to cell j,
at time T,
∆ .

Figure 37 - Origin Destination (OD) table

It has to be mentioned that all location updates have to be filtered to remove fake movements, such
as for example when cell breathing happens. The size of the area covered by a 3G cell changes
depending on the number of users attached to the cell. This change in size is called "breathing"
because the size of the cell increases or decreases depending on the number of users, as
consequence also neighbouring cells change their geographical size. When a cell "breaths", some SIM
change the cell it is attached to, if the position of the SIM is based on the location of the cell, this may
result in an apparent change of the SIM location which instead did not change its real position.
The dynamic distribution of SIM cards is then provided by the OD element where origin and
destination cell-id are the same, i.e. the diagonal of such OD table. Moreover this can be further
filtered focusing on particular SIM card categories, such as the ones used by electric vehicles.

6.5

Grid Demand Models and People Distribution Correlation

This approach starts from the assumption that probabilistic models can describe the correlations
between real grid demand and the distribution of SIM cards in a given geographical area.
The approach is based on two main phases:
1. Deriving the probabilistic model - The detection of correlations and the definition of
probabilistic models for the two sources of data: Cellular network data collected and grid
demand collected by other external sources.
2. Exercising the probabilistic model - The execution of the probabilistic models against the
real-time data collected from the network to predict current grid demand.
A prerequisite for applying this approach is the availability of historical grid demand data for the
Milan area, or a part of it, which is covered by the probes infrastructure described previously.
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6.6

Deriving Probabilistic Models

In this first phase, historical network traffic data, which is collected by the probes and stored in a
dedicated database, is correlated with other sources measuring the grid demand. These correlations
are modelled by means of regression functions trying to models relationships between dependent
variables Y (in our case, the data collected by the other sources of grid demand) and independent
variables Z (in our case, the data collected by the Vodafone probes). After deriving such models, if an
additional value of Z is detected (in our case, the data collected at runtime by the probes), it is
possible to predict the future value of Y (in our case, the actual grid demand) without having the
actual observation of Y.
Both linear regression and logistic regression in case of univariate independent variable Z and also in
case of multivariate Z.
Focusing on our scenario, take as example the following data (Table 7):
Y: Demand

Z1: # of Location_Update_Reqs

1
1
2
5
5
... ...

10
12
25
160
210
... ...

Z2: # of Handovers

4
3
7
23
21
... ...
Table 7 - Demand and cell net events input data

Column <Y: Demand> lists the grid demands that are observed for a specific area in a specific
timeslot by analyzing the data coming from the external sources.
Column <Z1: # of Location_update_Reqs> lists the number of Location Update Request events that
are registered by the probes for a specific area in a specific timeslot. Column <Z2: # of Handovers>
lists the number of handover events that are registered by the probes for a specific area in a specific
timeslot. In this example, it is clear that a linear relation between the dependent variable Y and the
independent variable Z1 exists: when the number of Location Update Requests grows, the demand
increases accordingly. It is also obvious that a multivariate analysis suggests a linear relation between
Y and <Z1 , Z2>.
Of course, to have models that are statistically significant, we need a data set of hundreds of
observations.
In case of linear univariate regression, we are interested in computing the following equation:
Formula 1:
where f(z) is the dependent variable as function of the independent variable z; m is a coefficient for z
and b is a constant. m is computed as:
Formula 2:

∑
̅
∑

̅
̅

In case of linear multivariate regression, we are interested in computing the following equation:
Formula 3:
where f(z) is the dependent variable as function of the independent variables zi; mi are the
coefficients for zi and b is a constant.
The statistics related to the regression we are interested in, are the following:




Seb:
Sey:
Sem:

Standard error values for the constant b.
Standard error value for y.
Standard error values for coefficient m.
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R2:




D f:
F and T tests:
relations.
Ssreg:
Ssresid:




Coefficient of determination. It describes the correlation degree between y
and z. If the data set has a perfect correlation then R2=1, in the worst case
R2=0.
Degrees of freedom.
F and T-tests verify whether the relationships between y and z are random
Regression sum of squares.
Residual sum of squares.

The output of this phase is a set of significant models (i.e. a set of matrixes) that describe the
correlation computed by the regressions for a meaningful sample of cells for the VO network and a
set of time-event diagrams that describe the historical number of network events for each cell (i.e.
area of the city) and in a specific time-window.
Time-event diagrams are computed by the statistical tool "R" [Rp13] by averaging the historical
observations collected by the probes. Correlation data and time-event diagrams are mapped to
provide the grid demand.

6.7

Exercising Probabilistic Models – Predicting the Demand

Before exercising the probabilistic models, the events generated by the probes and stored in the DB
are elaborated to filter all the cellular events that are not relevant for computing grid demand
predictions or to focus the analysis on events correlated to particular type of users that can be
significant for grid demand. For example filtering events related to mobile users, which are not
directly generating a grid demand, such as people still or moving by foot or by bike, or focusing on
events related to electric vehicles, taking advantage of an aggregated view of where and when these
users are moving in order to predict the related localized grid demand.
When all the network events are filtered, the number of aggregated events is used to exercise the
probabilistic models and forecast the current traffic situation.
The correlations detected in the previous phase are exercised with the current number of events
collected from probes to detect the associated grid demand. Hence, the current number of events is
seen as an additional value of Z that is used to predict the future value of Y (i.e. the actual grid
demand) without having the actual observation of Y.
A graphical representation of the derived grid demand will be developed in order to generate a map
of the grid demand. The map will merge the actual map of the area where the demand is forecasted,
the topology of the cells of the VO network and the layer describing the demand forecasted for each
cell.
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7 Fault Management Approach
In this section, first the basic dependability definitions, taken from Avizienis et al. [Avi04], which are
needed to discuss the fault model, are provided. Afterwards, the reference system model and the
fault model are described.
The behaviour of a system is the result of the sequence of its total state, which is a set of
computation, communication, storing, interaction and physical condition states. The total state can
be partitioned into external states, i.e. perceivable at its interface by the users, and internal states,
i.e. anything else. The delivered service is perceived by the user(s) as the sequence of the external
states of the system. Hence, a service failure, hereafter failure or outage, turns to be a deviation of
external state from the correct state. A deviation from correct state, either internal or external, is
named error. Hence, a failure can also be understood as the propagation of internal errors to the
system interface. Internal errors may or may not be detected and do not necessary lead to failures.
When an error does not propagate to a failure it is named latent error. The root cause of an error is a
fault that, when activated, leads to incorrect state.
According to Avizienis et al. [Avi04], faults can be classified from the following perspectives:
 Phase. According to the phase of creation or occurrence of the faults, they can be classified
into development or operational faults, i.e. activated during the use phase of the system.
 System boundaries. A fault can be internal or external with respect to the system
boundaries.
 Phenomenological cause. The fault can be caused by human actions or natural phenomena.
 Dimension. According to where faults originate or what they affect, a fault can be classified
into hardware and software.
 Objective. The property of being or not being introduced with the precise objective of
causing harm to the system. This distinguishes malicious from accidental faults.
 Persistence. The presence of the fault may be permanent or transient when bounded in
time.
It is worth to note that, differently from the classification given by Avizienis et al. [Avi04], in this
report accidental faults that originate from mistakes are not distinguished from bad decisions made
by persons lacking professional competence to do the job they have undertaken or having made a
harmful decision.

7.1

Reference System Model

A Smart Grid (SG) can be perceived as a large-scale distributed system made of several interacting
and interdependent sub-systems (c.f. Figure 22) whose resources may dynamically join and leave the
system, so, featuring a membership that changes over time. These sub-systems may be connected by
means of several infrastructures:
 Data center network, where the central management is in place.
 Operational private network, called generically SCADA, devoted to the physical processes.
 Corporate intranet, where usual departmental services and clients reside.
 Internet, through which for example (i) customers can be connected to (ii) intranet users get
to other intranets and/or the outside world, (iii) central management may be connected to.
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Machine to machine networks that for example may enable the SG enhanced control by
providing the necessary field feedback from devices, including from smart meters.

A further fundamental characteristic of a SG is the time-sensitivity: some important operations, e.g.
high/medium voltage grid control, have (hard) deadlines while other ones, e.g. related to the
metering information processing, have not. This leads to the so-called mixed-criticality systems with
guaranteed responsiveness.
SGs are partial synchronous systems whose synchronism is not an invariant property of systems. The
degree of synchronism varies in the time and space dimensions. During the timeline of their
execution, components become faster or slower and time to complete operations have greater or
smaller bounds. Some components are more predictable and/or faster than others, actions
performed in or amongst the former have better defined and/or smaller bounds.

7.2

Fault Model

A formal description that specifies the set of faults that the system is expected to experience during
operation is out of the scope of this section. Indeed, the fault model depends on the system
requirements, the environment in which the system will operate and the development process that
has been adopted. Instead of a formal description, a qualitative analysis of the faults that can be
activated during the system execution is provided. The focus is particularly on such faults that when
activated lead to erroneous system executions and propagation phenomena causing the so-called
cascade effect.
The SmartC2Net project addresses not only accidental faults that inadvertently compromise the grid
infrastructure (e.g. the faults due to operator, electronics and natural disasters) but also malicious
faults, also known as cyber-attacks, that are performed by hackers, disgruntled employees, industrial
spies, and terrorists by means of external faults introduced by an attack vector that exploits the
vulnerability of the system, i.e. an internal fault that enables to gain unauthorized access to the
system [Avi04].
7.2.1

Accidental Faults

Accidental faults are those introduced without any objective of causing harm to the system. The
focus is on power grid specific faults, hardware and software faults.
Power Grid Specific Faults are due to natural processes that originate inside the power grid system
boundaries and may cause physical interference both to power grid and ICT components (e.g. by
entering via user interfaces) such as power transients, noisy input lines, internal mechanical faults,
unexpected increasing of demand, tripping of great generation groups, transient or permanent
overloads of lines or transformers, instability of voltage, current and frequency, collapse of voltage,
important cascading or line tripping with consequent grid outage.
Network Infrastructure Specific Faults are due to accidental causes that imply an unavailability of the
communication infrastructure. Examples of this kind of faults can be the breaking of network cables
in case of wired communications or damages to the aerial antennas due to electrostatic charge in
case of wireless communications. The activation of these faults and their impact is not very well
predictable due to their random nature. In general, these faults may be both permanent and
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transient and recovery actions may be needed to restore the normal working state of the system
(e.g. rerouting of network traffic through alternative paths).
Hardware Faults. The continuous miniaturization of the transistor to extreme small dimensions has
leaded the transistors to become more and more susceptible to transient hardware faults (also called
soft errors). These faults are mainly due to the following factors: radiation (i.e. atmospheric neutrons
result from cosmic rays colliding with participles in the atmosphere, c.f. [Shi02] for more
information); crosstalk (i.e. the capacitive and inductive coupling of signals from one signal line to
another that increase with system performance and board densities); aging or wear-out effects (e.g.
due to electro-migration, stress migration, gate-oxide breakdown or time dependent dielectric
breakdown, and thermal cycling [Sri04]). It is worth to note that the errors resulting from such aging
effects can also result in persistent errors.
Software Faults. These are faults introduced unintentionally because of human-made mistakes
during the software development cycle. When activated they affect the program in execution or the
data. Experience has shown that software faults are not all the same and specific strategies need to
be taken depending upon the type of faults to deal with. By examining the type of conditions that
have to occur to activate the fault, software faults can be classified into two broad categories:
Bohrbug and Mandelbug.
Bohrbug [Gra86] are faults, which can easily be isolated and which manifest consistently under welldefined triggers, i.e. the conditions activating a fault and propagating the resulting error(s) into a
failure.
As for Mandelbugs, there is no common and widely accepted definition and, it will be probably true
for a long time. We provide the following definition of Mandelbug [Bov13]: Software faults whose
activation conditions are intricate enough that they can only be met when a complex combination of
different types of triggers occurs. According to Grottke et al. [Gro10], the "complexity" may arise
from (i) a time interval between the fault activation and the occurrence of a failure, and/or (ii) the
influence of one or more of the following indirect factors: interactions with the operating
environment (hardware, operating system, other components); the influence of the timing/sequence
of inputs and operations (relative to each other, or in terms of the system runtime or calendar time).
According to this view, Mandelbugs also include those faults which activation is nondeterministic,
e.g. when fault activation is influenced by the system-internal environment. This kind of faults was
initially named Heisenbugs (coined by Lindsay when working with Gray [Gro10]) referring to the
uncertainty principle investigated by the physicist Werner Heisenberg. Heisenbugs were envisioned
as faults in which the system behaviour is incorrect, and when you try to look to see why it's
incorrect, the problem goes away. The term recalls the uncertainty principle since the measurement
process (in this case the fault probing) alters the observed phenomenon. One typical example is a
fault that only occurs during testing but not when diagnosed under debug-mode. The common
reason for this nondeterministic behaviour is that executing a program in debug mode often cleans
memory before the program starts and forces variables onto stack locations, instead of keeping them
in registers. Indeed, many Heisenbugs are caused by uninitialized variables and, when variables are
not initialized, the activation of the fault depends on previous state of the memory. Other types of
Heisenbugs are concurrency bugs. When debugging multi-threaded programs one thread may be
paused for debugging and so the timing among the threads is altered and the error does not occur.
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For this reason, Heisenbugs are very difficult to reproduce, due to their non-deterministic activation
and are considered as special case of Mandelbugs.
Another subclass of Mandelbugs that devotes further explanation is the Aging-related Bug (ARB),
which is the underlying cause of software aging phenomena [Gro07]. The fault activation and/or
error propagation of ARB is influenced by the total time the system has been running and the type
and amount of workload served. Their repeated activation causes the accumulation of internal error
states (hence, not propagated to the interface) that leads to increasing failure rate and/or degraded
performance and eventually to system crash or hang. As a concrete example of aging-related bug, we
can consider a memory leak in program's heap area, which is memory allocated and never released.
Under repeated memory-leak activation over time, free memory will be no more available. When
dealing with the detection of software aging related anomalies statistical trend analysis techniques
should be employed.
7.2.2
NI

Malicious Faults
“
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[Kal10, Nis10]. The wide deployment of monitoring and measurement devices (such as sensors and
PMUs) and the use of already deployed IP network for direct demand side management, that is
extremely appealing because of rapidly decreasing cost of cabling and network interfaces [Lec08],
lead to an extreme increase of SG vulnerabilities. Hence, all attacks and vulnerabilities, which may
compromise data integrity, confidentiality and availability, need to be taken into account.
The shift towards such a scenario may expose the communication and the SG critical components,
such as the central management, to attacks. For instance, an attacker can be:
 A hacker with no intent to cause damage and who is satisfied by the penetration of systems
accessible through the Internet.
 A criminal (e.g. disgruntled employee of the energy supplier or energy service provider) who
wants to cause financial loss to the customer or to the energy service provider.
 A customer with malicious objectives, e.g. to tamper the system with fraud purposes.
Active attacks, i.e. where the attacker tries to alter system resources or affect their operations, can
be performed to alter or to drop the delivery of critical load adjustment commands. For instance, an
attack to the customer energy system (CEMS) may compromise the capability of the customer to use
the smart appliances or even the execution of emergency procedures. When the attacker is able to
compromise a limited number of CEMS the impact of the attack is low; however, when the attack is
coordinated and several CEMS systems are compromised (e.g. more than 100) or when some critical
CEMS are violated (e.g. police and fire departments systems) the impact of the attack can be high.
The considered active attacks that may compromise data integrity and/or the availability of the SG
services are:
 Man In the Middle (MIM) – An opponent captures messages exchanged between the
components, e.g. at customer side between the Energy Management Gateway (EMG) and
the CEMS. Then, the attacker can partially alter the content of the messages, or s/he can
delay or reorder the delivery of the messages to produce an unauthorized effect.
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Masquerade – An opponent sends fake messages, e.g. to components performing critical
operations, pretending to be a different entity.
Denial of Service (DoS) – The attacker floods anomalous messages. It prevents or inhibits the
normal operation or management of the components.

A typical MIM attack that compromises data integrity is the stealth attack (also called false-data
injection attack), which was first studied by Liu et al. in [Liu09]. It was shown that an attacker can
manipulate grid state estimation without triggering bad-data alarms in the control center. Xieet al.
[Xie10] also showed that with the knowledge of the system configuration, such attacks will
circumvent the bad-data measurement detections in present SCADA systems, and may lead to
profitable financial misconduct. Yuan et al. [Yua11] fully developed the concept of load redistribution
attacks, a special type of false data injection attacks, and analyzed their damage to power system
operation in different time steps with different attacking resource limitations.
These attacks have been selected since they are usually performed by exploiting the most commonly
computer system and network vulnerabilities [Owa12] (e.g. sensitive data exposure, insecure object
references, broken authentication and session management, security misconfiguration). It is worth to
note that MIM and Masquerade attacks can violate both integrity and availability; while, DoS violates
only availability.
Passive attacks are attempts to learn or make use of information from a system without affecting its
resources. As a matter of fact, the power energy information stored at the meter acts as an
information-rich side channel and can be repurposed by interested parties to reveal personal
b ,b
,
, preferences, and even beliefs. This is
not admissible according to privacy law in some countries of the European community, such as
Germany. Moreover, sophisticated burglaries could be architected when such information is not
secured. For example, thieves can exploit power consumption data to infer when persons are not in
the buildings and then plan physical penetrations.
The considered passive attacks that compromise confidentiality are:
 Release of message content: The opponent tries to eavesdrop transmissions.
 Traffic analysis: The opponent observes the pattern of the messages to discover the location
and the identity of the parties involved in the transmissions, and the frequencies and the
length of exchanged messages.

7.3

The Proposed Fault Management Approach

Experiences coming from recent failure reports of power grid systems (such as the 2003 US summer
blackout [Rep03]) have shown that a unified and holistic fault management approach taking into
consideration the interplay of the anomalies of ICT and power grid infrastructures is necessary.
The electrical power system relies on communication, but power failures affect communication
network devices in various ways. Communication network equipment (e.g. access points and relays)
installed with an optional battery backup can operate at least eight hours when electricity goes
down. Some smart meters already send a last gasp report (clearly identifying themselves and the
nature of their state), save their state, shut down gracefully, and use battery power to maintain their
real-time clocks.
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The network delay, jitter, ordered and reliable packet delivery must be taken into account in most of
the networks involved into the power grid realm. Hence, the overall network Quality-of-Service (QoS)
must be constantly monitored and anomalies need to be timely detected to activate the most proper
countermeasure.
The SG paradigm shift further complicates such a scenario and strongly impacts on the design of the
fault management system. These changes can be summarized in the following:
 New grid assets.
 No longer top-down power flows.
 No longer predictable decreasing voltage profiles along the feeders.
 Wider use of protection devices such as protection relays and reclosers, able to feature fault
detection and location.
 Wider use of switching devices for network automation and reconfiguration, able to feature
fault detection.
 An entire reliance on unreliable (i.e. lossy and with unpredictable delays) communication
infrastructures.
Intelligent algorithms aimed at automating the fault management process and at improving the SG
situation awareness are needed. In particular, the objective of the SmartC2Net fault management
sub-system is to realize effective and efficient (i) on-line anomaly detection techniques, (ii) network
and grid failure prediction strategies and (iii) on-line diagnosis procedures to identify which type of
fault(s) has been activated and to localize the fault(s) so that proper countermeasure can be
triggered (this is the output of WP3 and WP4).
This section first describes the requirements of the fault management system and the proposed
architecture; then, the envisioned SmartC2Net diagnostic approach, the ICT anomaly detection
techniques and the proposed FDIR power grid approach are discussed. Regarding the specific
techniques for power grid anomaly detection, e.g. current and voltage detectors, state-of-the-art
methods can be used. However, it is worth to note that it is expected that these ideas may evolve by
the end of the project, i.e. the general approach may be refined and further techniques may be
introduced.
7.3.1

The Fault Management Architecture

The SmartC2Net Fault Management (SFM) shares most of the requirements with the monitoring subsystem such as scalability, interoperability, flexibility, low intrusiveness (see Section 4 for details).
However, the following requirements are peculiar to this specific sub-system:
 Multiple Faults Handling: The SFM shall detect anomalies that originate from faults
concurrently activated in one domain or in both ICT and power grid domains.
 Sufficient Accuracy and Coverage: The SFM shall detect all the anomalies and then shall
correctly diagnose all the fault(s), i.e. the root cause of the anomalies, which may hamper
critical functionalities of the system.
 Timeliness: The SFM shall timely detect all the anomalies and then timely diagnose all the
fault(s) so that automatic self-healing operations can be properly undertaken.
 Cost Effective and Constraint Compliant: The SFM shall minimize the cost associated with
automatic reconfiguration and restoration actions and shall fulfil the constraints coming from
ICT and power grid operators. For instance, regarding the power grid domain (i) the number
of switching operations needs to be minimized, (ii) the grid capacity has to be maintained
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within its operating limits and (iii) the maximum load affected by faults needs to be supplied
in the shortest time period.
Address Partial Failure: The fault management system shall reveal when the system is
working in a degraded mode, i.e. when only a subset of system services is delivered to the
user since the total state of the system has accumulated errors that eventually will lead to
system failure.
Adaptability: The detection and the diagnosis shall adapt to the state of the system and its
environment. For instance, as power flows change along the day with their dynamic
behaviour (e.g. influenced by RES dispersed generation, storage installations) the diagnosis
model that represents the Distributed Generation Area shall be able to highlight the relevant
synchronized events to offer an accurate perspective of the grid faulty behaviour.
Interface with the Monitoring: The fault management shall provide feedback to the
monitoring framework in order to intensify or to reduce monitoring activitiesaccordingly to
the necessity.
Interface with the Recovery and Reconfiguration Subsystem: The SFM shall provide the
needed output to the Recovery and Reconfiguration subsystem so that necessary procedures
can be activated.
Interface with the Operator: The fault management shall provide user friendly Human
Machine Interface so that the operators (e.g. in the central or local control room) can easily
be aware of the situation and take actions if needed.
Bidirectional power flow and Changing Loads Pattern: The SFM shall cope with bidirectional power flows (e.g. due to the penetration of RES dispersed generation) and
changing loads pattern (e.g. affected by EV charging with an overall consuming pattern which
may be a burden during peak time).

The envisioned SFM approach is based on a decentralized and hierarchical layered architecture. The
choice of the hierarchical architecture explicitly derives from the SmartC2Net system architecture
that is intrinsically hierarchical (c.f. Figure 22). The substation centric approach targeted on
Distribution Grid Areas (DGA), as discussed in Section 3.3.4.2, and featuring dynamic grid modelling
for detection, localization, isolation and reconfiguration purposes, seems the most suitable for the
SmartC2Net project. The proposed hierarchical model-driven approach has the ability to represent in
real-time (i) the state of important smart grid components (e.g. circuit-breakers, switches and
reclosers), (ii) the electrical values of all relevant entities (i.e. power flows, currents and voltages),
needed for the grid fault detection process and (iii) the topology changes arising from normal remote
operations or triggered as a reaction (e.g. protection or recloser tripping orders) to fault detection.
The aforementioned decentralized (instead of centralized) approach is necessary to manage the size
and the complexity of the system and to avoid bottlenecks limiting its dependability and
performance. Furthermore, the choice of a decentralized approach also derives from the
consideration that power systems are taking a decentralized structure to effectively and efficiently
meet the requirements of secondary power generation sources, such as wind and solar.
The decentralized fault management approach implies that the diagnosis of faulty components can
be performed at several layers of the SmartC2Net system architecture, from the customer energy
system to the central management. Hence, one component can perform a local diagnosis without
the participation of components that are higher up in the hierarchy, e.g. the central management.
This does not imply that the local diagnosis engine lacks in coordination with the elements of the
upper layers in the hierarchy. For example, the Low Voltage Grid Controller (LVGC), placed on
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secondary substations, plays its own role at LV grid level, in the scope of the DGA, but it has also to
contribute to Medium Voltage self-healing process, at a wider level of the DGA. Indeed, LVGCs are
one of the intelligent devices with which the MVGC needs to dialogue to.
It is noteworthy that a fully distributed approach has been excluded for power grid fault
management since it is a cost effective solution only when few switching devices are employed on a
restricted area, and a dedicated communication infrastructure allowing fast response actuation with
predefined automation schemes is used. The distributed approach is not ready to operate under
heterogeneous and unreliable networks, non-standard grid topology and multiple faults. Finally, it
lacks the necessary flexibility for handling DER sub-systems such as distributed generation, storage
and electric vehicles.

Figure 38 - The layered architecture of the SmartC2Net fault management system

The envisioned architecture for the SFM system is depicted in Figure 38. It is a cross-layered
architecture having some fundamental characteristics discussed as follows.
Power grid and ICT faults are diagnosed at the higher layer of the architecture by leveraging on the
information coming from several lower layers:
(i)
Actual measurements from the monitoring sub-system.
(ii)
Decision of the Detection layer, which consists of the output of a set of anomaly
detectors deployed at both power grid and ICT devices and networks.
(iii)
The output of the Correlation layer that correlates anomalies.
(iv)
The outcome of the Identification and Localization layer, which performs the actual
diagnosis.
It is worth to mention that some layers are not necessary implemented in all the elements of the
fault management subsystem. For instance, the correlation layer is implemented only when more
than one detector output need to be correlated. Furthermore, the identification and localization and
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the analysis and reporting layers can be implemented in some specific components of the
SmartC2Net system. For example, it is expected that the Medium Voltage Grid Control (MVGC) may
implement all the layers of the SFM. First the MVGC, which is only housed at the primary substation,
receives the output of several fault detectors spread along the feeders (normally associated to
overhead switches, reclosers, or to secondary substations with remote controllable switching
features). This brings high quality and pertinent data about faults to the MVGC. Then, the MVGC may
also run specific diagnostic tests to perform the complete fault identification and localization (more
details are in Section 7.3.2). Finally, the MVGC needs also to communicate with the upper levels,
namely the DSO Control Center by intelligently reporting the alarms and the alert state.
The Detection layer of the architecture is in charge of fast anomaly recognition at both power grid
domain and ICT domain. The type of anomaly detectors that will be deployed in the SmartC2Net fault
management sub-system belongs to two classes: component-specific and component independent.
Component-independent detectors have the precise aim to complement component-specific
anomaly detectors by enabling the recognition of the anomalies that are not foreseen at design time.
Grid and ICT anomaly detectors (e.g. intrusion detectors, protective relays and reclosers) should have
their own settings dynamically and real-time configured, to cope with changing SG conditions due to
the discussed bidirectional power flows and to the use of heterogeneous (unreliable) network
infrastructures, e.g. DGA segments pushed to the limit when there are heavy EV charging periods.
The Correlation layer puts together the output of the anomaly detectors to reduce the amount of
information provided to upper layer, i.e. Identification and Localization, in order to resolve possible
inconsistencies of the anomaly detectors and to improve detection accuracy. For this purpose it may
also request more fine grained information to the monitoring sub-system.
The Identification and Localization layer is in charge to perform the actual diagnosis, i.e. to identify
the type of activated fault(s) and the faulty component(s), if any. It may require additional
information to the monitoring sub-system and can trigger pre-configured testing probes to improve
the diagnosis when the available information is not sufficient to diagnose the fault(s) with the
required confidence.
The testing probes consist in predefined tests, triggered periodically or on-demand (e.g. initiated by
an operator), to gather precise information about the system state. These tests are triggered to
proactively discover faulty elements or to assess the grid dynamic. For instance, to have a wide
awareness of what detector setting should be used, the MVGC perform preventively or at real-time,
all DGA assessment tasks to deal with multiple faulty components or to deal with grid dynamic by
assessing each segment power flow and role of all active dynamic assets (e.g. DER and storage).
Unfortunately these tests have the drawback to increase the system load for the time the test is
being executed but are the only way to enable precise diagnosis formulation when available
information coming from the monitoring sub-system and from the anomaly detectors is limited or is
not consistent. Of course such tests shall not alter the correct state of the system, i.e. shall avoid to
activate dormant faults.
Analysis. This layer analyzes the current situation, i.e. the state of the system, the detector output
and the diagnosis, i.e. the identified fault(s) and component. Indeed, beforedeciding a strategy for
reacting (e.g. re-routing power/messages) there is the necessity of assessing further local issues both
at the ICT and power grid infrastructure, such as overloads, served customers with special contracts
or needs (military, hospital, industry, private, etc.), any related collapse prevention/risk
management. At this layer the assessment of
“
”
is also carried
on. Alternatively, if further data are needed(e.g. from an adjacent area that is out of reach or when
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adjacent areas have their own way to reach the same grid/network fault management element) a
request to components of peer layer(s) or to components of the upper layer, e.g. the central
management, may be performed so that pertinent data can be shared.
Once the diagnosis process along with the specific alert level has been determined and a stable
situation is achieved, the outage may be managed by means of an Outage Management System
(OMS), i.e. a specific central system that is able to handle the lifecycle of reported failures, by
managing trouble tickets. At the central level further analysis may also be performed, automatically
or manually (e.g. by an operator) by means of an outage database. In such a case the current
situation has to match at least one similar entry in a repository with system failure history. When a
match in the database is found, this increases the confidence in the diagnosis. Furthermore, since a
probable solution for the situation may already exist, the alert level could be also decremented.
When the diagnosis does not match any previous database entry, the alert level should be kept very
high and the database needs to be updated if necessary. It is at OMS level that maintenance crews
are dispatched to go to the field in order to proceed with any due repair task, or to remotely
intervene and fix any of the faulty occurrences.
Isolation and Restoration. At this level the
“
”
whenever it is possible
(e.g. all needed data and conditions are set). Basically, all control orders (to be coordinated with
WP3/4 outcome), such as topology reconfiguration over the grid/telecom, are automatically sent
coping with all identified constraints and serving the purpose of improving as much as possible the
grid/telecom business key indicators for service quality, isolating the fault or problem that was
disturbing or putting at risk the grid/telecom operation, and restoring service, as much as possible.
Data and Recommendations Reporting/Request. It reports to the Central System all relevant data
(e.g. grid/telecom node status and values, grid/telecom segments values, the detector output and
the diagnosis, i.e. the identified fault(s) and component) about the concerned area. It also serves to
feed the Central System with useful data for dispatching any due maintenance crew or remote
.
,
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,
request for data from the central systems can be per
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may assess the proposal (e.g. validating and authorizing, discarding, modifying). This is necessary to
fit power utilities and telecom operator needs when they do not feel, yet, comfortable with a certain
x
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business
Concluding, the Coordination layer is aimed at configuring peer fault management elements, namely
those components of fault management system that are at the same level of the SmartC2Net
hierarchy or that cooperate together to pursue a common goal. It is in charge of updating each peer
or upper entities in the hierarchy with the necessary information when needed. For example, during
an outage, the Communication Network Management System has to get the current picture of the
status of the communication infrastructure, e.g. by polling directly anomaly detectors of the devices,
to be aware of which devices are not affected by the outage, those that are affected and even those
that are running on their own battery (capacity awareness included).
The coordination problem is by far more intricate when changes of the grid/network operating
conditions occur at the lowest level of the smart grid. For example, Smart Meters and LV sensors are
able to report anomalies to the LVGC, such as power failures on LV feeders, by using their own
communication module or the home energy gateway. The communication module could send a last
gasp report to the nearest LVGC serving that meter and, then, this LVGC would then report the status
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to the central system. Alternatively, the home energy gateway can report the status to the central
systems via the broadband public service network. This feature will only be possible if the home
energy gateway itself and the broadband network box have any kind of embedded or external power
backup, even for few seconds, or if the home electrical infrastructure is itself backed-up.
For this reason, the Coordination layer is mandatory for the decision making process of several
elements of the fault management system, i.e. the Correlation, the Identification and Localization
and the Analysis, the Isolation and Restoration and Data and Recommendations Reporting/Request.
Thus, it is represented as a vertical layer of the SFM architecture.
At this stage of the project only the detection layer is described in detail, while other layers will be
finalized by the end of the project.
7.3.2

The Power Grid Self-Healing Approach

Figure 39 - DGA representation, highlighted from a geographical distribution grid representation

The SmartC2Net self-healing approach is, as discussed, based on the substation centric solution
targeted on Distribution Grid Areas (DGA), as depicted in Figure 39, featuring dynamic grid modelling
for FDIR purposes. The model actually owns a dynamic model of the substation feeders (downstream
dynamic data modelling) belonging to a group of substations representing a specific Distribution Grid
Area (DGA). This dynamic model has the ability to represent in real-time the state of circuit-breakers,
switches and reclosers, and to represent electrical values of all relevant entities, namely power flows,
currents and voltages, needed for the fault detection process. It also dynamically represents in realtime the topology changes arising from normal remote operation or derived from protection or
recloser tripping orders as a consequence of fault detection.
The proposed concept also allows that any self-healing strategy (set of steps to implement FDIR)
performed at DGA level by the MVGC, could be notified upstream (at Central System) as a proposal,
and there, a user may assess the proposal, validate and authorize it, simply discard it, or, change it
and override some or all of the preliminary proposal steps.
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partial autonomy, meaning that a self-healing proposal should be evaluated and approved or be
subject to user recommendations at Central System level, or (iii) no autonomy and therefore, no selfhealing would be performed at all.
This feature may be interesting for those power utilities or telecom operators that do not feel, yet,
comfortable with a certain extent of decentralised autonomy, namely for self-healing purposes;
,
,
“
”
b
, possibly
configuring the DGA process and assess its behaviour and outcome, in a stepwise approach, as a
learning process.
The level of autonomy of each DGA (autonomous mode) can be subject to a preventive assessment,
at central system level, under the utility engineering criteria [Ber11].
At MV level, fault detection is performed according to the fault detectors that are present in the
DGA. At least, at each substation there is a feeder protection relay, which may trip the corresponding
circuit breaker. This kind of protection relays are able to detect any kind of faulty situation for
balanced and unbalanced networks, namely short-circuits between phases or phase-ground. These
faults may be transient or permanent. They even may occur simultaneously at different sites within
the same DGA, under certain severe conditions, such as weather storms.
The role of fault detectors spread along the feeders, normally associated to overhead switches or to
secondary substations with remote controllable switching features, together with the fault detection
feature associated to reclosers, brings high quality and pertinent data about faults, available to the
MV Grid Controller (MVGC) housed at the primary substation.
With this available data, the MVGC runs sophisticated micro-DM
“
”,
refers to a small section of the grid, the DGA), such as topology processing, power flow, fault
detection, automatic isolation procedures, automatic restoration procedures, actually performing
automatic load transfer for optimal restoration, and capacity violation checks for all grid segments
(cables and overhead lines).
As power flows change along the day with their dynamic behaviour being clearly influenced by any
kind of RES dispersed generation and, if applicable, storage installations, the model that represents
the DGA is able to highlight the relevant synchronized events. This data, used by the set of power
applications performed by the micro-DMS at MVGC level, offers an accurate perspective of the grid
faulty behaviour, allowing the overall grid self-healing automatic process to react and perform
accordingly, solving any kind of faults, even multiple ones.
The MVGC, besides dealing locally with the faulty phenomena of the corresponding DGA, also
communicates with the grid upper levels, namely the DSO Control Center. Event and alarm
(intelligent) reporting is one of the features, besides responding to direct control orders arising from
remote operators. Nevertheless, the main role of the MVGC is to perform locally all DGA assessment
tasks, in preventive and in real-time mode, dealing with multiple faults and driving all self-healing
orders, under the grid circumstances. The self-healing orders (switching, e.g. open and close) are
communicated to all automation and protection devices performing in the DGA, thus isolating any
kind of faulty segment for grid safety and quick repair, and also to perform power restoration to
supply as much as possible the loads previously affected by the faults, improving availability (SAIFI,
SAIDI) indicators, while avoiding any violation of each segment capacity limit, meaning that
intelligent load transfer is also an outcome of the MVGC role on self-healing.
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It is worth mentioning that due to the mentioned bidirectional power flows, resulting from DER
assets such as Dispersed Generation (DG) and storage installations, the DGA grid segments being
pushed to the limit (we are assuming that all micro-DMS applications around the DGA concept also
promote grid investment deferral), especially during heavy EV charging periods, impose that all
protective features associated to relays and reclosers should have their own settings dynamically
configured [Ber12], to cope with each grid condition, in real-time.
At this level, the MVGC may also play a relevant role, by permanently and preventively assessing the
grid dynamic, namely each segment power flow and role of all active dynamic assets, such as DER, so
that it can have a wide awareness of what protective settings each protection relay or recloser
controller should be configured with.
Concluding, at DGA level and aiming at providing all FDIR described features, the systems strongly
relies on a communications network. Its performance, speed and accuracy have a huge impact on the
autonomous electric power self-healing processes described so far.
A similar conclusion regarding upstream communications can also be made. In fact, and as described,
at the control center level, all upcoming events and alarms play their own role at that level, for
operation purposes, but also for outage management. Outages are presently managed with specific
OMS (Outage Management Systems), able to manage the lifecycle of grid outages, namely those
reported by the MVGC, when a stable situation is achieved within the DGA after the occurrence of,
for instance, a permanent fault. In this case, there will be an isolated faulty segment needing human
intervention.
At the control center level, OMS users may tag those occurrences, dispatch crews for maintenance
repairs, while keeping track of all these tasks lifecycle (actually, m
“
b
”
lifecycle).
Indeed, the smart grid relies on communications, but a power outage also affects communication
network devices in various ways. Communication network equipment (Access Points and Relays)
installed with an optional battery backup can operate through outages of at least eight hours. Some
electricity smart meters already send a last gasp report (clearly identifying themselves and the nature
of their state), save their state, shut down gracefully, and use battery power to maintain their realtime clocks.
During an outage, the Communications Network Management System (CNMS), by polling directly
network devices, is able to get the real picture on the communication infrastructure, being aware of
which devices were not affected by the outage, those that were affected and even those that are
running on their own battery (capacity awareness included).
So far we have been describing solutions for the MV grid, but it is also worthy to mention how Smart
Metering and their ability t
“
”
b
DGA
-healing
process.
At LV level, and as already mentioned, there is a Low Voltage Grid Controller (LVGC), placed on
secondary substations, that not only participate in the already described MV self-healing process, as
they are one of the intelligent devices with which the MVGC dialogues to, but also play their own role
at LV grid level, again in the scope of the DGA.
Smart Meters and LV sensors are able to report events to the LVGC, such as power failures on LV
feeders. Normally, those meters do not have backup batteries, but they are able to detect low
voltage events that anticipate an outage, so, they may report such event to its own communication
module that could be itself backed up by a tiny battery or capacitor. Independently of the
communication technology used between the Smart Meter and the LVGC, and under these
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circumstances, the mentioned communication module could send a last gasp report to the nearest
LVGC serving that meter. This LVGC would then report the outage alarm to the central systems.
I
,
“
”
,
communications module can also, when and where applicable, report its status to a home server,
assuming that Demand Response solutions could be in place, thus using the domestic
communications infrastructure to instruct the home server, via the broadband public service network
(e.g. fibre optic cable), to also report the outage alarm to the central systems.This feature will only be
possible if the home server itself and the broadband network box have any kind of embedded or
external power backup, even for few seconds, or if the home electrical infrastructure is itself backedup.
At central system level, namely at the OMS, any user would be able to interpret already correlated
data, able to simply identify LV faulty segments, or in an aggregated way, wider segments,
specifically at MV level, as they embed sets of LV segments. This way, those users will be able to
dispatch maintenance crews so that they could go to the permanent faulty places for repair
interventions.
All these symbiotic processes that were described at MV and LV level provide a clear bridging for
mutual benefit, when dealing with faulty events, both at electric power grid level or at
communications network level.
7.3.3

The ICT Anomaly Detection Approach

In the ICT domain vendors typically configure alarms into network devices and application
components to easy fast and accurate detection and diagnosis of anomalies. However, in practice,
there are many problems for which detectors are not able to explicit rise alarms. This arises from the
consideration that the notion of expectations encompassing every possible normal behaviour is very
difficult to apply. For instance anomalies, which are not foreseen at design time, may arise during
operation for new or uncommon problems. Furthermore, other anomalies may also go unnoticed
because of anomaly detector poisoning activities [Rub09], i.e. the deliberate manipulation of a
system to mask an attack, in particular when dealing with attackers. This means that detectors have
imperfect coverage and accuracy [Che02].
Imperfect coverage of the detectors is due to a bunch of reasons. The most important are listed as
follows:
 The use of commercial off-the-shelf (OTS) components. This is especially true for most of
modern mission-critical systems. OTS behaviour typically depends on the type of component,
the application domain, and the operating environment (i.e. the combination of network,
hardware, OS, virtualization and active components); furthermore, very often, a thorough
assessment of OTS failure modes and theirs vulnerabilities is not available [Sie04].
 Dynamic operating environments.
 Unfeasibility of profiling all the system components, for example, to set timeouts to
operations [Ama11] or to set predefined and complete probes [Ris05].
 The impossibility to have accurate logs when failures occur; indeed, Cinque et al. [Cin10]
have shown that up to 60% of failures may leave no trace in application logs, basically
because logging is still not a mature engineering process and it is often left up to the
developer skills.
 Configuration of built-in tools is often a manual hard and fault-prone task [Mun11].
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For these reasons the SmartC2Net fault management leverages different classes of detectors to
reveal anomalies from many data sources. Detectors may leverage both passive and active
monitoring (see Section 3.1) and can exploit one or a combination of the following detection
techniques: heuristics (e.g. count and threshold mechanisms); model-based (e.g. linear regression);
probabilistic (e.g. Hidden Markov Model, Bayesian inference) and statistics.
One common source for inferring the status of the network is the analysis of network traffic
data.Traffic-based detectors that need to be considered in SmartC2Net fault management subsystem are both at the core network and at the edge levels. These detectors exploit traces collected
using packet sniffing tools (e.g. wireshark, snoop, caapsa) and statistical analysis of traffic features.
The features that can be used are traffic volume, round trip time, packet count/rate/loss/size,
number of different fluxes (i.e. communication between different source destination hosts) and
delay jitter. Usually, it is not necessary that every feature is used for detection since it has been
proved that accurate detection may be generally achieved using a subset of all the features, which
may depend not only on the detection objective, but also on the state of the system and its
environment. For example, machine learning algorithms are known to have worse performance
when too much features are used. This is known as Hughes phenomenon [Oom08].
When the application level protocol is known, techniques to reconstruct the state transaction
diagram of the protocol participants from sniffed packets can be used, such as the one proposed in
[Kha06], should also be applied to timely identify any deviation.
A concrete example of end-host anomaly detectors that we plan to investigate to reveal ICT
anomalies, and in particular anomalies in the processing component of the system (e.g. the MVGC),
are Operating System (OS)-level anomaly detectors. The driving idea is to shift the observation
perspective to the operating environment by monitoring the communication and the resource usage
patterns between the component(s) and the OS. Indeed, operating systems, especially the most
recent, offer facilities to collect a wealth of data, such as system call errors, scheduling delays and
waiting time on shared resources, useful to reveal when the application components deviate from
expectations. The approach is particularly suited for OTS-based systems, since it does not require to
modify the components. Furthermore, a framework monitoring the components from the OS
perspective can be of general use and applied to a variety of circumstances and applications in a
much more efficient and cheap way than to the single application instrumentation; in fact, instead of
re-instrument every OTS item and application each time, it will be just necessary to tune a ready-touse framework. For example, the anomaly detection frameworks proposed in [Bov11] exploit on-line
statistical analysis to reveal anomalies due to application hangs (a process is indefinitely waiting to
receive some input or is actively wasting CPU cycles). The detector is able to work with different
applications and to deal with non-stationary and variable operating conditions (e.g. different
workload and OS configurations). The detector proposed in [Bov11] also shows good performance in
terms of accuracy and coverage (see [Bov11] for details) with low overhead and intrusiveness.
Furthermore, it can be configured according to the dependability requirements of each SmartC2Net
sub-system.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook
In this deliverable, state-of-the-art and future visions of network and grid monitoring approaches
were addressed and compared. Afterwards, a joint SmartC2Net monitoring architecture was
developed, which integrates and tightly couples grid and network monitoring subsystems. Apart from
a more efficient implementation (joint databases, transmissions, interfaces, support functions, etc.),
this will lead to smart grid control algorithms and strategies, not only aware of the power grid state,
but also of the communication network status. As a consequence, novel grid control approaches are
enabled, implementing adaptive control behaviour. A concrete example could be, that a grid
controller not only receives a grid parameter observation (including a time stamp), but also metadata representing the accuracy of the time stamp. This accuracy can vary because of communication
network issues (accidental or malicious) and will be calculated and provided by the joint monitoring
system.
Nevertheless, the monitoring system will also be used by the communication network
reconfiguration and the communication network fault management. Like a grid controller, these
systems can request dedicated monitoring tasks from the monitoring system. The network
reconfiguration will use this, to make decisions to dynamically reconfigure the heterogeneous
network topology in order to maintain performance quality-of-service requirements. The fault
management system will use the monitoring system to dynamically monitor the communication
network in order to detect complex accidental issues/anomalies and malicious attacks.
As analyzed and presented in the state-of-the-art chapter, distributed and decentralized monitoring
architectures usually perform better than centralized approaches in large scale heterogeneous
communication networks. SmartC2Net applications can consist of thousands to millions of
nodes/meters connected using different technologies like cellular, power line communication, fiber,
ZigBee, Wi-Fi and many others. In addition, these networks are built and maintained by various
actors (mobile operator, distribution service operator, private household, enterprises, etc.), which
want to be under control of what is monitored and who is able to access the data. This complex
scenario will be addressed in SmartC2Net by a highly flexible monitoring architecture consisting of
four main functional components namely Monitors, Processors, Publishers and APIs. These can be
independently installed on physical nodes/meters in order to address the specific local functionalities
and requirements. Nevertheless, the architecture is also designed to be able to integrate legacy
monitoring systems. For these systems, adapter components need to be implemented, integrating
these systems to the joint monitoring architecture. As a consequence, data provided by these
systems can be stored, processed, protected and accessed in the same way as fully SmartC2Net
conform monitoring devices/systems. The goal of the SmartC2Net monitoring API is to be, to a large
extent, based on standardized protocols. Especially for the grid control API layer, one outcome of the
SmartC2Net project is to identify functionalities, which are missing in state-of-the-art standards and
which need to be integrated to be ready for the future.
Finally, a preliminary fault management approach and the related architecture have been described.
First, the ensemble of faults addressed in the SmartC2Net project has been provided. Faults have
been classified into accidental and malicious faults. Afterwards, the requirements of the fault
management system have been identified and the proposed approach was described. The approach
is based on a decentralized and hierarchical layered architecture, considering the intrinsic
hierarchical architecture of the future smart grid. In particular, from the power grid perspective, the
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substation centric approach targeted on Distribution Grid Areas (DGA) and featuring dynamic grid
modelling for detection, localization, isolation and reconfiguration purposes, has been identified as
the best candidate for the SmartC2Net project. Regarding the architecture, a cross-layer architecture
of the fault management system has been presented in detail.
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9 Appendix: Detailed Monitoring API Descriptions
This appendix is based on Figure 27. The network monitoring is configured and accessed mainly
through three APIs. The Grid Control (GC) API for WP4, the Fault Management (FM) API for WP2 and
the Network Reconfiguration (NR) API for WP3. Some parts of the interfaces are similar for all APIs.
Hence, they will be described before the detailed subsections, in which their existence is only
mentioned.
DATA INTERFACE (NETWORK MONITORING)
[Network Monitoring  Grid Control, Fault Management, Network Reconfiguration]
The network monitoring data interface provides network physical or logical link End-to-End
(E2E) measurement information. Examples are transmission delays or loss ratios. The
measurement information can originate from a real-time measurement or from historical
data stored in a publisher database. In addition to the measurement information, data
quality (meta-data) is provided, which is calculated by the quality estimation layer of the
publishing component. Network monitoring data can be received periodically, a single time
or in case a specific function (e.g. threshold) is triggered (event).
REGISTRATION AND REQUIREMENT INTERFACE
[Grid Control, Fault Management, Network Reconfiguration  Network Monitoring]
The registration and requirement interface is used for authentication, to register offline
monitoring requirements (availability, component address, metric, rate, priority, monitoring
network path to component, etc.) and to update the requirements online during runtime. In
addition, this interface supports start/stop/pause of specific monitoring processes.
9.1.1.1

Grid Control (GC) Interface

The grid control API is used between the network monitoring system and a SmartC2Net control
application. It is subdivided into three interfaces:
Data Interface [Network Monitoring  Grid Control]
Registration and Requirement Interface [Grid Control  Network Monitoring]
Fault Interface [Network Monitoring  Grid Control]
The monitoring system fault interface is used to report failures to the grid control
application. Example faults are that a specific requested monitoring variable cannot be
delivered any more, communication link failures, a detected anomaly (e.g. DoS), complete
system failure, etc. As a consequence, this interface is not only used to reports faults related
to the monitoring system. It is also used to forward faults reported by the fault management
and the network reconfiguration components (c.f. Figure 27).
9.1.1.2

Fault Management (FM) API

The fault management API is used between the network monitoring system and the fault
management system. It is subdivided into four interfaces:
Data Interface [Network Monitoring  Fault Management]
Registration and Requirement Interface [Fault Management  Network Monitoring]
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Fault Interface [Network Monitoring  Fault Management]
The monitoring system fault interface is used to report failures to the fault management
component. For example, the network monitoring system can report, that the monitoring of
a requested network parameter is no longer possible.
Diagnostic Information Interface [Fault Management  Network Monitoring]
The fault management system provides detailed diagnostic information about network errors
and malicious attacks that lead to improved network monitoring information and
information to the grid controller through the grid control API.
9.1.1.3

Network Reconfiguration (NR) API

The network reconfiguration API is used between the network monitoring system and the network
reconfiguration system. It is subdivided into five interfaces:
Data Interface [Network Monitoring  Network Reconfiguration]
Registration and Requirement Interface [Network Reconfiguration  Net. Monitoring]
Fault Interface [Network Monitoring  Network Reconfiguration]
The monitoring system fault interface is used to report failures to the network
reconfiguration component. For example, the network monitoring system can report, that
the monitoring of a requested network parameter is no longer possible.
Connectivity Requirements Interface [Network Monitoring  Network Reconfiguration]
The network monitoring system can request connectivity requirements from the network
reconfiguration in order to successfully fulfill its monitoring tasks.
Connectivity Fault Interface [Network Reconfiguration  Network Monitoring]
The network reconfiguration system reports to the network monitoring system if requested
connectivity requirements cannot be provided any more.
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